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FOREWORD

THE present work, I believe, meets a gener-

ally felt want which I myself up to now have

not been in a position to satisfy—the wish,

namely, for a concise presentation of the elements of

my' psychological theories. My endeavours in psy-

chology have been essentially pioneer work, leaving

me neither time nor opportunity to present them

systematically. Dr. Jacobi has taken this difficult

task Upon herself with a happy result, having suc-

ceeded in giving an account free from the ballast of

technical particulars. This constitutes a synopsis

that includes or at least touches upon all essential

points, so that it is possible for the reader—with the

aid of the references and the bibliography of my
writings—to orient himself readily wherever needful.

It may be regarded as a merit of this work that the

text has been supplemented with a number of dia-

grams, which aid in understanding certain functional

relations.

It is a particular satisfaction to me that the author

has been able to avoid furnishing any support to the

opinion that my researches constitute a dogmatic

system. Such presentations slip all too easily into a

certain assertive style, which is wholly inappropriate

to my views. Since it is my firm conviction that the

time for an all-inclusive theory, taking in and pre-
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senting all the contents, processes, and phfenomenaTof

the psyche from one central viewpoint, has not yet

come by a long way, I regard my theories as sug-

gestions and attempts at the formulation of a new
scientific concept of psychology based in the first

place upon immediate experience with human beings.

This is not a kind of psychopathology, but a general

psychology which also takes cognizance
--
of the em-

pirical material of pathology.

I hope that it may be granted to this book not only

to furnish many with a general idea of my investiga-

tions but also to save them laborious searching in

their studies.

C. G. JUNG.

August, 1939 .



INTRODUCTION

THE present work has grown out of a lecture

held before a group of psychologists, physi-

cians, and educators. The friendly reception

accorded this lecture, repeated wishes to see it printed,

and especially the continually growing interest of the

wider public in Jung’s theories have moved me to

publish it in suitably altered and supplemented form

as a brief introduction to the psychology of C. G. Jung.

This presentation of the elements of his psychology

is intended to give a concise picture, complete in

itself, of the central content of the whole system, and

above all to facilitate access to Jung’s own extra-

ordinarily voluminous works .
1 To describe in all its

fulness a man’s life-work, the fruit of forty years’

research, in a few pages is a practically impossible

task. It must necessarily remain a sketch—a sketch

that I have attempted to organize as simply and

clearly as possible, but that must renounce going

into profundities or details.

But even such a glance will—of this I am convinced

—be able to convey something of the strange power

of the thought-structure that has been erected by
this great scientist and thinker, which may be re-

garded as of the same fundamental and rcvolution-

1 A complete list of Jung’s writings published up to the present, as well

as a short biography, is given in the Appendix.
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izing significance for our knowledge of the psyche as

the discoveries of modern physics, to which i£,^s linked

by numerous analogies, have become for the domain

of exact natural science. As these, it is likely to have

a decisive influence on the formation of future con-

ceptions of the world. The narrow limits of this book

do not allow a closer investigation of these connections

and perspectives. Being consciously and intentionally

restricted in scope it had to concentrate solely on the

presentation of the Jungian theory and to withhold

reference to that many-layered native soil from which

Jung’s system drew its first nourishment and in which

it is spiritually rooted. It endeavoured, nevertheless,

to convey a clear and comprehensive picture of

this system to those readers who cannot be expected

to be thoroughly acquainted with the teachings

of religious psychology, with depth psychology, or

with the philosophical doctrines by which Jung was

inspired. Any kind of polemics has been carefully

avoided, not only because polemics ultimately never

convince but merely increase resistance, and not

because of lack of consideration or esteem, but, on

the contrary, in consequence of an attitude of pro-

found veneration towards all serious scientific research

or educational work, however antagonistic it may be

to Jung’s, which forbids their discussion in such a

limited space. So may the reader who is interested

in the question be stimulated above all to take a.

interest in the Jungian system, rich as it is in psycho-

logical and broadly human insights, touching almost

every domain of life and learning, and be moved
thereby to a deeper penetration into its details.
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Therein consists the aim and goal of this work. Its

justification will remain undiminished, I believe, in

spite of the horror of the war that has broken loose

over the West, and it may even be enhanced. For

the world of the psyche stands above temporal events
;

beginning and end of all human deeds lie therein

concealed. Its problems are eternal and always of

the like burning actuality. Whoever searches there

will find in them not only the key to all that is terrible

in man’s doings but also the fruitful germ of every-

thing high and holy that he is able to create and on

which our never-failing hope of a better future rests.

In conclusion, I should like to express my hearty

gratitude to Prof. C. G. Jung and Miss Toni Wolff for

their sympathetic furtherance of my work.

Dr. JOLAN JACOBI.

Zurich, Autumn. 1989.
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T^HE psychology of C. G. Jung is divisible into

a theoretical part, whose principal headings

can be described quite generally as (1 ) Nature

and Structure of the Psyche, (2) Laws of the Psychic

iProcesses and Forces, and (3) into a practical part

Ibased on these theories, their application e.g. as a

'therapeutic method in the narrower sense.

If one would reach a correct understanding of

[Jung’s system, one must first of all accept Jung’s

^standpoint and recognize with him the full reality of

the psychic
.}

This standpoint is, remarkable as it may
sound, relatively new. For the psyche was viewed

up to a few decades ago not as independent and subject

to its own laws, but was studied and interpreted

through derivation from religion and philosophy or

from natural science, so that its true nature could not

rightly be discerned. (Jl'o Jung the psychic is no less

real than the physical. Though it be uot immediately

touchable and vi si hi e, i t is still fully and unambigu-

> usly experienceable. It is a world in itself—subject

to law, structured, and possessed of its special means
of expression. All that we know of the world comes

to us, as does all our knowledge of our own being,

through the medium ofthe psychic^ Jung’s theoretical

istructure is accordingly no abstract system created by
the speculative intellect but an erection upon the
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solid ground of experience and resting exclusively

upon the latter. Its two main pillars are:

I. The Principle of Psychic Totality.

II. The Principle of Psychic Dynamics.

In the further elaboration of these two principles,

as in the practical application 1 of the system, the

definitions and explanations given by Jung himself

and here identified as such will be employed wherever

possible.

1 “ .Timg generally employ s o( late the term ' complex psychology especially

when he speaks of the whole of his psychological system from a theoretical

viewpoint Ihc expression ‘ analytical psychology’ is on the contrary in

% place when one speaks of tlie piarticai piocedure of psychological analysis."

(T Wolff, Kinfuhrunq m die Omndlagen der Komplexen Psychologic, p. 7 ;

in the ammeisary volume, Du kulturelle IMeutunq der Komplexen Psycho-

logic. Berlin • Spnngei, ]‘(36) QuotedJStV following only by the title of

the essay



I

THE NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF
THE PSYCHE

B
Y psyche Jung understands not merely what

we usually mean by the word “soul”
(
Seele

)

or “mind ” but “ the .totality, of all psycho-

logical processes , both conscious as well as uncon-

scious” 1—that is, something broader than and includ-

ing the soul, which for him constitutes only a certain

,
“limited complex offunctions”.2 The psyche consists

of two spheres supplementing one another but opposed

in their properties— of consciousness and the so-

caUed unconscious. Our ego has a share in both.

1 Psychological Types, p. 608. Translated by H. G. Baynes. Fourth

Impression. London : Kegan Paul, 1993.
a In order to avoid confusion arising from the habits of everyday speech,

which in English employs the words “ mind ” and “ soul ” now in a narrower,

now in a wider meaning, and allows them to be distinguished as concepts

only through the context in which they stand, I have endeavoured to restrict

each of these words to a definite, sharply circumscribed meaning and to use

them so far as possible only in this sense. Only too often already has a too

matter-of-couise, unreflecting taking-over of these terms led to a confusion

of concepts and barred the way to understanding in the subtle realm of

psychological thought. In the wish to avoid this danger the terms in question

have been defined in the following sense and used in it only throughout

:

“ mind ” everywhere where we have to do with a conscious psychological

activity or where we are speaking of consciousness or intelligence
;
“ soul

”

corresponding to Jung’s definition {Psychological Types, p. 693) :
“ The

internal personality is the way in which one behaves in regard to his internal

psychic processes ; it is the inner attitude, the character that one displays

to his unconscious. . . . The internal attitude I term . . . the soul.” Both

of these concepts accordingly refer in Jung’s system and in this work to one

aspect only of the psychic totality. Where we have to do with all its aspects or

partial systems in one, in a whole that includes at once the conscious and uncon-

scious sides, the word “ psyche ” or “ psychic ” is always employed throughout.

I
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The following Diagram l 1 shows the ego standing

between the two spheres, which not only supplement

but also complement or compensate each other , i That

is: the dividing line that marks them off from each

other in our ego can be displaced in both directions,

as is suggested by the arrows and the dotted lines

in the figure. It is naturally only an expedient of

thought and an abstraction that the ego stands

exactly in the middle. From the fact that this bound-

ary can be shifted follows that the smaller the upper

part, the narrower is consciousness, and conversely.

1 This diagram w— as all the follow mg are— merely a construction to help our

understanding. Let the reader he expiessly warned against taking these dia-

grams all too literally and seeing in them more than an admittedly inadequate

attempt to bring certain very complex and abstract functional relations in

the psychic realm closer to our understanding in this simplified, visible form.

The circle was chosen in order to suggest the relative cloBcdness, the wholeness

of the individual psyche. Wholeness has ever been symbolized by a sphere or

circle. " In neo-Platonic philosophy the soul (i.e. psyche) has a particular

relation to the spheric form. Cf. too the round form of Plato’s primitive man.”

(Jung, Integration ofthe Personality, p. 122. London : Kegan Paul, 1940.)
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When one considers the relation of these two spheres

to each other one sees that our consciousness con-

stitutes. only a very small part of the whole psyche .

It floats as a little island on the boundless sea of the

unconscious.\ Diagram II indicates the little black

Diagram II

1. Ego.

2. The sphere of consciousness.

3. The sphere of the personal unconscious.

4. The sphere of the collective unconscious.

point in the centre as our ego, which, surrounded by
and resting on consciousness, represents the side of

the psyche which is concerned, especially in our

western culture, with adjustment tcTextemal"reality.,

Jung defines consciousness as “ the function "or activity

which maintains the relation of the psychic contents
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{*> the egd”.1 c'The next circle shows how the sphere

of consciousness is surrounded by contents lying in

the unconscious.^ Here are those contents which have

been put aside—for our consciousness can take in

only a very few contents at once—but which can

be raised again at any time into consciousness;

furthermore, those which we repress because they are

disagreeable for various reasons—i.e. “forgotten, re-

pressed, subliminally perceived, thought, and felt

matter of every kind ”.2 This region Jung calls the
“ person^ unconscious” in order to distinguish it

from that of the “collective unconscious”, as is

indicated in Diagram III. For the collective part of

the unconscious no longer includes contents that are

specific for our individual ego and result from personal

acquisitions, but such as result “from the inherited

possibility of psychical functioning in general, namely

from the inherited brain structure ”.3,

4

This inherit-
1 Psychological Types, p. 636. * Ibid,., p. 616.
3 The term brain structure, which is used by Jung where one would perhaps

expect psychic structure, must be properly understood. It is meant to point

to the biological connection. For the psyche as it presents itself to us—i.e.

as it is understood by us—is connected with our bodily being. That does not

by any means, however, imply biological “ dependence ”. “ The psychic

deserves to be taken as a phenomenon in itself, for there are no grounds for

regarding it as a mere epiphenomenon, even though it is associated with the

function of the brain
;

just as little as one can conceive of life as an epi-

phenomenon of the chemistry of carbon." (Contributions to Analytical

Psychology, p. 6. Translated by H. G. and C. F. Baynes. London : Kegan
Paul, 1928.) Jung says further :

“ We can very well determine with sufficient

certainty that an individual consciousness with reference to ourselves has come
to an end in death. Whether, however, the continuity of the psychic processes

is thereby bmken remains doubtful, for we can today assert with much less

assurance thj^Btfty years ago that the psyche is chained to the brain."

'(Wirklichkeit (Steele, p. 212. Zurich : ltascher, 1934.) On the contrary, it

Appears that the psyche is not bound to space and time. The unconscious

manifests itself in such a way that it seems to stand outside of them ; it is

spaceless and timfless.

* Psychological Types, p. 616.
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ance is common to all humanity, perhaps even to

all the animal world, and forms the basis of every

individual psyche. “The unconscious is older than
consciousness. It is the ‘ primal datum ’ out of which,

Diagram III

A. That part of the collective unconscious that can never be raised into

consciousness.

B. The sphere of the collective unconscious.

C. The sphere of the personal unconscious.

consciousness ever afresh arises.” 1 Thus conscious-

ness is “ merely built upQU.lhi; .fundamental psychic
activity, which_.eQnsists. in_the function^ of"the

unconscious ”.2 The notion that man’s" jjfchic life

is in the main conscious is false, for “we spend the

1 Seminar on Children’s Dreams, 1938-39. 1’rivatelyprinted.
! Ibid., 1938-39,
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greater part of our life in the unconscious: we sleep

or day-dream”. ... “It is incontestable that in'

every important situation in life_our consciousness is^

dependent upon the unconscious.” 1 Children begin

lif?Tn ah unconscious state and grow into a conscious

one.

V^The unconscious consists of contents that are

entirely undifferentiated, representing the precipitate

of humanity’s typical forms of reaction since the

earliest beginnings—apart from, historical, ethno-

logical, or other differentiation—in situations of

general human character, e.g. such situations as those

of fear, danger, struggle against superior force, the

relations of the sexes, of children to parents, to the

father- and mother-imago, of reaction to hate and

love, to birth and death, to the power of the bright

and dark principle, etc.

basic capacity of the unconscious is that of acting

/compensatively and of setting up in contrast to con-

sciousness—(which normally always gives an individual

reaction, adapted^to ouj^ard reality, to the situation

in question^-a typical, reaction derived from general

human experience and conforming to internal laws,

thereby making possible an 'adequate adjustment

based on the totality of the psyche,
j v

Before wc proceed to a further ^discussion of the

unconscious we shall, however, consider the psy-

chology and structure of consciousness more closely.

Let Diagram IV 2 serve as an illustration. The circle

1 Seminar on Children’s Dreams, 1938-39.
s Be it noted that in all the diagrams for the sake of simplicity the thinhng

type has been taken as a model. Naturally, however, it could be any other

type, with corresponding rearrangement of the functions.
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symbolizes again the totality 1 of the psyche; at the
four points of the compass stand the four basic func-

tions that are constitutionally present in every in-

dividual : thinking, feeling, intuition, and sensation.

FEELING

Diagham IV

By a psychological function Jung understands a
“certain form of psychic activity that remains theo-

retically the same under varying circumstances and is

completely independent of its momentary contents ”.2

1 By tlio concept of totality .Tung means more than unity or wholeness:
more than Gestalt psychology, for example, understands thereby. It implies
a kind of integration, a unification of part 1

-, a creative synthesis that includes
some active power of the psyche. It is an entity, concomitant to the con-
cept of the " self-regulating system ” (see later).

! Psychological Types, p. 647.
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ever more strongly developed and differentiated, “it

becomes the dominant function ior adjustment, it

gives the conscious attitude its direction and quality ’V
and stands constantly at the disposal ofthe individual’s

conscious will. It is therefore named the differentiated

or superior function and determines the individual’s

type. The psychological type characterizes thus a

general habitus, which naturally can appear within

the limits of the topical in all individual variations,

according to the social, mental, or ethical plane.

In the preceding Diagram IV the upper half is shown

light, the lower dark, and the four functions appear

in their corresponding relations. The sphere of

activity of our psychic functions is meant to be

represented thereby so that the superior function

belongs wholly to the light, the conscious side, whilst

its opposite, which we shall call the undifferentiated

or inferior function, lies wholly in the unconscious,

and the two others lie partly in consciousness, partly

in the unconscious. Practically this signifies that,

besides his principal function, a person generally

makes partial use of a^econd, r^jpvely differentiated

and directed accessory ota^xiliary function. The
third function is only seldom available for the ordinary

man’s use; the fourth, the inferior one, is entirely

beyond the disposal of his wilL,^

A happy and perhaps not merely coincidental

analogy to the relative value and direction of the

functional processes is presented by the Chinese

Taigitu-sign, reproduced in Diagram V. Here, too,

the path does not follow the periphery, but an inner
1 T. Wolff, Einftihrung in die Orundlagen der Kompkscen Psychologic, p. 63.
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line, corresponding to the relations of the functions

as already described .
1 This Taigitu-sign is one of the

visionary primal symbols of humanity. It represents

the duality of light and dark, of masculine and

Diagham V

feminine as .unity, as whole :
“ In it are given at once

above and below, right and left, before and behind

—

in short, the universe of opposites ”.2 The course of

the arrow, the path, does not take the form of a cross,

1 The course of the process of differentiation is shown in the diagram by
the dotted sinuous line, its direction by the arrows.

8 I Oing : Buck der Wandlungen, translated from the Chinese into German
and commentated by Richard Wilhelm. Jena : Diedrichs, 1924.
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as one might suppose, but goes from above to the

right (whereby one might think of these two points

of the bright region as representing symbolically

father and son), then to the left where darkness

already prevails (as symbol of the daughter), and

lastly to the fourth function, lying altogether in the

darkness of the mother’s womb, of the unconscious

;

which agrees perfectly with the findings of the psy-

chology of functions. The differentiated and the

auxiliary function arc conscious and directed—they

are often represented in dreams, for instance, by

father and son; the other two functions are partly or

wholly unconscious—they are often represented by

mother and daughter. Since, however, the opposition

between the auxiliary functions is far less acute than

that between the differentiated and the inferior

function, the third function can also be raised into

consciousness, thereby becoming “masculine”. It

always brings with it, nevertheless, something of its

contamination with the inferior function and forms

in this way a sort of mediator with the unconscious.

The fourth function, which partakes of the uncon-

scious, draws, as soon as the attempt is made to raise

it into consciousness, the contents of the unconscious

with it and leads thus to a confrontation with these

and to the possibility of a synthesis between con-

sciousness and the unconscious.

For designating precisely these four junctions as

basic, Jung, as he says, “can give no c^jpriorx)reason

;

... I can only point to'the fact that this conception

has shaped itself out of many years’ experience ”.1

J Psychological Types, p. 547. •
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He-differentiatfiS-thfiseiour functions from one another

“because they are neither mutually relateaBle nor

mutually reducible”,1 and because they exhaust all

the given possibilities.

If all the four functions could be raised into con-

sciousness the whole circle would stand in the light

and we could speak of a “round”, i.e. complete man.

Up to a certain point this is actually conceivable.

The mutually exclusive relation between the functions

implies that one cannot possess both basic orientations

simultaneously. Successively, however, this is, in the

case oT especially highly differentiatecLpergons, quite

possibleln principle.. UL&ne has all four functions aU

one’s disposal in sufficient measure—which would be

the ideal goal of analysis—then one can, for example,'

first comprehend an object cognitively, then track

out by means of intuition its inner, concealed poten-

tialities, then touch it all around, as it were, by means

of sensation, and finally—if feeling be the inferior

function—evaluate it with regard to its agreeableness

or disagreeableness.

Very few people are clear about the functional type

to which they belong, although it is generally easy

“to recognize by its strength, stability, consistency,

reliability, and degree of adaptation whether a func-

tion be differentiated and how far ’*. 2 The essential

characteristic of the inferior function, on the other

hand, is its unreliability in use, its influenceability or

distractability, its vagueness; in Jung’s words, “Not
youh&ve it in hand, but it has you”. It breaks in

1 Psychological Types, p. 647.
2 Modem Man in /Search ofa Soul, p. 107.
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Till k*^5

upon you autonomously from the unconscious when-

ever it pleases. Being intermingled with the uncon-

scious whollywithout differentiation.it has an infantile,*;

primitive, instinctive, archaic character. Therefore we

are so often surprised by actions of a moody, savage,

passionate kind proceeding from persons to whose

nature as we know it they seem completely foreign.

These four functional types, based on the pre-

dominance of the one or the other function in the

individual, are valid in this -form, of course, only

theoretically. In real life they almost never occur

pure but more or less as mixed types, as is suggested

in Diagram VI. A pure thinking type, for example,

was Hume, while William James must be described

as an intuitive thinking type. Adjacent functions

can thus appear in manifold mixed forms. The two

pairs of opposites—Ihe two axes : thought-feeling and

sensation-intuition—must, however, in every case

stand in compensatory relation to each other. In

case of over-exaggeration of the one function—in a

person, for instance, who lives only intellectually

—

the complementary function, feeling, will strive to

compensate of itself, so to speak, and will then work

•naturally in its inferior form. This intellectual will

then be overcome quite unexpectedly, as if from

ambush, by altogether infantile outbursts of emotion;

fantasies and dreams of a primitively impulsive kind,

against which he feels himself absolutely defenceless,

overwhelm him.

The complementary or compensatory relation of

the functions to each other is, as already mentioned.
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a law inherent iia^th^structure of the psyche. This

• almost i'nevifahle over-differentiation of the superior

function ilTthe course of the years leads nearly always

to tensions, which belong to the real problems of the

second half of life and whose solution forms one of

fHOUGtfr

tttmtttvv
wjsosr*j**^*j**j*»^**rfTu*c*^l

REELING

I)iu,itm U

the principal tasks of this

^

period. Above all, the

over-differentiation leads to a disturbance of equilib-

rium, as was already hinted above, which of itself

can work serious harm. That specific form of the

general psychic behaviour of man vith respect to

the external world which Jung has called the per-

sona is also connected with this over-differentiation
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Diagram VII shows how the whole system of rela-

tions through which the psyche manifests itself in

relation to the environment shuts off the ego from the

objective world. Thinking is here, as in the other

diagrams, assumed to be the principal function
;
there-

Diagham VII

Sphere of Consciousness.

fore it dominates nearly completely the mantle of

the persona around the ego. The auxiliary functions,

intuition and sensation, have a much smaller, and
the inferior function, feeling, almost no part in it.

Jung defines the persona as follows: “The persona
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is a function-complex which has come into existence

'for reasons of adaptation or necessary convenience,

but by no means is it identical with the individuality.

The function-complex of the persona is exclusively

concerned with the relation to the object”,1 to the

exterior world. “ The persona is a compromise between

the individual and society based on that which one

appears to be.” 2 A compromise, that is, between

the demands of the environment and the necessities

of the individual’s inner constitution. 1 With the

individual who is well adjusted to the external and

to his own internal world alike, the persona is, so la

speak, av necessary but elastic barrier that assures*

him a relatively natural, well-ordered, aiul

contact with his environment. It can, however

'

because of the very ease with which one is able to

conceal his real nature behind such an habitual mean
of adjustment, become a clanger. Then it stiffens/

becomes automatic and, in the real meaning of the

word, a grown-on mask, behind which the individual

shrivels and runs the risk of becoming ever more
mpty.j “The identification with office and title has

omethmg seductive about it, on which account many
men are nothing but the dignity lent them by society.

It would be in vain to seek a personality behind this

hell; one would find merely a contemptible little

human creature. Just for this reason is an office—or

whatever the outer shell may be—so seductivg ”,3

representing as it does a cheap compensation for

1 Psychological 7’ypes, p. 691.

! Two Essays on Analytical Psychology,
;

166. Translated by H. G. and

\ F. Baynes. London : Bail Here, Tindall and Cox, 1928.

s Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 148.
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the collective unconscious, identify one’s self with an
inner image, creating, for example, delusions of

grandeur. A well-fitting and functioning persona, so

to speak, is an essential condition for psychic heaflUr

and is of the greatest importance if the demands of

the environment are to be met successfully^^verY-

lasting misadjustment, as every identification with

the persona—especially with an attitude that does

not correspond to our true ego—must lead to dis-

turbances as life goes on, which can grow into severe

neuroses.

The functional type to which he belongs would be
in itself an index to a man’s psychological character.

It alone, however, would not suffice. In addition his

general psychological attitude, i.c. his way of reacting

to what meets him from without or within, must be
determined. Jung distinguishes two such attitudes

:

extraversion and introversion] They represent

orientations that essentially condition all psychic

processes—the reaction habitus, namely, through
which one’s way of behaving, of subjectively ex-

periencing, and even of compensating through the
unconscious is given. This habitus Jung calls “the
central switchboard, from which on the one hand
external behaviour is regulated and on the other
specific experiences are formed ”.1 Extraversion is’

characterized by a positive relation to the object,

introversion rather by a negative. The extravert
follows in his adjustment and response patterns morq
the external, collectively valid norms, the ideals of,

the time {Zeitgeist), etc. The introvert’s reaction, onl
1 Modem Man in Search ofa Soul, p. 99.
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the contrary, is mainly determined by subjective

factors. Thence comes his so often unsuccessful

adjustment to the external world. The extravert

“thinks, feels, and acts in reference to the object”;

he displaces his interest from the subject out upon

the object, he orientates himself predominantly by

what lies outside him. With the introvert the subject

is the starting-point of his orientation and the object

is accorded at most a secondary, indirect value. This

type of man draws back in the first moment - in a

given situation, “as if with an unvoiced ‘No’” 1
;

and only then follows his real reaction. Whereas

the functional type describes the way in which the

,
empirical material is specifically grasped and formed,

j

the attitudinal type introversion-extraversion char-

acterizes the general psychological orientation, i.e.

the direction of that general psychological energy

which Jung conceives the libido to be.

Extraversion and introversion stand likewise in

compensatory relation to each other. If conscious-

ness is extraverted, the unconscious is introverted,

and conversely. This fact is of decisive significance

for psychological understanding.] Toni Wolff has the

following to say about it in h^r “Einfuhrung in die

Grundlagen der Komplexen Psychologie” 2
: t|The

unconscious of the extravert is introverted, although,

on account of its unconsciousness, in undifferentiated

and impulsive or^cgmgulsnfe form. When, therefore,

the unconscious opposite breaks through, the sub-

1 Modern Man in Search ofa An*/, p. 98.

2 Die Kulturellc Bvdeutung a^r Komp/exehy Vxycho^Mjic, p. 61. Berlin:

Springer, 1935.
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jective factors get the upper hand by force. The
positively adjusted man who stands in harmony with

all the world thereupon becomes temporarily or

permanently an egocentric, critical, fault-finding

individual, who, full of mistrust, suspects the most

personal motives everywhere. He feels himself mis-

understood and isolated and sniffs hostility on all

sides. The automatic transition from the conscious

t<^thejy3»trary, unconscious attitude is frequently

jte-berecognized by the fact that one discovers one’s

negative aspects in the object—as a rule one of con-

trary, i.e. introverted type—or projected upon it,

which naturally often leads to unhappy and un-

justified clashes.Jj S
“If the opposite, unconscious attitude breaks

through in the introverted type, the latter becomes

a kind of inferior, unadjusted extravert. The external

object is overwhelmed with projections of the most

subjective material and acquires thereby a certain

magical significance. Thus a * participation mystique’

comes into being, as Levy-Bruhl says of the primi-

tives that identify themselves with the phenomena df

nature. Such a condition naturally arises especially

often in relations of love and hate, because an intense

affect in itself furthers the projection mechanism.1

“The attitudinal habitus of consciousness serves its

purpose until the individual comes into a situation

in life where its one-sidedness makes adjustment to

reality impossible. Very often this consists of the

individual’s entering into relations with an object of

1 “ Affects always occur where there is a failure of adaptation,” says .lung.

(Psychological Types, p. 597 •)
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An efficient person can be so far driven into the world

by his extraversion that he never finds his “way
home”. His most personal, inner being has grown

strange to him. He is continually in flight from it,

until one day he can go no farther. Or he may have

relied too much upon his reason, have exercised and

strengthened only his intellectual function, and now
he perceives that he has estranged himself from his

own living core. No feeling reaches from him even

to the nearest of his fellow-men. Not only for him
who is open to the world but also for the introvert

difficulties arise in the course of life from his one-

sided orientation. The neglected functions and the un-

lived attitude revolt—as it wefoTdemand ^Kcir place

in the sun—to be seized by means of a neurosis if not

otherwise^-. Ear. the goal is always tntpbty

—

solution, in which all four psychological functions and
both forms of attitudinal reactions are at the indi-

vidviaTs^conimaMd ii^as nearly the same degree of,

consciousness and disposability as possible. And
~once, aTtSHStr imisT "a"Fcrfafri”approxnnalic)n to this

ideal be attempted. If it does not make itself felt

earlier as a demand, then the noon of life signifies the

last summons to attain it now or never and thereby

to “round out” the psyche, so that it may not go

towards fife’s evening unfinished and incomplete.

s
As the functional type, so too the attitudinal type

to which a person belongs almost always remains

unknown to him or is mistaken. It is very difficult

in aiiy case and it requires a lengthy psychological

investigation to isoIaTeHt
^
'troirrTHFTEaleidoscoDic
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picture that the psyche presents to the observe]*.

THe~strongeFtEe relation a jaerson naturally has to

the unconscious, the more difficult this problem

becomes. This holds especially for all artistic natures.

Creative individuals and artists, who have constitu-

tionally" an extraordinarily close~reIation—as it were

a “direct contact”—with the unconscious, can only

seldom he assigned a type. "This so much the less as

one cannot simply equate the artist and his work.

Often, for instance, the same artist belongs in his life

to the extraverted, in his work to the introverted

type, and conversely. This can readily be understood

from the law of psychic complcmentariness and would

probably be the case above all with such artists as

portray in their work that which they themselves are

not, i.e. their complement.^ ' With those artists, how-

ever, whose work does not portray their other, un-

realized aspect but their own “sublimation”, their

enhanced, idealized self-portrait, product and person

may well agree in type. This holds above all for

introverts who describe themselves in subtle psycho-

logical novels and characters, or for extraverts who
make heroes and journeys of adventure the object of

their artistic representations. Jung believes that the

production of extraverted character originates from

the artistic re-creation of experiences in the outer

world, while the introverted production “comes to

pass” through the artist being overpowered by the

contents of the inner, which flow laden with meaning

into his pen or brush. The creative process, as far

as we are able to follow it at all, consists of an activ- •

ation of the timeless symbols of humanity resting m
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the unconscious and in the development and refine-

ment of them into the completed work of art. “Who,

however, speaks in primordial images speaks as with

a thousand tongues, he grips and overpowers, and at

the same time he elevates that which he treats out

of the individual and transitory into the sphere of

the eternal, he exalts the personal lot to the lot of

man, and therewith he releases in us too all those

Tielprul forces that have ever enabled humanity to

rescue itselffrom whatever distress andjto live through

even the longest night. . . . That is the secret of the

artistic effect.” 1 Jung ascribes a special place to the

creative activity of fantasy and even gives it a cate-

gory of its own because, in his view, it cannot be

attributed to any of the four basic functions, although

it partakes of them all. This carries with it, further,

the assertion that a perfect work of art by no means
presupposes or implies the psychological perfection of

its~creator; Jor in order"to gam something for the

psychic process of differentiation from “traffic with

the unconscious"’
7

", ~T.e. from the developing of the

personality toward which one strives, one must

experience as a human being the images, symbols, and

visions rising out oftt—that is, one must take them
in actively,

“ confront them with full consciousness and
positively”.

2

The artist, however, often meets them
only passively, observing and copying, perceiving or,

at best, merely allowing himself to be affected. In

this sense his experience would indeed be an artistic-

1 Ponlributions to Analytical Psychology, p. 248 Translated by H. G. and
(' F. Bay ncs. London Kegan Paul, 1928.

1 Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p 23<3.
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ally valuable but a humanly incomplete one. That

artist^ though, who succeeded in broadening ancT

refining~both_ his_own personality and his work creat-

ively in the same .degree would probably reach the

peak of human accomplishments- However, this is

granted only to few; for only seldom docs a man’s

strength
-
suffice to bring his work without and within

to like perfection.

Extraversion and introversion are, indeed, generally

constant forms of reaction in the life of one and the

same person, although they can replace each other at

times. Certain phases in human life and even in the

lives of peoples are characterized more by extra-

version, others more by introversion. For example,

puberty is usually a more extraverted, the climacteric

a more introverted phase; the Middle Ages were more

introverted, the Renaissance was more extraverted,

etc. This alone demonstrates that it would be quite

false to designate, as so often happens, extraversion

or introversion as the “superior” attitude. Both

have their justification and their place in the world.

Both have a different mission, for the sake of the

world’s completeness. Whoever does not acknow-

ledge this only prdves himself blindly caught in_

one OfTEbse two attitudes and unable to look.

Tjeyond itT_

( (Combining extraversion and introversion as general

attitudinal habitus with the four functions there

result in all eight different psychological types^ the

extraverted thinking type, the introverted thinking

type, the extraverted feeling type, the introverted'

feeling type, etc. ;
and these form a kind of compass.
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with which we can orientate ourselves concerning the

structure of the psyche.

As already mentioned, the unconscious includes

two regions, a personal and a collective. Diagram 1/IJ1

Diagkam VI J

I

Sphere of the I nconsrinus.

1. Memoncs. 1

II. Impressed inatoii.il. Jf

III. Emotions. ^ 6*

|
Personal Uneo’nseioiis.

IV. IrruptioiiTfrom the deepest part of the un-

conscious.

V. That part of the unconscious that t an never

Vjjie made conscious.

Collective

Unconscious.

gives a schematic representation of them. It has

already been said what forms the content of the per-

sonal unconscious, namely, “ forgotten, repressed, sub-
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liminally perceived thought, and felt matter of every

kind”. But the collective unconscious, too, is divided

into regions which
,
so to say, lie over one another.

The first, following downwards after 'the personal

unconscious, is the region of our emotions and affects,

our primitive drives, over which, however, when they

manifest themselves, we can sometimes exercise con-

trol, which wc can still somehow rationally order.

The next region already includes those contents whicb-

immediately out of the deepest, most obscure

Centre of our unconscious, never wholly to be made
conscious, with elemental force, as.foreign bodies that

TerriaTn~et.crnfl.lly incomprehensible and never allow

Themselves to be assimilated fully by the ego. They

~Eave~a~wholly autonomous character and form the

contents not only of neuroses and psychoses but often,

too, of the \ isioiis and hallucinations of creative

spirits. To differentiate the various zones or their

contents according to the zone to which they belong

is often extremely difficult. They occur mostly in,

connection with each other, in a kind of mixture .
1 ^

Diagrams IX and X are intended to portray the

whole structure of an individual’s total psychic sys-

tem. The lowest circle (in Diagram IX the innermost)

is the largest. On it rest the others, lying one upon
the other and becoming ever narrower; finally comes,

the ego at the top. Diagram XI is a kind of psychic

genealogical tree, corresponding phylogenetieally to

the previous ontogenetic scheme. At the very bottom

lies the unfathomable, the central force out of which

1 In the diagram the different regions are separated from eaeh other by
linea for the sake of clarity.
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at one time the individual psyche has been differ-

entiated. This central force goes through all further

differentiations and isolations, lives in them all, cuts

through them to the individual psyche, as the only

])lA(.KAS< IX

A. Sphere of Consciousness.

15. Sphere of the Unconscious,

f I. Forgotten mateiial.

til- Repressed material.

III. Emotions.

IV. Irruptions from the deepest part of the

unconscious.

V. That part of the collective unconscious

that can never be made conscious.

1. Sensation.

2. Feeling.

3. Intuition.

4. Thought.

one that goes absolutely unchanged and undivided

through all layers. Above the “unfathomable

ground” is the sediment from the experience of all

our animal, above that of our oldest human ancestors.
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Every section stands for a further differentiation of
the collective psyche, until, proceeding from human
to national groups, from the tribe to the family, the
height of the individual, unique psyche is reached.

Diagram X

1. The Kgo.

2. Consciousness.

3. The Personal Unconscious.

4. The Collective Unconscious.

Jung says: “The collective unconscious is the mighty
spiritual inheritance of human development, reborn
in every individual . . . constitution ”. 1

Consciousness works in its adjustment to the en-
vironment finally, directedly, and purposively. Since
the unconscious always orients itself compensat-
ively to Consciousness, it has likewise direction and
purposeful meaning and consequently the task of

1 Seelenprobleme der Gegemcart, p. 175.

c
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effecting an adjustment, in this case an internal one.

Thus a one-sided consciousness can be restored to

balance and the individual can be brought as near as

possible to psychic totality.

Up to now we have spoken of the structure and

function of consciousness and of the forms and modes

UiiionAM^XI

I. Single Nation*.

II and III. Group* of Nation* (e.g. Europe).

A. Indiviihi.il.

B. Family.

C. Tribe.

1). Nation.

E Groups of People.

F. Primitive Human Ancestors.

G. Animal Ancestors.

H. Central Force.

of reaction by which wc recognize them. Of the un-

conscious, too, it was said that it includes different

regions. The question now presents itself, whether

one is justified in speaking of a structure or mor-

phology of the unconscious and how it stands with

our knowledge there. Is that which is not “ conscious ”

—i.e. unknow'n to consciousness—in any way deter-
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minable? The answer is: Yes! Not immediately,

however, but on the basis of its effects or indirect

manifestations, such- as—symptoms or complexes,,

images or symbols that we meetjn dreams, fantasies,

and visions. 1—

The manifestations that first of all remain visible

on the plane of consciousness are the symptom and

the complex. The symptom can be defined as a.

phenomenon of the obstruction of the normal flow of

energy and can manifest itself psychically or physic-

-ally^ It is a “danger signal indicating that something

essential in the conscious adjustment is disarranged

oFInadequate and that, accordingly, a broadening of

consciousness ought to take place ”, 2 i.c. a removal of

the obstruction, although one is fiot always able to

say in advance where the point of obstruction lies and

how it is to be reached. Complexes Jung defines as
m

*

“psychological parts- split off from the personalityf
groups of psychic contents isolated from conscious-

ness, functioning arbitrarily and autonomously, lead--

ing thus a life of their own in the dark sphere of -the

unconscious, whenoe they can at every moment hinder

or further conscious acts”. 3
1 The complex consists

primarily of the “nuclear element”, which is mostly

unconscious and autonomous and so beyond human
influence, and secondarily of the numerous associa-

tions thereto, which in turn depend partly on the

original personal disposition and partly qpon experi-

ences casually connected with the environment. The
1 The parallel with the methods ofphysics and its hypothetical constructions

is obvious.
2 T. Wolff, Exnfuhrung in die Grundlagen der Komplexen Feychologie, p, 69.

* Modem Man in Search ofa Soul, p. 90.
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following Diagram XII 1 shows the ascending complex,

under whose thrust consciousness, as it were, is broken

through and the unconscious, lifting itself over the

threshold of consciousness, forces itself onto the

conscious plane. With the sinking of the threshold

of consciousness, the “abaissement du niveau mental”

AA. Threshold of consciousness which is broken through at the dotted

line, i.e. which has sunk into the unconscious.

BB. The path of the ascending complex.

CC. Sphere of consciousness.

IJD. Sphere of the unconscious.

as P. Janet calls it, energy is withdrawn from con-

sciousness. The individual falls from an active,

conscious state into a passive, “possessed” one.

Such an ascending complex acts as a foreign body in

TheTieid~of consciousness. It has its specific closed-

ness, wholeness, and a relatively high degree of

1 This sketch is taken from the English synopsis of Jung’s lectures of

1034-35 at the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule, Zurich.
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autonomy. It generally gives the picture of a dis-

ordered psychic situation, strongly toned emotionally
~
pn

"

dTincompatible with the habitual conscious situation

or attitude. One of its most frequent causes is,

accordingly, moral conflict—by no means limited to

the sexual .. _
“ The conflict, is a, mental power before

which at times the conscious will and the freedom_of

the egojeaseV^1

""Everyone has complexes. All sorts of everyday

slips, as Freud in his Psychopathology of Everyday

Life 2 has shown, testify ,to that unmistakably.

Complexes do not necessarily imply .inferiority of the

individual who has thqm; they merely indicate that

something ununited, unassimilable, conflicting exists,

perhaps a hindrance^pcrhaps too a stimulus to greater,

efforts and so even to fresh successes. Complexes

thus in this sense focal ana _nodal~points of psychic

life with which one would not wish to dispense, indeed

which one could not do without, for else psychic

activity would come to a standstill”.3 But they;

point to the “unfinished” in the individual, “the un-„

questionably weak place in every meaning of the

word”,3 says Jung. The origin of the complex is

frequently in a so-called trauma, an emotional shbek

or the like, by which a fragment,_aLth&--psyehe is

split off._ The complex probably has its ultimate

basis as a rule, however, in the apparent impossibility

of accepting the whole of one’s own individual nature^

The actual significance of a complex can only be

1 Allgemeines zur Komplextheoric. Aarau : Sauerlander, 1934.
2 Sigmund Freud, Pgychopathologie dsa Alltaglebeng. Berlin: Karger, 1904.
3 Modem Man in Search ofa Soul, p. 91.
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demonstrated and the freeing of the individual from

its influence accomplished by practical psychotherapy.

Its presence, its effective depth, and its emotional tone

can nevertheless be determined with the aid of the

association method worked out by Jung some thirty

years ago. This method consists in presenting the

subject serially with a hundred words, chosen accord-

ing to certain considerations as stimulus words; he

must then reply to every stimulus word with a response

word that comes to him spontaneously and then, as

a control, reproduce all these verbal reactions from

memory. The length of the reaction time has shown

itself to be determined by the closeness of reference

of the stimulus word in question to the complex, as

is the missing or false reproduction. It has proved

that the psychic mechanism here is able to point with

clock-like exactness to complex-laden points of the

psyche. Jung has worked out and refined the associ-

ation method to the utmost pjecision, in manifold

detail, and from the most different points of view.

As a didactic and diagnostic method it has become
an essential aid to all psychotherapy and belongs

today to the standard equipment of psychiatric

institutions, clinical psychological training, and voca-

tional guidance of every kind, and even finds its

use in the law courts. The concept of the complex
comes from Jung.\ He published his great work
on this subject, ffiagnostische Assoziationsstudien, in

1910-I1.1

The easiest and most effective way of acquainting

* Translated as Studies in Word Association by Dr. Eder. London : Ileine-

mann, 1918.
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one’s self with the mechanisms and contents of the

unconscious is via the dream, whose material consists

of conscious and unconscious, familiar and unfamiliar

elements. TEeseelements can occur in the most

varied mixtures and can be derived from everywhere,

beginning with the so-called “ remnants of thejday”

and going on to the deepest contents of the uncon-

scious^ Jung ~5e&cribcs their arrangement in the

dream as standing outside of causality. Likewise

space and time do not hold for"them. Their language

is archaic ,
symbolic, pre-logieal—a picture language

whose meaning can onlyloe discovered through special

methods of interpretation.—Jung accords the dream

extraordinary importance, regarding it not only as

the way to theuh^bnsrrowi but as a function through

winch in' great' part ~Ehe unconscious exhibits its

regulative activity. For the dream gives expression

to the “ other side ”, the one opposite to the conscious

attitude. Unswavableby
.
our consciousness, it is a

pure manifestation of the unconscious, of that un-

lnfluencefT^pnmal nature that Jung on this account"

caThTJihe objective psychic.. Consciousness aims

always at the adjustment of the individual to the

external world. The unconscious, on the contrary,

“is indifferent to this egocentric purposiveness and

partakes of the impersonal objectivity of nature”,1

whose one goal is maintenance of the continuity of

fhe'psychic processes

;

it is accordingly a guard against

one^sidedness, which could lead to isolation, inhibi-

tionTor other "pathogenic phenomena.) In view of the

1 T. Wolff, Emfdhrung tn die Grundlagen der Kmuplnm J‘*ych(iloyir,

p. 76.
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already mentioned highly significant compensatory

function of the dream, which not only expresses fears

and wishes but profoundly affects the whole psychic

situation, Jung refuses to set up “standard symbols”.

The contents of the unconscious are always manifold

in meaning, and their significance depends equally

upon the context in which they occur and upon the

^ggecific external and internal situation of the dreamer.

Many dreams even go beyond the personal problems

of the individual dreamer and are the expression of

problems that occur over again in human history and

concern the whole human collective. They often

Have prophetic character and are therefore regarded

even today among primitives as the concern of the

entire tribe and are publicly interpreted with great

ceremony.

Besides dreams Jung distinguishes also fantasies

and visions as bearers of the manifestations of the

unconscious. They are related to dreams and occur

in states of diminished consciousness. They exhibit

a manifest and a latent content, are derived from the

personal or collective unconscious, and furnish thus

material equivalent to that of the dream for psycho-

logical interpretation. From the ordinary wish-dreajn
to the ecstatic vision, pregnant with meaning, their

variability is unlimited.

How far not only the personal unconscious but also

contents of_ihe collective unconscious are involved

can easily be read from the material of the dreams,

fantasies, and visions. Themes of a mythological

nature, whose symbolism illustrates universal human
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history, and reactions of a particularly intensive kind,

allow one to surmise the involvement of the deepest

layers. These motives and symbols Jung names

archetypes. They arc representations of instinctive

~TeT^psychologically necessary—responses to certain

situations, which, circumventing consciousness, lead

by virtue of their innate potentialities to behaviour

corresponding to the psychological necessity ,

1,2 even

tHough~It may not always appear appropriate when
rationally viewed from without. The following

Diagram XIII 3 is designed to show the stratification

of the psyche in reference to the working of the arche-

types. The conscious region is full of the most hetero-

geneous elements; the archetypal symbols therein are

pften obscured by other contents o^; their connections

aje interrupted. We can guide and, control the con-

sents of our consciousness to a high degree; but the

unconscious, in contrast thereto, has a continuity and

order independent of us and beyond our influence,

and the archetypes form its centres and fields of force.

According to these forces contents sinking into th§

unconscious are subjected to a new, imperceptible

order, inaccessible to conscious cognition, are often

bent in their course and altered in their appearance

and meaning in a manner incomprehensible to us.

Itjs this absolute inner order ot the unconscious thajb^

forms our refuge And help in the accidents and eom-
1 “ The Archetypes do not consist of inherited ideas but of inherited

predispositions to Reaction ” (Two Essays on Analytical Psychology,

p. 139.) V
* Vide “ Instinct and the I nconscious ” in Contributions to Analytical

Psychology

,

pp. 270-81.
* This diagram is taken from the English synopsis of .Tung’s lectures for

1934-35 at the Eidgenossische Techmsche Ilochschule, Zurich.
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motions of life, if we only understand how to “get in

touch” wrEfTity*- So it becomes comprehensible that

the archetype can alter our conscious adjustment or

evenTransform it into its converse—as, for example,

when one in a dream recognizes his idealized father as

a man with a beast’s head and goat’s hoofs, or as Zeus,

Diaoham XIII

1. The surface of consciousness.

2. ’Hie sphere in uhnli the “ inner order ” begins to manifest itself.

3. The way taken liy the contents when the) sink into the un-

conscious.

4. The archetypes and their fields of attraction, which often distract the

contents from their paths and draw them to themselves.

A A. The zone in which the purely archetypal processes arc rendered in-

visible by the external processes
;

the “ primary pattern ” is, so

to speah, ovnl.iid.

terrible with his thunderbolt, the gentle, beloved

woman as Maenad, ete. This may be taken as evi-

dence from the “warning” unconscious that “knows

better” and is seeking to rescue one from a false

evaluation of the situation.

The archetypes—Jung has borrowed this term from

1 Yoga exercises and their effect, for example, are based on this inner order

of the unconscious.
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Augustine—are akin to what Plato called the “idea”.

But Plato’s idea may be understood only_as a_“ pri-

mordial image ” of highest perfection in its light aspect*

aloof from earthly reality, whereas its dark counter-

part does not belong to the world of eternity but to

the ephemeral world of mankind. On the other hand

the archetype, according to Jung’s conception of it,

has inherent in its bipolar structure the dark side as

well as the light. Jung also calls the archetypes the

“organs of the soul” 1 or “les eternels inerdds” (Ldvy-

Brahl). They arc only formally determined, not in

regard to their contents
;
and rhmr “ultimate core of

meaning may he delimited huf. never described**!2

If wewanted to look for further likely analogies the
-

“Gestalt” in the broadest sense of this term, as it is

used in Gestalt psychology and recently also in biology,

should be mentioned in the first place.

“The form of these archetypes,” says Jung, “is

perhaps comparable to the axial system of a crystal,

which predetermines as it were the crystalline forma-

tion in the saturated solution, without itself possessing

a material existence. This existence first manifests

itself in the way the ions and then the molecules

arrange themselves. . . . The axial system deter-

mines, accordingly, merely the stereometric structure,

not, however, the concrete form of the individual

crystal, . . . and just so the archetype possesses . . .

an invariable core of meaning that determines its

manner of appearing always only in principle, never

1 Jung-Kcrenyi, Das gotthrhe Kind m mytlwlogiicher und psychologtscher

,

Beleuchtung, p. 97- Pantheon-Vcrlag, 1940,
a Ibid., p. 57.
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concretely”.1,

2

This implies then that the archetype

is pre-existent and immanent as a potential “axial

system”. The solution in which thejaceeipitate is

formed, the exp^gnce-ef^ffTTumanity, creates the

images-that crystallize on this axial system and that

fjOU themsel ves out in the womb of the unconscious to

figures ever more distinct and rich in content. The

image is thus not “produced” when it arises but is

already there in the dark and becomes, in the same

measure in which it raises itself into consciousness,

-irradiated by aTgrowInglight and thereby~~appeafs

ever more sharply contoured, until all its details are

fully visible. This process of illumination has not

merely an individual, it has a general human signi-

ficance. Nietzsche’s words :
“ In sleep and dream we

work through the whole task of former humanity ”, 3

and Jung’s :
“ The hypothesis that in psychology, too,

ontogenesis corresponds to phylogenesis is therefore

justified”,4 confirm this. One could describe the

larchetypes as “self-portraits of the instincts” in the

psyche, as psychological processes transformed into

pictures. The Aristotelian would say: The arche-

types are conceptions derived from experience of the

real father and mother. The Platonist would say:

Father and mother have sprung from the archetypes,

for these are the primordial images , the patterns of

1 Cf. with this extraordinarily illuminating analogy :
“ The crystal frame-

work determines which habitus are possible; the environment decides
which of these possibilities shall be realized.” (J. Killian, Her Kristall, 1937.)

* “ Die psychologischen Aspekte dos Mutter-Archetypus.” (Eranos Year
Book, 1938, p. 410.)

8 Nietzsche, Human, All too Human, vol. II. (Quoted from the Psychology

ofthe Unconscious, p. 14.)
4 Psychology of the Unconscious, p. 14,
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the phenomena .
1 The archetypes exist a priori,

inhere in the collective unconscious, and are there-

fore beyond the transience of the individual. The

archetype is, so to. say, “ an eternal presence, and it is

simply a question whether consciousness perceives it

or not”.® \/

'

THusTfor example, the archetype “Mother” is, in

the formal-structural sense described, pre-existent and

superordinate to every form of manifestation of the

“motherly”. It is a constant core of meaning, which

can take on all the aspects arid symbols of the

“motherly”. The primordial image of the mother

and the characteristics of the
“
Great Mother” with

all her paradoxical traits ,are the same in the soul of

present-day man as' in mythological times .
3 The

distinction between the ego and the “mother” stands

at the beginning of all realization (
Bewusstwerdung).

4

Realizing or becoming conscious 6 means, however,

1 From the Seminar on Children’s Dreamt, 19rtft-37-

8 The Integration of the Personality., p. 200. Translated by S. M. Dell.

Loudon : Kegan Paul, 1940.
3 This primordial image lies in the masculine and feminine psyche on a

different plane. The so-called mother-complex, in the investigations ofwhich

we are still in the beginnings, is for the man a gravely problematic affair,

for the woman relatively uncomplicated. With the father-complex the con-

verse would probably be true in most cases.

4 The German expression “ Bewusstwerdung ” employed by the author

and here translated, with Prof. Jung’s agreement, as “ realization ” means
literally ” becoming conscious ", In Jung’s usage, however, it means more
than simply “ to perceive,” “ to take notice or”, or “ to become aware of ” ;

it has no specific object and signifies as an abstnact term the development

of a deeper, wider, more intensive and percipient consciousness, capable of

realizing to the utmost that which it apprehends. (Translator’s note.)

3 In order to avoid misunderstandings, let it be pointed out here that
'* becoming conscious ” (Bevmsstwerdung) as goal of the development of the

personality docs not mean the one-sided dominance of consciousness in the

individual’s psychic life, which must be viewed as disturbing to equilibrium

and opposed to psychic health. We have to do here not with “ consciousness
”
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forming a world by drawing distinctions. Gaining

consciousness, formulating ideas—that is the father-

principle of the Logos, which in endless struggles

extricates itself ever and again from the mother’s

womb, from the realm of the unconscious. In the

beginning both were one, and one can never be without

the other, as light in a world where it was uneontrasted

with darkness would lose its meaning. “The world

exists only because the opposites in it hold the

balance.” 1

In the language of the unconscious, which is a

picture-language, the archetypes appear in personified

or symbolized picture form. Their number is rela-

tively limited, for it corresponds to the “possibilities

of typical fundamental experiences”, such as human
jacings have had since the beginning of time. Their

significance for us lies precisely in that “ primal ex-

perience” which they represent and mediate .

u The
motives of the archetypal images are the same in all

cultures. \ We find them repeated in all mythologies,

fairy talefe, religious traditions, and mysteries. What
else is the myth of the night sea-voyage, of the wander-

ing hero, or of the sea monster than our timeless know-

ledge, transformed into a picture, of the sun’s setting

and rebirth ? Prometheus, the stealer of fire, Hercules,

the slayer of dragons, the numerous myths of creation,

the fall from Paradise, the sacrificial mysteries, the

in the usual sense, not with a predominance of the rational side of the psyche,

but on the contrary with a kind of “ higher consciousness ” that one could

better call a “ deeper consciousness ”, because its raising or broadening came
about through the formation of a connection with the depths of the un-

conscious and is founded therein.

1 “ Die psychologist-hen Aepekte des> Mutter-Archetypus.” (Eranos Year

Book, 11)38, p. 428.)
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virgin birth, the treacherous betrayal of the hero, the

dismembering of Osiris, and many other myths and

tales portray psychic processes in symbolic-imaginary

form. Likewise the forms of the snake, the fish, the
4

sphinx, the helpful animals, the World Tree, the Great

Mother, and no otherwise the enchanted prince, the

puer eternus, the Mage, the Wise Man, Paradise, etc.,

stand for certain figures and contents of the collective

unconscious .
1 The suifi of the archetypes signifies

thus for Jung the sum of all the latent potentialities

of the human psyche— an enormous, inexhaustible

store of ancient .knowledge concerning the most pro-

found relations between God, man, and the cosmos.

To open this store to one’s own psyche, to wake it to-

1 At the very bottom of the theoiies of various thinkers, particularly psy-

chologists, no can recognize, too, a predominating nrclielj'pe. When Freud

sees the basis ami beginning of cveiy happening bisexuality) Adler in 1
,will

to powCTjjtkon these, too, aie ideas expiessing an archetype, just as wc find

them in turn in the ancient philosophers or in the gnostic and alchemic con-

ceptions. Jung’s system also is based on'au au-hetype tiial finds its special

expiession as “ tetrasomy ”, four-foldness cITlhe them y ofthe four functions,

the pictorial arrangement of the foui, the orientation according to the four

joints of the compass, etc. The number four can often lie observed in the

arrangement of dream contents as well. Probably the universal distribution

and magical significance of the cross or the cnclo divided into four can be

explained through the archetyjial quality of the quutcmity
.

(Integration of
the Personality, p. 1.54.) Jung saj s :

“ It is a peculiar ‘ lusus naturae ’ that

the jirineipal chemical constituent of the bodily organism is carbon, char-

acterized by four valences
; the ' diamond ’ too is, as is well known, a carbon

crystal. Carbon is black ; the diamond is
1

brightest w atcr . Such an
analogy would be a regrettable lack of intellectual taste if the jihenomenon

of the four were a mere creation of consciousness and not a spontaneous

product of the objcctivo-psycliic, of the unconscious.” (Integration of the

Personality, p. 198.) It might even be considered more than a mere coincid-

ence that in an epoch which, particularly in consequence of revolutionary

discoveries in the domain of the exact natural sciences, stands on the verge

of transition from “ three-dimensional ” to
“
four-dimensional ” thinking,

the most modem system of depth psychology, the complex-psychology of

Jung, taking its start from an altogether different point, has elevated the

archetype of the four to the central structural concept of its doctrine.
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new life and to integrate it with consciousness, means

therefore nothing less than to take the individual out

of his isolation and to incorporate him in the eternal

cosmic process. And so what has been sketched here

becomes more than science and psychology. It

becomes a teaching and a way. The archetype as

precipitate of all human experience lies in the un-

conscious, whence it powerfully influences our life.

To release its projections, to raise its contents into

consciousness, becomes a task and a duty.

Not without reason have the archetypal images and

experiences ever belonged to the content and most

precious treasure of all the religions of the world.

And, although they have often been incorporated

dogmatically and have been stripped of their original

'form, they still work today in the psyche, especially

where religious faith is still a living thing, with the

whole elementary power of their content, pregnant

with significance, whether it be the image of the dying

and resurrected god, the mystery of the virgin birth

in Christianity, the veil of Maya^among the Hindus,

or the prayer toward the East' among the Moham-
medans. Only where faith and dogma have hardened

into empty forms—and this is indeed for the most

part the case in our highly civilized, technicized,

rational-minded western world—have they lost their

magical force and left man helpless and alone, aban-

doned to ffilquitjfrfrom without and within.

'

v To remove this isolation and confusion of modern

man, to make it possible for him to find his place in

,the great stream of life, to assist him to a wholeness

that knowingly and deliberately binds his light, con-
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scious side to the dark one of the unconscious— this

is the meaning and aim of Jungian guidance.

* * * *

To indicate this way—and the tools and means
which Jung uses—is one of the principal tasks of this

book. For the better understanding of all the pre-

mises we shall first, however, briefly treat the second

part of the theory, the “Dynamics of the Psyche”.

D



II

LAWS OF THE PSYCHIC PROCESSES AND
OPERATIONS

J
UNG conceives the total psychic system as being

in continuous dynamic movement. By gSYcmc
energy Jhe means to be understood the totality

of that force which pulses through and combines one

with another all the forms and activities of this psychic

-feystem. This psychic energy he calls /libido*. It is

nothing else than the|ntensity of the psychic process,

its psychological valuer which is determinable only

through its psychological manifestations and effects.

The concept of the libido is used here no differently

from the analogous expression ‘/energy}” in physics

—

as an abstraction, that is, that“expresses dynamic

relations and rests upon a theoretical postulate coin

firmed by experience.

The structure of the psyche is accordingly for Jung

not statically but dynamically constituted. As the

building up and tearing down of cells keeps the

physical organism in equilibrium, so—as a rough

comparison—the distribution of psychic energy deter-

mines the relations between the various psychic data,

and all disturbances therein lead to pathological phe-

nomena. The “ dynamic way of looking at events is

a finally directed one, in contrast to the mechanistic,

which is causal ”.1 Yet this finalistic conception is

1 Contributions to Analytical Psychology, p. 1.

so
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not the only one, for Jung utilizes, as will be shown,

all possible ways of looking at the problem. It is

characteristic of his theory of dynamics, however, and

is contained in its fundamental principle, the law of

inevitable complementarinesft according to which all

psychological happenings must occur. The problem

of the opposites is for Jung “ a law inherent in human
nature”. “The psyche is a self-regulating system.”

And, “There is no equilibrium and no self-regulating

system without opposition ”.1 Heraclitus discovered

the most remarkable of all psychological laws, namely,

the regulatory function of the opposites. He called

this enantiodromia, by which he meant that every-

thing is turned into its opposite at one time or another.

“ The transition from morning to evening is a revaluing

of former values. The necessity presents itself of

appreciating the worth of the contrary to our former

ideals, of perceiving the error in our earlier convictions.

. . . But it is naturally a complete mistake to suppose

lat, when we see the worthlessness in a value or the

falseness in a truth, the value or the truth is therewith

cancelled. It has only become relative. . . . Every-

thing human is relative, for everything rests upon

.nner antithesis, it all being a dynamic phenomenon.

Energy presupposes necessarily, however, pre-existent

antithesis, without which there can be no energy at

all. . . . Ever must high and low, hot and cold, etc.,

proceed in order that the ^process of equalization,

vhich is nothing but energy , cantake plaie. . . .Ta.11

‘hat lives is energy and is therefore based upon anti-

fc'hesisT'Y'T .“iSot a conversion into the contrary but
1 Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 62.
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a conservation of the former values together with a recog-

nition of their contrary ” 1 is the goal to be sought.

ATHhatlTas yet been said concerning the structure

of the psyche—concerning functions, attitudes, rela-

tion of consciousness to the unconscious, of the dream

to the waking state, etc.—has been regarded from

the point of view of this law of complementariness,

according to which the various psychic factors stand

in complementary or compensatory relation to each

other. But this law holds too in each of the partial

systems, and the complements alternate continuously.

So, for example, in the unconscious, when it is allowed

wholly to take its natural course, positive contents

succeed the negative and conversely. If a fantasy-

image representing the bright principle comes upon
the scene, a symbolization of the dark principle follows

immediately thereafter. In consciousness, e.g., emo-
tional reactions of a negative sort frequently occur

after a difficult positive intellectual feat, etc. To
regulate these relations among themselves, to keep
them in continuous vital tension, is the role and task

of psychic energy. For all these pairs of opposites

are conceived not only according to their content as

opposites, but also in reference to their dynamic
efficacy. One could best make clear the distribution

of their energy charges by the picture of communicat-
ing vessels. Only one must imagine this picture,

transposed to the psychic system, to be very com-
plicated, since one has to do here with an intercon-

nected, closed system including in its turn many
sub-systems of such communicating vessels. In this

1 Two Emayt on Analytical Psychology, p. 79.
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total system the quantity of energy is constant and, Only

its distribution is“~vartable. The physical law of the

conservation of energy and the Platonic notion of

the “soul as that which moves itself” are arche-

Typically closely related. “No psychic vflW- can

vanish without being replaced by an equivalent,” ^
^“The idea of energy and its conservation must be

1

a primal image that has ever slumbered in the coT-

lective "unconscious? This conclusion demands proof

"TKaTsuch A primalienage really has existed in mental

history and has been effective throughout the mil-

lennia. ... As proof let the fact serve that the primi-

tive religions in the different regions of the earth are

all based upon this image. These are the so-called

dynamistic religions, whose single and essential idea

is that there is a widespread magic force that directs

all things decisively. . . . According to the ancient

notion the soul itself is this force; its conservation is

implied by the idea of its immortality, and in thi

Buddhistic and the primitive theory oftransmigration

is implied its unlimited capacity for undergoing trans--

formation while being constantly conserved.” 8

^
/

^
From this dynamic law follows that the energy is

capable of being displaced, of flowing according to the

natural potential difference from one of the pair of

opposites to the other. This means, for example, that

the energy charge of the unconscious rises in the saipe

measure "as consciousness loses energy. It follows

further that the energy Is c&pscbltTbTBeing transformed,

1 Modem Man in Starch ofa Soul, p. 242.

* Two Stmegt on Analytical Pryohology, p. 71.
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of being changed by a directed act of the will from one

of the opposites into the other. Displacement, of

energy occurs only when a fall, a potential difference

—psychologically expressed through the pairs of

opposites—is present. Thereby is the phenomenon

of obstruction as cause of neurotic symptoms and

complexes explained, and likewise, when the one side

is completely emptied, the disintegration of the pairs

of opposites—a phenomenon that can lead to all sorts

of psychic disturbances, from the” lightest up to the

complete dissociation or splitting of the individual.

For, according to the law of the conservation of

energy, when consciousness loses energy it goes over

into the unconscious, activates its contents—arche-

types, complexes, etc. —which thereupon commence
a life of their own and, breaking into consciousness,

can cause disturbances, neuroses, and psychoses.^,

But, like tins extremely one-sided distribution, a

completely'uniform one is also dangerous. Here the

law of drdrnpji^xorks in the same way as in physics.

The physical law of entropy asserts, briefly and simply

expressed, that in the performance of work heat is

lost, i.e. ordered movement is transformed into dis-

ordered, dispersed movement, which can no more be
utilized for the production of work. Since movement
depends upon the fall of energy, through which,
though, ever more potential is lost^the flow of energy
inevitably tends toward equalization, which as death
from heat or cold would lead to a complete standstill.

1
In physio the temporal direction and the irreversibility of the process are

detei mined by this law. Me cannot here go into the possible implications,
pointing in another direction, which follow from the law of probability.
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Since only relatively closed systems are accessible to

our experience we are never in a position to observe

absolute psychological entropy, which could only

occur in a completely closed one. But the more nearly

a psychological sub-system is closed, the more readily

the phenomenon of entropy is manifested. (Cf. the

stiff, catatonic posture of the insane, etc.) We see

this law repeatedly at work in the psyche in a relative

form. “The gravest conflicts, when overcome, leave

behind a sureness and calm scarcely more to be

troubled or else a break scarcely more to be healed,

and conversely it requires a flaming up of the sharpest

M contrasts in opposition to call forth valuable and

{^lasting success. .

. ^
A dynamic point of view asserts

it o fself involuntarily in the very language when we

speathd* of ‘firm conviction’ and the like.” 1 The irre-

versibi.tlijhty characteristic of dynamic processes in

lifeless n’ist ature can only be cancelled by artificially

—

eg by tec"^
’hnical or mechanical means—interfering

with the natui?c,rral order and compelling it to a reversal.

In the psychic Sjhtrrstem it is the conscious that makes

this reversal possible!1
’ }?r ^t pertains to the creativeness

of the psyche that inti ^ference in the mere natural

order constitutes its very btfofiing- t'he creation of con-

sciousness and the possibility' 1 ''^of differentiating and

broadening consciousness is its prihv 'nk’ipal act of inter-

ference.” 2

The dynamic movement is directed, and we dis-

tinguish accordingly a progressive and a regressive

1 Contributions to Analytical Psychology, p. 28.

s T. Wolff, Einfilhrung in die Ghvndlagen der Komplexen Psychologic, p. 136.
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movement, in temporal order. The progressive move-

ment is a process whose direction is given^y“ con-

sciousness and which consists in a continuous an4

unhindered “development of the process of adjust-

ment to the conscious demands of life and in the

differentiation of the attitudinal and functional type

necessary thereto”.1 The adequate solution of con-

flicts and decisions of all kinds by taking into account,

i.e. co-ordinating, the pairs of opposites is essential for

this. The regressive movement occurs when through

failure of the conscious adjustment and the resulting

intensification of the unconscious or through re-

pression, etc., a one-sided obstruction of energy is

brought about, in consequence of which the contents
^

of the unconscious become unduly charged wd^
a

energy and swell upAvards. This can, in case

partial regression, it consciousness does not ir

at the proper time, throw the individual lv
1

*—tj,

an earlier stage in development, form ner
a total reversal takesqala^^and thp liner

/^ps-°^S
-
?° S

consciousness, lead to a psychosis. } ,/

We find here the concepts of P^gression and re’

gression—as usually happen"
^—apparently supplie

with a positive or negate- ve siSn >
since in an ldea1 ’

normal psvche the pm-^cess would have to be thought

of as progressive -t-only. But this assignment of signs

does not b..;»iold absolutely; regression too has its

posiUp.ctve value in ^Jung’s system of thought; for as

progression is founded on the necessity of adjustment

to the external, so is regression founded on the neces-

sity of adjustment to the internal, to “agreement

i T. AVolff, Eii\fAhruns in die Gmndlngen der KompUxen PeyeMegie, p. 140.
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with the individual’s own inner law ”.1 “ Progression

^and regression might be regarded dynamically simply

as means or as transition points' of the energetic flow.” 2

And thus regression in the individual psyche is surely

> a symptom ofdisturbance but also a way to the restora-

tion of equilibrium—-still more, to the broadening of

the psyche. For it is. regression that activates the

images, raises them out of the unconscious, and makes

possible an enrichment of consciousness, because it

simultaneously, even though in an undifferentiated

form, contains the seeds of new psychic health, bring-

ing up those images and symbols which, functioning

as “energy transformers”, are capable of changing

gA
the direction of jthe psychic process again into a pro-

!
passive one. /

t!he dyi s*des thb temporal succession, the movement of

forwards nami° process—and the libido moves not only

sively, but i,
and backwards, progressively and regres-

to introversiodso mwards and outwards, corresponding

portant characte
*1 and extraversion—the second im-

intensity. The spelstic of this process is its value
.

energy in the psyche is
form of manifestation of

creative power of the imagitP image, brought up by the

out of the material of the uncoil0 * the creative fantasy,

psychic. This active, creative wol'ous, the objective-

commutes the chaos of the unconscious cbf the psyche

pictorialized manifestations ,

3 as they present tits into

selves in dreams, in fantasies and visions. It deter-
‘

1 Contributions to Analytical Psychology, p. 43.

3 Ibid., p. 44.

3 “ The psychological machine that transforms the energy is the symbol,”

says Jung. (Contnbutumt to Analytical Piyehology
, p. 60.)
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mines ultimately the significance, corresponding to

the “value intensity”, with which the images are

laden, this significance, i.e. content of meaning, being

measured by the constellation in which the image

appears in the individual case. By constellation is

understood here the setting of an image in a context

according to which its value is determined. For in a

dream, for example, there arc always a number of

elements whose significance varies according to their

positional value. Thus the same image can at one

time appear as an accessory, at another as a central

figure, as the real bearer of the complex; the symbol

“mother” will, for example, carry a greater charge

of energy, have a different positional value in a psyehee.

suffering from a mother-complex than in an individual

suffering from a father-complex.
uS!

-

Direction and intensity of the psychic dynamism
correlate; they determine each other rcc

x
.j’

1procauv
.

for the potential difference that is the \iprimary con-
dition of the process and direction ofixiynamic move-
ment arises precisely from the differ pn( .e in tlle energy
charge, in the content of mining of the psychic
phenomena.

* * * *

The libido or
p .Vchie energy, as Jung conceives it,

is the foundation and regulator of all psychic existence.
This CHtweept serves for the correct description of the

'2$ual processes in the psyche and of their relations.

It has nothing to do with the question of whether or
not there exists a specific psychic energy.
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THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF
JUNG’S THEORY

J
UNGIAN psychotherapy is no analytical pro-

cedure in the usual meaning of this term, although

it holds strictly to the medically, scientifically,

and empirically confirmed premises of research in all

relevant fields. It is a Hcilswcg, a “ way of healing”

in both meanings of the German term, which signifies at

the same time “ healing ” and “salvation”

.

It has all

the requisites for “healing” a person from his psychic

and therewith connected psychogenic sufferings. It

has all the instruments for removing the most trifling

psychic disturbances, the starting-point of a neurosis,

and likewise for combating successfully the most

complicated and threatening developments of mental

disease. But besides this it knows the way and has

the means to lead the individual to his own “healing”

(Heil), to that knowledge and perfection of his own
personality which has ever been the aim and goal of

all spiritual striving. This way is, from its very

nature, beyond all abstract exposition. Theoretic

conceptions and explanations are adequate only up
to a certain point for the comprehension of Jung’s

system of thought, for in order to understand it com-

pletely one must have experienced its vital working

on one’s self. To this one can only refer, as to every

“happening” that essentially influences man. As a
s»
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“healing of the psyche” it can only be experienced

or, better put, “undergone”. For this way too is,

like all psychic life, a very personal experience. Pre-

cisely its subjectivity is its most effective truth. This

psychic experience is unique, however often it may
be repeated, and reveals itself to rational understand-

ing only within these, its subjective limits.

To Jurigian psychotherapy pertains thus, besides

its medically effective aspect, an eminent capacity for

psychological guidance, education, development of

the personality. Both ways can, but do not have to

be followed at once. It probably follows from the

nature of the matter that only a few are willing and
determined to seek a way of healing, and “these few
take the way only out of inner compulsion, not to say

necessity; for this road is narrow as a knife-edge ”.1

For the endless variety of sufferings entrusted to

his therapy Jung has set up no general prescription.

The method applied and its intensity vary according

to the circumstances of the individual case, to the

psychic disposition and characteristics of the patient.

Jung recognizes the decisive role that sexuality and
will to power play among men. Consequently there

are numerous cases in which the illness is referable to

disturbances in one of these driving factors and which
therefore must be approached from a Freudian or an
.Adlerian point of view. But while with Freud mainly
the pleasure principle, with Adler the will to power
acts as explanatory principle, Jung regards besides

these other, equally essential factors as motivating
elements of the psyche and therefore rejects decisively

1 Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 267.
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the postulate that the predominate r61e in all psychic

disorders belongs to one driving factor alone. Beside^

these two, assuredly significant ones there are'fer him'

still other, highly important drives, before and above

all that which belongs to man alone—the spiritual and

religious need inborn in the psyche.^ This view of

Jung’s is an essential point in his theory,' whichr tHs-

tinguishes it from all other theories and determines

its prospective-synthetic direction/I For “the spiritual

appears in the psyche likewise as dl drive, indeed as a

true passion. It is no derivative of another drive but

a principle sui generis, namely, the indispensable

formative power in the world of drives”.1 Therewith

Jung postulates from the first an equivalently ranking

counter-pole to the world of the biological drives, of

the primitive nature in us, which forms^mouldss'and

develops this primitive nature and is peculiar to man
alone. “The polymorphism of primitive instinctive

nature and the way of formation of personality

confront each other as a pair of opposites called:

natureand spirit. This pair of opposites is not merely

the external “ expression, but perhaps also the very

basis of that tension which we call psychic energy.” 2

* * * *

We stand here at a decisive point that gives Jung’s

whole theory direction, tone, and depth and makes it

an open system, excluding nothing of the stream of

new problems that spontaneously follows all pioneer

work in the world of the psyche. The attentive reader

1 Contributions to Analytical Psychology, p. 66.

* Ibid., p. 57-
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will believe that he finds conceptual contradictions in

Jung’s books. The science of the psyche must, never-

theless, set down the facts as it finds them. And it

finds them not as an either-or but, as Jung has once

said, as an “either and or”. And thus this search for

truth is at once cognition and envisioning. When the

word “mystic” is uttered here more or less reproach-

fully, this only proves that people have forgotten that

the strictest of the natural sciences, physics, is in its

modern form neither more nor less mystic than Jung’s

psychological system, to which it exhibits the closest

analogy of any of the natural sciences. One puts up

here with what in the other ease is called contra-

dictory, with a real dualistic “either and or” that is

forced to assert itself in the whole of contemporary

physics, often only with the help of the boldest logical

constructions, simply because reality compels it.

This dualism calls itself to our attention repeatedly

in the formation of modern physical concepts, as

when, for example, one must work with contradictory

hypotheses concerning the nature of light (corpuscle

or wave), or when all attempts to reconcile the field

theory of relativity with the quantum theory in a

logically irreproachable way fail. Yet no one would

therefore reproach the modern physicists with a lack

of logical skill and precision because the apparently

illogical nature of the physical facts leads to a recogni-

tion of the irreconcilable, even of the paradoxical

—

naturally not without the hope and endeavour one

day to win unity, even if not to force it. The difficulty

for psychology lies in the fact that, proceeding from

and never leaving an empirical basis, it penetrates
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into a re&Tm in which the expressions of language,

derived from experience, are perforce inadequate and

must remain a mere approximation. Considered from

this standpoint Jung is as far from being a “meta-

physician” as any natural scientist ever was, for his

statements always refer to empirically verified facts

and are strictly limited to what is conceivable on the

basis of experience. \ The domain of experience that

he has opened up and systematically investigated

according to certain viewpoints in a scientific manner

cannot by its very nature, however, be explored by
the customary methods of the natural sciences, which

postulate a purely conceptual treatment of their

subject matter.j Only the conceptually furthest ad-

vanced, because relatively simplest natural science,

physics, has the possibility of clothing its bold hypo-

theses, unverifiable by any material constructions, in

the pure, association-free language of mathematics.

Ultimately all modern psychology wears a Janus-

head, a double face, one aspect of which is turned

towards living experience, the other towards abstract

cognition. Not by chance did precisely some of the

greatest, most honest thinkers who lived in the con-

ceptual and linguistic world of Europe—be it Pascal,

Kierkegaard, or Jung—have to arrive, necessarily and

fruitfully, at paradoxes when they occupied them-

selves with questions concerning no unambiguous

matters but the ambiguous, two-faced nature of the

psyche.

Jung’s great step forward and the justification for

the term “ synthesis ” is precisely his abandonment of

the unambiguous causal thinking of the old psy-
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chology 1—namely, his recognition that the spirit

must not be viewed as epiphenomenon, as “sublima-

tion”, but as a principle sui generis, as a formative

and therefore as the highest principle through which

“ Gestalt ”, organized structure, is psychologically and

perhaps also physically possible.2 For conclusions

that thinkers such as Whitehead and Eddington have

drawn from physics itself point actually to primary,

formative, spiritual forces, which could be, and prob-

ably already have been, characterized as “mystic”;

Before the word “ mystic ” one no longer needs to

feel the customary dread—above all, not to confuse

it with cheap irrationalism, for it is precisely reason

that here presses forward to its own limits, as modern

logic likewise honestly attempts to determine its own

1 Although one should uot rashly seek parallels, let it he remarked ou this

occasion that it was precisely the concept of causality and its remarkable

logical difficulties in the face of new experiences that called furth the revolu-

tionary iipheuval ill physics. The modem discussion of the concept of caus-

ality has shown in regard to “ causality in the narrower sense ” that it is

impossible to represent the causal relation as one of cause and effect, hut that

one must understand thereby simply a sequence. June had already remarked

some tw entv-live years earlier that -in psycho logy one could not get along

with the coTTcept of causality as generally applied in natural science . In

~his foreword "to the Collected I'a/imTon Analytical Psychology (Second Edition,

191", pp. x-xii) he said: “Causality however is only one principle, and

psychology cannot by its very nature lie exhausted by causal explanation

alone, for the psyche is also purposive,” This purposiveness is founded on an

inner law, incomprehensible to consciousness, that rests upon the mani-

festations and effects of the symbols arising out of the unconscious. The
creative element in our psyche and its manifestations can neither be demon-
strated nor explained causally.

* In recent time- Ihe physicist P. Jordan (ltostock) especially has referred

in his publications to certain parallels between the results of research in modern
physics on the one hand and in biology mid psychology on the other. More
on this subject ami on the viewpoints that have led to these considerations

is to be found in (’. A. Meier’s paper, “ Modeme Physik—modems Psy-

chologic ” (Anniversary Volume for Jung’s sixtieth birthday, Die kulturtlie

lledcvtung tier Kompleaw Psychologic. Berlin : Springer, 1935).
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boundaries, not, as it were, by rejecting but by logic-

ally establishing the independence, indeed when one

has rightly defined and thereby delimited the concept

of “ cognition ”, the sovereignty of the “ mystical In

that border-land between cognizing and experiencing

in which every depth-psychology must necessarily

move and which naturally presents difficulties, some-

times insurmountable ones, for verbal concepts, Jung

strives with all the creative power of his expression

to find the necessary and legitimate distinction be-

tween those realms, even though the difficulties of the

subject may sometimes prevent his efforts from being

entirely successful. What makes the “ metaphysician ”

is just the confusion of cognition and experience and

the misunderstanding to which one falls victim when
one supposes one’s self able to reproduce the latter in

the former. A remarkable identity in the form of

expression employed by modern logic and Jungian

psychology alike is perhaps also more than a coin-

cidence, namely, the “transcendence of problems”,

as both call it in the same words—where one has to

do no longer with answerable questions but only with

experienceablc problems, with those problems which

also form the content of Jungian psychological guid-

ance and psychological experience.

* * * *

If one schematically compares the three principal

tendencies in psychotherapy today 1 with regard to

1 Such a systematic comparison of these three principal schools of psycho-

therapy is to be found in the books of l)r. W. Kranefeldt, Vie 1'syrhuanalyic

(Sammlung Gosclien, Leipzig, 1 930) ; I)r. Gustav K. llcyer, l)er Organiemvn

der Seele (Lehmann-Verlag, Miinchen, 1032) ; Dr. Gerhard Adler, Entdnkung

der Seele (Kascher, Zurich, 1334).
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the direction in which their central thought leads, one

could say^jhgmund Freud looks for the causale

efficientes, the causes of the later psychic disturbances.

Alfred Adler considers and treats the initial situation

with regard to a causa finalis, and both see in the

drives the causae materiales. Jung, on the contrary,

although he too naturally takes account of the causae

materiales and likewise takes the causae finales as

starting- and end-point, adds to them something

further and very important in the causae formales,

those formative forces that are represented above all

through the symbol as mediators between the un-

conscious and consciousness or between all the pairs

of psychic opposites .
1 S< >mewliat differently expressed

this would mean : Freud employs a reductive method,

1 Tin 1 .linigiaii system " lias in view also the final result of analysis, and

regards the fundamental thoughts and impulses of the unconscious as symbols,

indicative of a definite lino of future development. We must admit there is,

however, no scientific justification for such a procedure, because onr present-

day science is based as a whole upon causality. But causality is only one

principle, and psychology essentially cannot be exhausted by causal methods

only, because the mind lives by aims as well. Besides this disputable philo-

sophical argument, we have another of much greater value in favour of our

hypothesis, namely, that of vital necessity. It is impossible to live according

to the intimations of childish hedonism, or according to a childish desire for

pouer. If these are to he retained they must be taken symbolically. Out of

the symbolic application of infantile trends an attitude evolves which may be
termed philosophic or religious, and these terms characterize sufficiently the

lines of further development of the individual. The individual is not only an
established and unchangeable complex of psyehie facts, but also an extremely
changeable entity. By exclusive reduction to causes, the primitive trends

of a personality are reinforced ; this is only helpful when at the same time
those primitive tendencies are balanced by recognition of their symbolic
value. Aiiuh si- mid reduction lead to causal truth ; this by itself does not
help living, hut brings about resignation and hopelessness. On the other

hand, the recognition of the intrinsic value of a symbol leads to constructive

truth and helps us to live. It induces hopefulness and furthers the possibility

of future development." (Foreword to the first edition of Collected Papers
on Analytical Psychology, pp. xv-xvi. London, 1916.)
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£ung a prospective one. Freud treats the material

analytically, resolving the present into the past, Jung
synthetically, building up out of the actual situation

toward the future, attempting to establish a relation

between consciousness and the unconscious, between

all the pairs of psychic opposites.T'\

Jung’s method is therefore nofonly to this extent a
“ dialectical procedure ” in that it is a dialogue between

two persons, and as such a reciprocal interplay of two

psychic systems. It is also in itself dialectic, as a

process which, by confronting the contents of con-

sciousness with those of the unconscious, i.e. those of

the ego with those of the non-ego, calls forth a reaction

between these two psychic realities that aims toward

and results in bridging over both with a tertium quid,

a synthesis. It is accordingly, too, from the thera-

peutic standpoint a preliminary condition that the

psychologist accept this dialectic principle equally as

binding. lie does not “analyse” an object at a theo-

retical distance, but is quite as much in the analysis

as the patient. 2 Both sides are mutually influenced

in the treatment, and “the meeting of two person-

alities is like the mixing of two different chemical

substances; if a reaction occurs at all, both are trans-

1 “ The finalistic conception regards cause" a-, means to an end. We have
a good example of this in the problem of regression : causally, regression is,

for instance, a result of ‘ fixation to the mother ’
; but linalixtically the libido

regresses to the ‘ imago ’ of the mother in order to gather there associations

from the past on which, for instance, the development from a sexual system
into a spiritual system may be built up.” (Contributions to Analytical Psy-
chology, p. 24.)

8 The term “ patient " is used here and hereafter for the well and for the
sick alike. It includes therefore all “ seekers of healing ”, psychotics and
neurotics as well as those who entrust themselves to Jungian psychotherapy
for the sake of its aid in forming character and personality.
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formed. In the field of dialectic procedure the physi-

cian must step out of his anonymity and give an

account of himself, exactly as he demands of his

patient ”. 1 The patient alone determines the inter-

pretation to be given the material he brings. Only

his individuality is decisive here; for he must have

a vital feeling of assent, not a rational consent but a

true experience. “Whoever would avoid suggestion

must therefore look upon a dream interpretation as

invalid until the formula is found that wins the

patient’s agreement.” 2 Otherwise the next dream

or the next vision inevitably brings up the same

problem and keeps bringing it up until the patient

has taken a new attitude as a result of his “experi-

ence”. The often heard objection that the therapist

could suggestively influence the patient with his inter-

pretation could therefore only be made by one who

does not know the nature of the unconscious; for

“the possibility and danger of prejudicing the patient

are greatly over-estimated. The objective-psychic,

the unconscious is, as experience pro\ es, in the highest

degree independent. If this were not so it could not

at all exercise its characteristic function, the com-

pensation of consciousness. jjConsciousness can be

trained like a parrot, but not the unconscious”

The principal instrument of the therapeutic method

is for Jung too the dream, it being that psychic phe-

nomenon which affords the easiest access to the con-

tents of the unconscious and which is especially suited

1 ilrumlMitzluhih ;ur modenien Psychotherapie.

Modi ru Man in Search ofa Soul, p. 12.

* Integration of the Personality, p. 101.
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because of its compensatory function to clarify and

explain inner relations. ^For “the problem of dream

analysis stands and falls with the hypothesis of the

unconscious; without this the dream is a senseless

conglomerate

j

»f crumbled fragments from the current

day’V^In the same way as the dream Jung utilizes

the fantasies and visions of his patients. If, there-

fore, in what follows we speak only of the dream for

the sake of simplicity, fantasies and visions are thereby

also understood.

The fundamental difference between the Jungian

and the other analytical methods consists in the fact

that £ung secs in these phenomena—namely dreams,

etc. —not only contents of personal conflicts but in

many cases also manifestations of the collective un-

conscious, which, going beyond the individual con-

flicts, sets over against these the primordial experience

of universal human problcms/y

Theory and method of Jungian dream analysis can

only be sketched here briefly)

(Jung says: “The dream cannot be explained with

a psychology taken from consciousness. Tt is a deter-

minate functioning, independent of will and wish, of

intention and conscious choice of goal. It is an un-

intentional happening, as everything in nature hap-

pens. ... It is on the whole probable that we con-

tinually dream, but consciousness
1

ihalceswhile"waking

such a noise that we do not hear it. If wc cmdd
succeed in keeping a continuous record we should see

that the w'hole follows a definite trend.” 2 This

1 Modern Man tn Search of a Soul

,

p. 2.

8 Seminar on Childrens Dreams, 1938-3‘J.
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implies that the dream is a natural psychic phe-

nomenon, but of a peculiar, autonomous kind, with

a purposiveness unknown to our consciousness. It

has its own language and its own laws, w^ich one

cannot approach with the psychology of conscious-

ness—as subject, so to speak. For: “One does not

dream: one is dreamed. We ‘undergo’ the dream,

we are the objects.” 1 One could almost say: We are

able in dream to experience as if they were real the

myths and legends that we read" when waking, and

that is something essentially different.

The roots of the dream, as far as we can tell, lie

partly in the conscious contents—impressions of the

day before, remnants from the current day, partly in

the constellated contents of the unconscious, which

in turn can come from conscious contents or from

spontaneous unconscious processes. These latter pro-

cesses, betraying no reference to consciousness, can

be derived from everywhere. Their origins can be

somatic, physical and psychological events in the

environment, or events in the past and future; in the

latter instance wc may think, c.g., of dreams that

bring a long past historical occurrence to life or pro-

phetically anticipate a future one. There are dreams

that originally had a reference to consciousness but

have lost it. as if it had never existed, and now* produce

completely incoherent, incomprehensible fragments,

then again such as represent unconscious psychic con-

tents of the individual without being recognized as such/

As already said in the first part of this treatise/’

Jung describes the arrangement of the dream images
1 Seminar on Children ’» Dreams, 1938-39.
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as standing outside of the categories of time and space

and subject to no causality. “ The dream is a mys-

terious message from our night-aspect .’' 1 [The dream
is never a mere repetition of previous experiences or

events—certain categories_of shock-dreams excepted

—^lot even when~we believe we recognize it as such.

“ It is always knit together or altered according to its

end, even though often inconspicuously, but ever in

a different way from that which would correspond to

the ends of consciousness and causality.”

The possible significance of dreams can be reduced

to the following typical casesj:

Upon a certain conscious situation a dream follows

as a reaction of the unconscious, which, supplementing

or compensating, refers quite clearly to the impres-

sions of the dav, so that it is evident that this dream

would never have occurred without a certain impres-

sion from the day previous.

The dream follows not upon a certain conscious

situation that has—more or less clearly—produced it,

but as a result of a certain spontaneity of the uncon-

scious, the latter adding to a certain conscious situa-

tion another so different from the first that a conflict

arises between the two. While in the first case the

fall of potential led from the stronger, conscious part

to the unconscious, in the second case equilibrium

exists between the two.

When, however, the contrary position, that the

unconscious occupies, is stronger than the conscious

1 Wirkhehleit tier Stele. j». 88.

- Seminar an Children’s llreams, 1838-30,
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position, then a fall of potential comes into being that

leads from the unconscious to consciousness. Then

come those significant dreams that on occasion can

completely alter or even reverse a conscious attitude.

The last type, in which the whole activity and all

the weight of significance lies in the unconscious, and

which furnishes the most peculiar dreams, most

difficult to interpret but most important in content,

represents unconscious processes that no longer allow

one to recognize any relation whatever to conscious-

ness. The dreamer does not understand them and as

a rule wonders greatly why he dreams thus, for not

even a conditional relation is to be perceived. But

just these dreams often have an overpowering char-

acter; often, too. they are oracular. Such dreams

likewise appear in many cases before the outbreak of

I
mental illnesses and severe neuroses, when a content

suddenly bursts to the fore that deeply impresses the

i dreamer, even though he does not understand it.

^ In distinguishing between these different types of

dreams the weight lies upon the relatiofTlirwhich the

reactions of the unconscious stand to the

situation. FbF flic most manifold transitions can be

""found, from a reaction of the unconscious bound to

the contents of consciousness up to spontaneous mani-

festation of the unconscious .
1

What is now the meaning, and what arc the methods
of drnun interpretation ?

Every interpretation is an hypothesis, a mere
attempt at deciphering an unknown text. Seldom is

an isolated, untransparent dream to be interpreted
1 'lemmiaroii Children's Dreams, 1938-39.
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even with approximate certainty. The interpretation

first reaches a relative certainty in a, series pf dreams,

in which the subsequent dreams correct the errors in

the interpretation of the preceding ones. Jung was

the first to investigate ^rfidle'cTrcam series^ He pro-

ceeded here from the premise that “dreams continue

like a monologue under the cover of consciousness ”/

although their chronological order does not always

coincide with the actual inner order of meaning.

Thus it does not unconditionally correspond to a7

sequence in which dream B would follow from dream

A and dream C from dream B. For the real arrange-

ment of dreams is a radial one; it is grouped around a

“centre of significance". Dreams can radiate from

a centre, thus

:

where dream C can occur before A and dream B just

as well after F as before. If this central point is

revealed and elevated into consciousness it ceases to

work and the dreams arise from a new centre, and so

on. It is therefore extremely important that patients

be directed continually to “keep books”, so to speak,

upon their dreams and their interpretation, by means

of which a certain continuity is assured and “the

patient learns to deal with his unconseious satis-

factorily ”. 2 The psychotherapeutic guidance does

1 Seminar on Children'* Dreams,
i Modern Man in Scarrh ofa Soul, p. 15.
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not then remain passive but becomes an active co-

operation that takes part in the process, indicating the

possible meaning of the dream and explaining to the

patient what directions are open to him. Only after'

this is the interpretation to be worked up and assimil-

ated consciously bv the patient .
1

Every dream eontent has always a manifold signi-

ficance and is, as already said, conditioned by the

individuality of the dreamer. To assume standard

symbols, to be translated -as if out of a dictionary,

would be in contradiction of Jung’s conception of the

nature and structure of the psyche. In order to

interpret a content correctly and effectively, one must
go at it both with a full knowledge of the life situation

and the manifest, conscious psychology of the dreamer

and also with an exact reconstruction of the dream

context, which is precisely the task of the analysis

with its instruments of association and amplification.

The psychological context of dream contents consists

of that “tissue of relations in which the dream content

is naturally embedded. Theoretically one can never

know this in advance and each of its parts must be

postulated as unknown ”.2 Only after careful deter-

mination of the context may the attempt at an inter-

pretation be made. A result can only be reached when
the meaning determined upon the basis of the context

has been correlated with the text of the dream itself

and in the degree to which the meaning-reaction thus

confirmed has been found to make sense. One may
not, however, under any circumstances assume that

1 Cf. tlie already mentioned “ dialertienl procedure ”.

• Seminar on Children '* Dreamt,
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the meaning thus found corresponds to a subjective

expectation, for it is often something surprisingly

different from what would be expected subjectively.

On the contrary, a correspondence to this expectation

would give every ground for mistrust. For the un-

conscious is as a rule amazingly “different”. Parallel

dreams whose meaning coincides with the conscious

attitude are extremely rare .
1 In general the stand-

point of the unconscious is complementary or com-

pensatory to consciousness. “Only from the know-

ledge of the conscious situation is it possible to settle

what sign is to be given the unconscious contents. . . .

There exists between consciousness and the dream a

very finely balanced relationship. . . < In this sense one

can declare the principle of compensation to be a

fundamental rule of psychic activity in general/j 8,8

As is evident from the whole conception of the dream-

structure, from the regard paid to the actual conscious

situation, from the concept of the contextual and

positional value of dream-motives, from the timeless-

ness and spacelessness of the dream-events, the con-

cept of causality in Jungian dream interpretation

—

' Seminar on Children \ Dnann, 1938-3!).

a An e\ani]>le of the compensatory function of the dream would be:

someone dreams that it is spring, hut hi- favuiuitc tiee in the garden bear-,

only dry branches. This year there are no leaves and blo-soms upon it.

Thereby the dream means to bay : Do you not see yourself in this tree ?

You are like this ! liven though you do not want to be aware of it ! The
nature in you is dried up, no green grows in you, etc. These dreams are

examples for persons whose consciousness has grown autonomous through

over-differentiation, has gained too great ail overweight. Of course a quite
“ unconscious ” person who lived wholly for his drives would have dreams

that likewise exposed his “ other side ”, Careless scoundrels often have,

c.g., dreams of a moralizing content, paragons of virtue on the other hand
frequently immoral dream pictures.

3 Modern Man in Search ofa Soul, p, 20.
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in contrast to Freudian—can only be applied in a

limited sense. Jung does not, indeed, look in the first

place for the causae efficientes

;

he finds even that

“Dreams are often anticipations that wholly lose their

real meaning when regarded only causally. These

anticipating dreams often give unmistakable informa-

tion about the analytical situation, the correct under-

standing of which is of the greatest therapeutic

import”. 1 This holds above all for initial dreams,

i.e. those which one has at the edmmencement of an

analysis. For “ every dream is a means of information

and control ”.2/ " ~ ~~ L

\In analysis the way leads into the “land of child-

hood”, i.c. to that time in which the rational con-

sciousness of the present was not yet separated from

the “historical soul ’Ythe collective unconscious, and

thus not only into that land where the complexes of

childhood have their origin but onto a prehistorical

one that was the cradle of us alia The individual’s

separation from the “land of childhood” is unavoid-

able, although it leads to such a removal from that

twilit psyche of primordial time that a loss of the

natural instincts thereby occurs. “The consequence

of this is want of instinct and therefore disorientation

in general human situations. The separation has,

however, also the result that the ‘land of childhood’

remains definitely infantile and so becomes a constant

source of childish inclinations and impulses. Naturally

these intruders are highly unwelcome to conscious-

ness. which therefore represses them. This repression

1 Modern Man i« Search ofa Soul, p. 0. 2 Ibid., p. 21.
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merely increases the separation from^the source and

intensifies the want of instinct to the point of sterile

rationalism. Consciousness therefore either is over-

whelmed with infantility or must constantly defend

itself against it in vain. The one-sidedly rational

attitude of consciousness must, in spite of its un-

deniable successes, be regarded as unadapted and

contrary to the demands of life. Life is dried up and

longs to return to its source. The source, however,

can only be found in the ‘land of childhood’, where

one, as formerly, can receive directions from the un-

conscious. Not only he is childish, though, who
remains a child too long but also he who parts himself

from his childhood and supposes it has therewith

ceased to exist. , For lie does not know that every-

thing pertaining to the psyche has a double face.

The one looks forward, the other back. It is am-
biguous and therefore symbolic, like all living reality.

. . . In consciousness wo stand upon a peak and child-

ishly imagine that the road leads on to greater heights

beyond the peak. That is the chimerical rainbow-

bridge .
1 In order to gain the next peak one goes never-

theless -one must go, if one will reach it —down into

the land where the roads first begin to branch.” 1

fThc resistance of consciousness against the un-

conscious as well as the underestimation of the latter

is an historical necessity in evolution, for else con-

sciousness would never have been able to differentiate

itself from the unconscious at alPjj 3 The conscious-

ness of modern man, though, has removed itself some-

1 See later on p 84.
2 Integration of the Personality, p. 110. i Ibid., p. 10.5.
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what too far from its origin, the unconscious, and has

even forgotten that the latter acts by no means in

correspondence with our conscious intentions but

autonomously. Therefore the approach to the un-

conscious is for civilized man, primarily because of its

threatening likeness to^mental disorder, usually associ-

ated with panic terror. J “ To ‘ analyse ’ the unconscious

as a passive object has nothing hazardous about it for

the intellect—on the contrary, such an activity would

correspond to rational expectation; but to ‘let the

unconscious happen ’ and to ‘ experience ’ it as a

reality—that exceeds the courage as well as the ability

of the average Occidental. He prefers simply not to

reali^c-thrT'xistenee of this problem. The experience

of the unconscious is, namely, a personal secret,

communicable only with difficulty and only to the

very few."’ 1 In consequence of the over-differentia-

tion of consciousness in western man the problem of

the approach to the unconscious is a specifically

Occidental and modern problem. The establishment

of contact between consciousness and the unconscious

appears, for example, to be quite a different matter

for the Oriental, probably too for the African, etc.

Taking the way to the collective unconscious must

be preceded, with Jung as with Freud, by making

conscious and integrating the infantile contents of the

personal unconscious, although Jung draws different

deductions: ‘"The personal unconscious must always

be disposed of first, i.c. made conscious”,2 else the

way to the collective unconscious is blocked. This

way, leading up to activation of the archetypes and
1 Integration ofthe Personality, p. 106. * Ibid., p. 111.
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to harmony, to proper equilibrium between conscious-

ness. and the unconscious, is the way of “ healing” and,

viewed from the technical aspect, the way of dream

interpretation. The technic of resolution of a dream

can thus—to recapitulate once again— be divided into

the following stages : description of the present con-

scious situation, description of the preceding events,

determination of the subjective context, in case of

archaic motives comparison with mythological paral-

lels, and finally, in complicated situations, correlation

with objective information from third persons.

Jung found that most dreams shpw a certain

structural similarity. lie conceives even their struc-

ture quite differently from Freud, dividing it as follows

in the manner of a classical drama: (1) Time, place,

dramatis personae, that is, the beginning of the dream,

which frequently indicates the place where the action

of the dream occurs, and the persons acting therein;

(2) Exposition, i.e. the statement of the dream pro-

blem. Here the content is displayed, so to speak,

that forms the basis of the dream, the problem, the

theme that is given form by the unconscious in the

dream, to which the unconscious will now make its

pronouncement
; (3) Peripetie, which forms the “back-

bone” of every dream, the weaving of the plot, the

intensification of events to a crisis or to a transform^:,

tion, which may also consist in a catastrophe;

(4) Lysis, i.e. the solution, the result of a dream, its

meaningful conclusion, in which it points to the

needful compensation. This rough scheme, according

to which most dreams are built up, forms a suitable
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basis for the process of i ntrrpiTtation-- Dreams

exhibiting no lysis allow one to infer a fatal develop-

ment in the dreamer’s life. But these are quite specific

dreams, and they must not be confused with those

which the dreamer recalls only fragmentarily or

reproduces only incompletely and which therefore

end without a lysis. For naturally every phase of a

dream can seldom be deciphered at once. It often

requires a careful search before its structure is wholly

revealed.

Jung has introduced the concept and method

of conditionausm L into dream interpretation, i.e.

“ under conditions of such and such a kind, such and

•such dreams can occur’’.- The decisive factor is thus

always the situation in question with its contemporary,

momentary conditions. The same problem, the same

cause may have, according to the total context, a

correspondingly different significance; from the view-

point of conditionalism they can have many meanings,

not just always the same one without regard to the

situation and the \ariability of their forms of appear-

ance. Conditionalism is an expanded form of caus-

ality, it is a manifold interpretation of causal relations

ami constitutes thus an attempt “to conceive strict

1 The physiologist .mil philosopher Max \ erworn (Gottingen, 1863-1921),

from whom the concept of" conditmnalisin " conic-, defines it as follow-:
“ A state or process i- unambiguously determined by the totality of its

conditions. From this follow - : I. The -aiiie state- or processes are always

the exprc—ioii of the -ainc conditions; ditferent conditions are expressed

in different state- and proce-sc-. 2. A -tate or process i- identical with the

totahtj ot its conditions. From this follows : A state or condition is scientific-

alli complete!} known when the tutalitv of its conditions is determined.
’

(Kausalr unrf Komlitinnalc Weltanschauung, 3. ed., 1928.)

- Seminar on Children's Dreams, 1938-39.
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causality by means of an interplay of conditions, to

enlarge the simple significance of the relation between

cause and effect by means of the manifold significance

of the relations between effects. Causality in the

general sense is not thereby destroyed, but only'

accommodated to the many-sided living material”,1

i.e. broadened ami supplemented.

Jung utilizes no “free association” but a procedure'

that he ealls “ Amplification ”. He thinks that free

association indeed leads “always to a complex, of

which it is nevertheless uncertain whether it is pre-

cisely this one that constitutes the meaning of the

dream. . . . Wr
c can, of course, always get to our com-

plexes somehow, for they are the attraction that draws

all to itself”.1 Perhaps though the dream shows

exactly the opposite of the content of the complex

and means thereby on the one hand to emphasize

that natural functioning which would be capable of

freeing one from the complex and on the other to

point to the way to be followed. Amplification means

therefore, in contrast to the Freudian method of

“ reductio in prirnam figuram ”, not a causally con-

nected chain of associations to be followed backward,

but a broadening and enrichment of the dream con-

tent with all possible similar, analogous images.

However various these images nmy be, they must

nevertheless all stand in a meaningful, more or less

close relation to the dream content that is to be inter-

preted, whereas there is no limit to how far free

association may lead away from the latter. Ampli-

1 Seminar on Children i Dreamt,, 1930-39.

F
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fication is accordingly a kind of limited, bound, and

directed association that returns ever and again to

the centre of significance given in the dream, revolving

as it were about this very centre. “Amplification is

always in place where one has to do with an obscure

experience, whose scanty hints have to be filled out

l)i \i.kam'XL\

15. ('. 1). Tlir dream element-.

The nodal points of t lir not of connections

-ho»n In' tlir little arrmv represent, the

\ariim*> rorrc-pondem*es, the amplifications.

and broadened by psychological context in order to

he made intelligible. Therefore in analytical psy-

chology we make use of amplification in the inter-

pretation of dreams; for the dream is a hint too

scanty for comprehension, which consequently must
be enriched by associative and analogous material
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and must be clarified into intelligibility.” 1 The
amplification must be applied to all the elements of

the dream content. Only then does the full picture

come into being out of which the “meaning” can be

read. Diagram XIV and Diagram AT are meant
respectively to give a pictorial representation of

XZ

l>iA<,a.\M XV

A. B. ('. D. The dream element'*.

X. The original figure.

The varioim association*- are indicated by

the nodal points, shown by the arrow.

amplification and rcductio in primam jigurum in a

roughly schematic fashion. As starting-points four
different elements, the dream contents A. B, C, I),

are taken. Amplification connects them with each

other in all possible directions, with all possible eorj

respondenees, analogies, etc., up to their greatest

1 Integration of the 1‘ernonahty, j>. 207-
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possible extent and to their ultimate recognizable

quality, e.g. it supplements, broadens and enhances

the figure of the real father, should this appear as an

element of the dream, up to the pure “idea” of the

“fatherly”. Reduction, assuming that the separate

dream elements represent a “ distortion ” of originally

different contents, pursues the four points backward

through a chain of free associations until they, en-

trapped in causal connections, lead to the one point

X from which they proceeded and which it was their

task to “distort” or “cover up”. Amplification thus

“illuminates” all possible meanings of the four points

'for the dreamer in their contemporary, present sig-

nificance. while reduction simply leads back -to the

complex again. Freud asks with his reduction,

“Why?”, Jung asks in dream interpretation above

all “To what purpose?” What did the unconscious

intend, what did it want to tell the dreamer when it

sent him exactly this and no other dream? For

example, an intellectual dreams that lie goes under a

great rainbow-bridge. Under and not across the

bridge, by which he is very much astonished. The

dream means to indicate thereby however that this

man is trying to solve his problems outside of reality

and shows him the way that he has to go—namely,

not across the bridge above but beneath it below.

For intellectuals, who suppose that they can simply

eliminate their drives, “think away” or somehow
“think to rights” their life, i.e. intellectually shape it

as they like, this is often a very much needed sug-

gestion .
1 This dream thus has the definite aim of a

1 Example from the Seminar on Children's Dreams, 11)38-39.
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warning, opening the dreamer’s eyes to his real situa-

tion. The valid meaning of the dream with all its

details, of course, can only be cleared up by an exact

process of interpretation such as already described.

But from the little said here it is already evident that

this dream had a definite purpose, namely, to present

a fact of which the dreamer is or does not want to be

aware. Naturally this kind of dream is relatively easy

to interpret, for it is a “parable”, which as such

contains a warning. One can, moreover, read from

the dream not only the momentary situation of the

dreamer but also the progress of the analysis, as well

as, on occasion, its stoppage. They arc, without

context and fuller information about the dreamer,

unimpressive. But to him who dreams them and

whose problems they comprise and illuminate they

can be, once understood and worked up, extra-

ordinarily effective, even liberating. The subjective,

individual meaning of the dream, is reached by personal

amplification, i.e. by questioning the dreamer as to

what each dream element signifies to him personally.

The collective meaning is then given by amplification

with the general symbolic material of legends, myth-

ologies, etc.

The dream, as an utterance uninfluenced by con-

sciousness, represents the inner truth and reality “as

it is, and not as I suppose it to be, and also not as I

should like to have it ”.1
(

r

l'he manifest dream content

is therefore for Jung no facade but a fact showing

what the unconscious has to say about the situation

in question and always saying exactly what it means.
1 Modern Man in Search ofa Soul, p. 6.
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When a snake, for instance, appears in a dream, then

its significance lies precisely in the fact that it is a

snake and not e.g. a bull, the snake having been

chosen by the unconscious to express what it means.

What a snake signifies to the dreamer is not deter-

mined through a chain of associations but through

amplification, i.c. by supplementing the snake symbol

with all the signs and references, e.g. myths, signif-

icant for its nature as snake and corresponding to

the meaning that the “snake” as such has for the

dreamer. For just because the snake is not regarded

as a “ substitute figure ” —as Freud, for instance, might

conceive it—but in its actual and real meaning for the

dreamer, the still obscure meaning of the dream is not

cleared up by the investigation of what that figure

possibly conceals.) On the contrary, all the surround-

ings, the context in which it is placed, are taken into

consideration and investigated. As the representative

value of a colour only results from its being placed in

a pictorial context—for whether a spot of grey repre-

sents a bit of shadow or a reflection of light, a fleck of

dirt or a strand of hair is decided only by its surround-

ings, by the colours and forms of the total composition

- so the role and meaning of a dream symbol only

reveals itself when it has been evaluated according to

its position and meaning in the context. When one

furthermore takes into consideration the total situa-

tion and the specific psychic structure of the dreamer

as well as his conscious psychological attitude, to

which the dream content, as experience proves, is

complementary, then the real meaning of the figure

in its subjective reference appears of itself, fWithout
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personal associations and determination of context

.dream elements can be interpreted only up to a certain

point, i.e. in so far as they are o£ a collective nature,

representing general humah problems

.

Jung distinguishes two kinds or levels of interpreta-

tion: that upon the subjective level and that upon

the objective level. Interpretation on the sub-

jective level treats the dream figures and events

symbolically, as “ reflections of internal psychic factors

and of Ike internal psychic situation of the dreamer”.1

The characters of the dream then represent psychic

tendencies or functions of the dreamer and the dream

situation, his attitude in reference to himself and to

the given psychic reality. The dream, so conceived,

points to internal facts. Interpretation on the ob-

jective level implies that the dream figures as such

are to be undersTood_C0/?m7e/// and not s\ mbolicallyr

They t hon~rcpresent the dreamer’s attitude 1 to the

external facts or persons to which he stands in relation.

They are intended to show purely objectively how
something that we have seen only from the one side

appears from the other, or to present for our attention

something that we have not noticed at all up to now.

When, for instance, one dreams of one’s own father,

whom one holds for kind and noble, in a form that

shows him as domineering, cruel, selfish, and un-

controlled, then that would mean, interpreted on the

subjective level, that the dreamer conceals such

qualities in his own character but is not conscious of

them and even attributes to them a significance not

1 T. V olff, Emfuhrvnq tn du (Irvndlnqeu <h r Koih/iI/ rm l‘*q<hnlogir, |i. HI

.
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in harmony with the real situation. Interpreted on

the objective level the dream would represent the

real father displayed to the dreamer in his true but

as yet unknown nature. In interpretation on the

subjective level we must “look upon the dream con-

tents as references to images of subjective character,

to complexes in the unconscious of the patient him-

"self”.1 Thus a certain figure, say a man-friend, in a

woman patient’s dream can be taken as an image of

the masculine in her, which is n6t consciously recog-

nized, is hidden in the unconscious, and appears,

transferred upon a person, as a projection. The sig-

nificance of this dream figure lies in the fact that the

patient’s attention is called by it to her own masculine

side, to qualities concerning whose presence she

formerly deluded herself. That is especially important

with a person who appears to herself as exceptionally

frail, sensitive, and womanish, as, for example, with the

familiar type of the precise old spinster.]

“ Everything unconscious is projected, i.e. it appears

as property or behaviour of the object. Only through

the act of self-recognition do the corresponding con-

tents then become integrated with the subject, there-

with released from the object and recognized as

psychic phenomena.” 2 The phenomenon of pro-

jection is an integral part of the mechanism of the

unconscious. It stands—whether in dream or waking,

whether in individuals or groups, whether with respect

to persons, things', or states—wholly outside the

conscious will. “A projection is never made, it

1 Two Essays mi Analytical 1‘sycholoyy
. p. 1*4.

J T. Wolff, Exnfuhrung in die Grxindlagcn der Komptcien Psychologic, p. 68.
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happens !” 1 Jung defines it as “displacing a sub-

jective process out into an object”, in contradis-

tinction to introjectlon, which “consists in taking in

an object into the subject ”. 2 The inability to dis-

tinguish one’s self from the object is a state in which

not only primitive peoples still live today but children,

also. In undifferentiated persons—in primitives and

children—the contents of the individual psyche are

not yet differentiated from those of the collective

psyche, and are not contrasted against each other but

always in a “participation”. For “the projection of

the gods, demons, etc ., was not understood by them

as"^psychological function, but these were simply

assumed to be realities. Their character as projections

was never realized. In the era of enlightenment,

people first found that the gods did not exist but were,

only projections. Thereby, though, they were annihi-

lated. The psychological functions corresponding to:

them were, nevertheless, not annihilated at all, but'

fell to the unconscious and thereby poisoned people

with an excess of libido previously devoted, to the_

service of the divine image ”. 1 If consciousness is not

firmtSTThough built or IT no core of personality os-

present strong' enough" to lake up these unconscious

contents" and their projections, to comprehend and

assimilate them, then it can be flooded and even-

swallowed up by the activated and inflated uncon-

scious. The psychic contents then not only assume

the -pharacter of reality, but they* reflect the conflict

magnified'into*thfc' mythological or coarsened into

1 Integration of the Personality, p. 212 - Psychological Types, p. 582.
3 Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 1)0.
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the archaic and primitive, and the way to a psychosis

is open.

In Jungian dream-analysis—as is evident from all

that has been said before—the psychological phe-

nomenon generally denominated the symbol plays a

central role. The psychic images, in the dream as in

all their other manifestations, are at once reflection

and essence of the dynamics of the psyche. They are

at once reflection and essence of the dynamics of the

mind, just as in the ease of a waterfall the waterfall

is at once reflection and essence of force it.seiE.- For

without force, i.c. physical energy (which in itself is

only a working hypothesis), there could be no water-

fall. whose essence it therefore is; but simultaneously

it reflects too in its form of being this energy, which

without the waterfall, in which it becomes visible as

it were, would be wholly inaccessible to observation

.and verification. They are the real energy-trans-

formers in psychic e\ents. They have at the same

time expressive and impressive character, expressing

on the one hand internal psychic happenings pictori-

ally, and on the other hand influencing—after having

been transformed into images -through their meaning-

ful content these same happenings, thus furthering

the flow of the psychological processes. For example,

the symbol of the withered Tree of Life , which was

meant to convey the idea of an_over-intellceti

i

a.1 i y.ed

existence that had lost its natural instinctive basis,

would onthe" one hand express this meaning pietori-

ttllv before the very eyes of the dreamer, and on the

other hand, by thus presenting itself to him. would
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impress him and thereby influence his psychic dy-

namism in a certain direction .
1 One can continually

observe in the course of an analysis how the various

pictorial motives determine and lead into one another.

In the beginning they still appear in the guise of

personal experiences; they bear the characteristics

of childhood or other remembrances. As the analysis

penetrates to deeper levels, however, they exhibit the

outlines of the archetypes ever more clearly, the field

becomes dominated ever more definitely bv the symbol

alone. Symbols can stand for the most varied con-

tents. Natural events can be portrayed symbolically

just as well as internal psychological processes. The

course of the sun can represent to the primitive, for

example, the concrete, external, natural happening,

and to the psychologically disposed modern man a

similar, equally regular happening in his internal

world. The svmbol of “rebirth*’ stands alwavs, for

example, for the fundamental concept of spiritual

transformation, whether it occurs as a primitive

initiation rite, as a baptism m the early Christian1

sense, or in the corresponding dream-picture of a

present-day individual. Only the wav in which this
j

rebirth is attained differs according to the historicaT

and individual situation in consciousness. Just for

this reason it is necessary to evaluate and interpret

every symbol on the one hand collectively, on the

other individually, if one will do justice to its actual

meaning in any given case. The personal content and

the psychological situation of the individual must

always remain decisive.

v <jf. (In’am quoted on pa|re 75.
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^The content of a symbol can never be fully expressed

rationally.
|
It comes out of that “ between-world of

subtle reality which can be adequately expressed

through the symbol alone ”. 1 An allegory is a sign

for something, a synonymous expression for a known

content; the symbol, however, always implies in

addition something inexpressible through language, i.c.

by rational means. 'Freud is therefore mistaken in

calling “those contents of consciousness which allow

one to guess their unconscious backgrounds ” symbols,

for according to his theory these contents play “ merely

theroleof signs orsymptoms ofbackground processes ”.2
,

When, in contrast, “ Plato, for example, sums up the

whole epistemological problem in the parable of the

cave, or when Christ presents his concept of the

Kingdom of God in parables, these arc true and

genuine symbols—namely, attempts to express some-

thing for which as yet no verbal concept exists ”.2

The German word for symbol is Sinnbild, which com-

pound excellently conveys the implication that its

content is derived from and belongs to both spheres:

as Sinn (meaning, sense) it is attributed to conscious-

ness, as Bild (picture* image) to the unconscious, to

the irrational realm.; In this capacity. the symbol

is best able to give an account of tTie processes of the

totality of the psyche and to influence as_well as to

express' 'Tfie’''most comp!icaFecT"and contradictory

-

psyefrntogieal conditions. JA true symbol can never

be fuHy^plsnrrd: We can make its rational com-

ponent comprehensible to consciousness; its irrational

1 Integration of the Personality, p. 200.
-’

( ontrxbuiiont to Analytical Psychology, pp. 231-2.
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component we can grasp only with our feelings. There-

fore Jung urges his patients so emphatically not only

to set down their “inward pictures” in speech or

writing but also to reproduce them in the form of

their original appearance, in which not only the

Content of the picture but also its colours and their

distribution all have a particular individual signi-

ficance. Only thus can one quite do justice to their

meaning for the patient and utilize their form as well

as their content as a highly important factor in the

psychological process of realization .
1 Let Plate A

serve as an example. It is the “inwardly appre-'

bended ” symbolic portrayal of how a man, torn-

between his four psychological functions, strives

toward realization and nevertheless remains eternally,

caught in the circle of the serpents, the symbols of

the primitive driv es .
2 pTTf

With such pictures it is “ naturally not a matter of

art. but of something more than and different from

mere art, namely of a vital effect upon the patient

himself ”,3— or whoever produced the pictures.

Therefore, too, it does not matter at all whether such

a picture is good or bad in the sense of an artistic

evaluation. For it can even occur that a painter or

skctcher draws such pictures with a primitive, un-

skilled and childlike hand, artistically far poorer than

one who has never used pencil and brush but whose
inward pictures are so lively and intense that he can

1 Cf. translator’s footnote on p. i~>.

- The four function- are symbolized by the four different colours of the rays

—blue, yellow, red, green ; the .striving toward realization by the four burning
torches.

•* Modern Man in Search ufa Soul, p. 79.
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reproduce them perfectly. Such drawings and paint-

ings “are dynamic fantasies; they work within the

man who makes them. . . . Moreover the material

objectification of such a picture enforces a prolonged

contemplation of it in all its parts, so that it can

thereby unfold its full effect. And what works in tin

patient is he himself, but no longer in the sense of the

previous misunderstanding, in which he took his

personal ego for his Self, but in a new sense, strange

to him up to now. in which his ogo appears as object

of that which works within him.’’ 1 “Mere painting

is not enough. It requires above and beyond that an

intellectual and emotional comprehension of the

pictures, by means of which they become integrated

not only rationally but also morally with conscious-

ness. Then they must still be subjected to a synthetic

interpretation. We find ourselves, however, in ab-j

solutelv new territory, in which broad experience ist

needed above all. because we have to do here with a'

vital process of the psyche outside of consciousness,

which we can observe only indirectly. And we have

as yet no notion lo what depths our insight reaches

here." -

As Freud and Adler do, so does Jung hold Un-

making and keeping conscious of conflicts for the

conditio .sine qua non of therapeutic success .
3 lie does

not, however, refer the conflicts to a single drive, but

regards them as consequences of a disturbance of the

harmony bet net n all the factors of the total psyche

1 Moth rn Van tn .•vtirch of a Soul. j>. fill.

8
I’ttyt hitloyy of tin l iotntsciout., £i. 40.

Ibid., p. 82.
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-between such factors, that is. as belong to the

structure of the personal and such as belong to the

structure of the collective component of our psychic-

totality. Another difference in principle consists iif

the fact that Jung seeks to solve all conflicts frofh the

"point of view of their immediate significance and not

rforrr that of thejugnificanee tlieyjiad at the moment

of their origin, without considering whether that

moment lies far in th e past or not . Every condition

in life and every age- requires a solution suitable to

itself alone; and therefore* a conflict has a correspond-

ingly different function and significance for the indi-

vidual in question, even though its origin remain

always the same. The way in which a man of fifty

has to solve his parent-complex is altogether different

from that in which a man of twenty has to do so,

although the conflict may have arisen in both cases

from identical childhood experiences.

Jung's method is teleological: his view always takes ,

in the totality of the psyche, bringing even the most

circumscribed conflict into connection with this

totality. And in this psychic whole the unconscious

has the role not merely of a catch-basin for repressed

contents of consciousness; it is above all “the eter- *

nnllv creative mother of this very consciousness”. 11

is no “mental trick”, as Adler says, but, on the con-

trary, the “primary and creative factor in man, the
,

never failing source of all art and of all human pro-

ductivity”. 1 This attitude and conception make it_

possible for Jung to see in a neurosis not merely some-

thing negative—a troublesome sickness, JiuF'alSO XT

1 Contributiont to AnaJyhral 1‘sychology, p. 366.
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positive, healing factor, a force in the formation of

the personality. For/whether we ‘are
-
corhpelTeS to

recognize' our deficiencies and shallowness, making

conscious our attitudinal or functional type, or

whether we must plumb the depths of the unconscious

as compensation for our partially or entirely exag

gerated consciousness, a broadening and deepening of

consciousness,1
i.c. a broadening of our personality is

always associated therewith. A neurosis can thus act

as a cry for help, sent from a higher, inner authority

in order to call our attention to the fact that we
urgently need a broadening of our personality and that

we can reach it if we confront the neurosis correctly.

The Jungian approach makes it possible for the

neurotic to lift himself out of his isolation, being led

by a direct encounter with the unconscious to re-

enliven the archetypes within him. which “touch

those dim backgrounds of the psyche that are be-

queathed to us from primordial times. If this super-

individual psyche exist, then everything translated

into its picture-language must be impcrsonalizcd. and
if it become conscious it must appear to us sub specie

aeternitatis-
, no longer as mi/ sorrow but as the sorrow

of the world, no longer as personal, isolating pain but

as pain without bitterness, binding all human beings

together. \Yc need not. I suspect, search far for proof

that this can work healing.” 3

Jung would by no means deny that there are also

neuroses of traumatic origin which result essentially

from decisive childhood experiences and which must
then be treated accordingly, i.c. following the prin-

1 See footnote .» I'> p. 45. 3 Wirkhckkeit der Sccle, ]>• 161.
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ciples of Freud. In very many eases Jung, too, uses

this method, which is especially suited for the neuroses

of younger persons, in so far as they are traumatically

caused. He denies absolutely, however, that all

neuroses are of this sort and arc, therefore, so to be

treated. The conditions for a neurosis can just as

well, particularly in more advanced years, lie in the

actual situation itself. In youth, for example, a one-

sided attitude of consciousness is a necessity; in

middle age it can lead to a neurosis if the individual

is no longer capable of adjusting himself to an existing

situation because he has lost his natural attachments

to his instincts and to his unconscious. The causes

of this are occasionally to be sought in childhood;

they can. however, be based entirely upon the mo-

mentary situation. Here, in the experience of the

ascending images and symbols which enlarge con-

sciousness and direct the currents of psychic happen-

ings, just that teleologically oriented, forward-looking

view has its place that is concerned first of all with

setting up a new equilibrium in the patient’s mind on

the basis of the situation as it is. The neurosis tends

to something positive- that is the essence of the

Jungian conception and not to the persistence of

the sickness as an end in itself, as it may often appear.

For “through neurosis people are jolted out of their

rut, very often in opposition to their own laziness or

their desperate resistance ’'.1 Energy blocked up by

the one-sidedness of consciousness can lead of itself

in the course of life to a more or less acute neurosis,

as can likewise an unconscious state that is not

1 Tmi Ehsay* on Amlytual l\i/t W«/y, j». U>7.

G
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accommodated to the requirements of the environ-

ment. At any rate it seems that, in spite of all, only

a few succumb to the fate of the neurotic. Perhaps

they are indeed “actually the superior persons, who,

nevertheless, for whatever reason have remained too

long upon an inadequate plane”,1 which their nature

could not stand. One must not, however, presume

that any “plan” of the unconscious lies behind this.

“The impelling motive, so far as it is possible for us

to conceive of one, seems to be essentially simply a

drive to self-realization. . . . One could also speak of

a delayed ripening of the personality.” 2

So can the neurosis become, according to circum-

stances. the stimulus to the struggle for the wholeness

of the personality, which is for Jung at once task

and goal and the greatest boon granted upon earth

to men -a goal independent of any medico-therapeutic

viewpoint.

If one would cure a neurosis or any general psycho-

logical disturbance in the equilibrium of the person-

ality. one must take the way of the assimilation of

certain contents of the unconscious into consciousness.

For the dangerousness of the unconscious increases

to the same degree to which we repress and to which

our equilibrium is upset. By assimilation and in-

tegration is to be understood, however, a reeiproca

interpenetration of the conscious and unconscious

contents, not an evaluation of these contents. Above
all, no essential values of the conscious personality

must be impaired, else there is no longer anyone there

1 Two Kasai/s on Analytical Psychology
, ]>. 198.

J Ibid., ji. 197
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who could do the integrating. “ Compensation by the

unconscious is only effective when it co-operates with

an intact consciousness .’’ 1 “Whoever docs analytic

therapy believes implicitly in the sense and worth of

making conscious, by means of which formerly un-

conscious portions of the personality aie subjected

to conscious selection and criticism. Thereby is the

patient confronted with problems and stimulated to

conscious judgments and conscious decisions. That

signifies nothing less than a direct provocation of the

ethical function through which the total personality

is called into action.'

Wholeness or the personality is attained when
alLtiic^iaii^ofj^ppsites^re differeutiated^^when the

two parts of the total psyche, the conscious and the

unconscious, are joined together and stand in a living

retatrorfTo one another! Tn this case the psychological!

potential difference, the undisturbed functioning of

psychic life is guaranteed by the fact that the un-

conscious can never be made* completely conscious

and always possesses the greater store of energy. The
wholeness thus remains always relative, and we have

opportunity to work on it further all our life long.

“ The personality as a lull realization of the wholeness

ofourlicing Ts~an unattainable ideal. Unattainability

is, how ever, never anything agamst**an ideal ; for

ideals are nothing butj>ignposts,_ne\cr goals.” 3 The
evolution of the personality is at once blessing and
curse. One must purchase it dearly—for it brings

1 Modern Man in Feanh of a '•out. p. 21.
J Integration of the l‘i rmnahtg, j>. 2H7-

- Ibid., 11.
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with it isolation. “Its first consequence is the con-

scious and unavoidable exclusion of the individual

from the undifferentiatedness and unconsciousness of

the herd.” 1 It means not only isolation, however,

but at the same time fidelity to one’s own law. “ Only^

he who can deliberately say ‘Yes’ to the power of the

destiny he finds within him becomes a personality.” 2

Realizing one’s Self is a moral decision, and this lends,

strength to the process of becoming one’s Self, whi^
J

;
iing calls the wav of individuation.

^
^Individuation ” means :

“ Becoming an individual

'

being, and, in so far as we understand by individuality

our innermost, final, incomparable uniqueness, be-

coming one's own Self."
3 Individuation does not at

all mean, however, individualism in its narrow,

egocentric form; for individuation makes the person

into the individual being that he actually is. He does

not therewith become “ selfish ”, but simply fulfils his

own specific nature, between which and egoism or

exaggerated individualism there is a world of differ-

ence. The wholeness that he attains is for him, as

individual and as collective being alike, consciously

as well as unconsciously in touch with the universe.

That implies, however, not an individualistic emphasis

ion his supposed uniqueness contrary to his collective

responsibilities, but the realization of his uniqueness

in its place within the whole. For “an actual con-

flict with the collective norm takes place only when

an individual way is raised to a norm, which,

moreover, is the fundamental aim of extreme in-

1 Integration of the Personality, p. 288.
a 7 1to Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 183.

i Ibid., p. 296.
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dividualism ’V in the above explained meaning of

the word.

The process of individuation is an intense analytical

effort which concentrates, with strictest integrity and

under the direction of consciousness, upon the internal

psychological process, Jases the tension in the pairs of.

opposites"by means of highest activation of the con-

tents of the unconscious, acquires a working know-

ledge of their structure, and leads through ajl the

.distresses of a psyche that has lost its equilibrium,

haeking through layer upon layer, to that centre

which is the source and ultimate ground of our psychic

existence—to the inner core, the Self. The road is,
_

as already mentioned, not suitable nor traversable for

everyone. It is also not without danger, and it.

requires the strictest control by the associate or

physician as well as by one’s own consciousness to

maintain the integrity of the ego against the violently

in-breaking contents of the unconscious and to adjust

them purposiveLy to .ajharmony within the ego?“'The"

attempt to go such a journey alone, however this may
work with analogous experiments elsewhere, carried

out, nevertheless, under entirely different outer and

inner conditions, would be perilous for the Occidental,*

if it succeeded at all. ^ c (%'

The course of individuation has been roughly

plotted and exhibits a certain formal regularity. Its

signposts and milestones are various archetypal syrm

bols, whose form and man i festation vary according

to the individual. Here, too, the uniqueness of the

personality is decisive. For, “The method is only the

1 Psychological Types, j>. 563.
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road and the direction that one takes, whereas the

way in which one acts remains a faithful expression

of one’s inmost being”. 1

To describe the archetypal symbols of the individua-

tion process in all the manifold forms in which they,

appear would require a thorough knowledge and con-

sideration of the different mythologies and of the

symbolic accounts of human history. Without this

the}’ cannot be described and explained in detail. Ip.

what follows, therefore, a brief sketch must suffice,

.presenting only those symbolic figures that are ehar-

aetcristic of the principal stages7 oTthc process. Of

course there appear 7>esides these numerous other

archetypes and symbols, partly illustrating accessory

Sproblems. partly as variations of the main figures.

Thc^fifst stage leads to the experience of the

shadow, which symbolics our “other aspect”

“dark brother”. who‘f
J
albeit Yrr&sijjlv. vet bebelongs

inseparably to our totality. For. “The living form

meeds deep shadows in order to appear plastic.

Without the shadow it remains a flat illusion.” 2

The meeting with t he shadow often coincides with the

making conscious of the functional and attitudinal

type to which one belongs. The undifferentiated

function and the rudimentarily developed attitude are

indeed our “dark aspect”, that collective-human

primordial disposition in our nature that one “rejects

* The rt t of the (lot ten IToirer. 70. Translated frmn the Chinese into

(icnti.i'i hj Hit-hard Wilhelm, with j < ommentary hj C. (i. Jung ; translated

finnt the (lei mail into English hj C. K. Haynes. Third Impression. London:
Kegau Paul. llKto.

- Tin Essay* on Analytical Psychology, ji. 1100.
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from moral, aesthetic or whatever grounds and keeps

in suppression because it stands in contradic t ion

to our conscious principles ”.1 Conditioned .by the

mechanism of projection this dark aspect appears, as

everything of which we arc unconscious docs, trans-

ferred onto an object. Therefore “the other is always

giiiltv when one does not consciously recognize that

the “darkness” is in ourselves./

The shadow' is an archetypal figure that often

appears even today personified in many forms in the

conceptions of primitives. It forms a part of the

individual, a kind of split-off part of his being which

is nevertheless joined with him just “like a shadow”.

Therefore it means sorcery to the' primitive when

someone treads upon his shadow, and its evil effects

can be made good again only by a series of magical

ceremonies. In art. too, the shadow is a popular and

frequently treated theme; for the artist’s inspirat ion

and choice of themes comes from the depths of his

unconscious. What he creates in this way affects

agaiu^the unconscious of his public, wherein ulti-

mately the secret of his effectiveness lies. It is the

figures of the unconscious that rise in him and appeal

powerfully to men. although they do not know whence

their fascination comes. Shakespeare’s Caliban,

Stevenson’s Mr. Hyde, Mrs. Shelley’s Frankenstein,

the pretty story of Oscar Wilde’s “The Fisher and

his Soul”, Chamisso’s “Peter Sehlemihl ”, Hermann

Hesse’s “Strppenwolf ”, Hofmannsthal - Strauss’s

“Frau oline Sehatten ”. are examples of the artistic

use of the shadow motive.

1 T. V olff, Einfuhrmig in r(ie <Irundlagcn tier A'ampte > rn I'^i/r/mliujir. Kill.
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According to whether it belongs to the realm of the

ego or that of the collective unconscious, the shadow

has a personal or collective form of appearance. It

can, therefore, just as well show itself as a figure from

our field of consciousness, as the person who represents

our opposite, e.g. Faust’s famulus Wagner, as in the

form of a mythical figure—the Devil, a faun, Hagen,

Loki, or Mephisto, the sinister counterpart of Faust,

etc. Confronting one’s shadow means becoming un-

sparingly critically conscious
-

'df^onc’s own nature.

The sliadow stands, so to speak, on the threshold of

the way to the “Mothers”, to the unconscious. Only

when we have learned to distinguish ourselves from

it, having accepted its reality as a part of our being

and remaining always aware of this fact, can the

encounter with the other psychic pairs of opposites

succeed. Then, and then only, commences that ob-

jective attitude toward one’s own personality without

which there is no progress along the way to totality.

v The second stage of the individuation process is

characterized by t lie meeting with the figure of the

“soul-image'’, named by Jung the axima in the man,

the an! Mi’s in the woman. The archetypal figure of

tluF soul-image stands for the respective contrasexual

portion of the psyche, showing partly how our personal

relation thereto is constituted, partly the precipitate

of all human experience pertaining to the opposite

sex. In other words it is the image of the other sex

that we carry in us , both as individuals and as repre-

sentatives of a species. “ Jeder Mann tragt seine Eva
in sich” (“ Every man carries his Eve in himself”)
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affirms a popular saying. According to psychic law

—

_

as already said

—

everything latent, unexperienced,

undifferentiated in the psyche, everything that ljf>c m
TTkT ilTIconscious'irhcr therefore the man’s “Kve” and

4:he woman’s
tfAdam” as^vell, is always projected

ia consequence
-
one experiences the elements- of the

opposite sex that are present in one’s own psyche no

otherwise than, l'or example, one experiences his

shadow—in the other 'person . One chooses another,

one binds one’s self to another, who represents the

qualities of one’s own soul,
j

>/The soul-image is “a more or less firmly constituted

fractional complex, and the inability to distinguish

one’s self from it leads to such phenomena as those

of the moody man, dominated by feminine drives,

ruled by his emotions, or of the rationalizing, animus-

obsessed woman who always knows better and reacts

in a masculine way. not instinctively”.1 One has then

the impression that another, a strange person has

“taken possession” of the individual, “a different

spirit has got into him ”, etc., as proverbial speech so

profoundly expresses it. Or we see the man who
blindly falls victim to a certain type of woman—how
often one secs precisely highly cultivated intellectuals

abandon themselves helplessly to hussies because

their feminine, emotional side is wholly undiffer-

entiated!— or the woman who. apparently incompre-

hensibly, falls for an adventurer or swindler and

cannot get loose from him. The character of our soul-

image, the anima or animus of our dreams, is the

1 T. Wolff, timfuhrung in the (iruwUatjen tier Komplpxen Psyrhologir,

jj. 112.
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patural measure of our internal psychological situa-

tion. It deserves very special consideration in the

way of self-knowledge.

,

The variety of foritfs in which the soul-image can

appear is nearly inexhaustible. It is seldom un-

ambiguous, almost always a complexly opaleseeirff

phenomenon, equipped with all properties of the most

contradictory nature in so far as these arc typically

feminine or masculine respectively. (The anima, for

instance, can quite: as well appear, as ji .tender virgin

form of a goddess ., witch, angehdemon

,

heggar-wpiuan, whore, consort. Amazon, etc. An
especially typical anima figure is. c.g., Kundry of the

Parsifal legend or Andromeda in the myth of Perseus;

in literary works sh<>appears, c.g,. as Beatrice in the

IHvina C(mmc(lin,\ }{\dvr Haggard’s ^She ^. Antinea

in llenoit's Allantide. etc. The like holds, although

somewhat differently, for the manifestation of the

animus, for which the Flying Dutchman or Siegfried

can serve as examples on a higher level and Rudolph

Valentino or the boxing champion Joe Louis on a

more primitive, as far as individual figures arc

concerned.
u The fi rst bearer of the soul-imatre is probably

alw??ys~ the mot her ; later it is those women who
excite the man’s fancy, whether in a pqsitivc_or

negative sense .’’ 1 The release from the mother is one

of the most important and most delicate problems in

the realization of personality. The primitives possess

for this purpose a whole series of ceremonies, initiations

to manhood, rites of rebirth, etc., in which the initiant

1 7tr» Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 214,
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receives such instructions as shall enable him to dis-

pense with the guardianship of the mother. Only

after this can he be recognized as an adult in the

tribe. The European, however, must gain “acquaint-

anceship” with his feminine or masculine psycho-

logical component through the process of making

conscious this component in his own psyche. fThat

the figure of the soul-image, the eontrasexual in one’s

own psyche, especially with the Occidental is so deeply

repressed in the unconscious and accordingly plays a

decisive and often troublesome role is in great part

the fault of our patriarehieally oriented culture. “It

is accounted a virtue for the man to repress feminine

traits as far as possible, as it was accounted unbecom-

ing for the woman, at least up to now, to be mannish.

The repression of feminine traits and inclinations leads

naturally to an accumulation of these needs in the

unconscious. The imago of the woman becomes, just

as naturally, a receptacle for these demands; and

that is why the man in his choice of a love-object

often succumbs to the temptation of wooing the woman
who best corresponds to the particular character of

his own unconscious femininity— a woman, that is,

who can accept as readily as possible the projection

of his soul. Thus it can often be his own worst weak-

ness that the man marries, which explains many a

queer marriage.” 1 and it happens no differently to

the woman. )

JTim^souNn^ in -direct--relation to the

character oT~an individual’s^ “persona”. “If the

[)ers(ma~T5T^tc[Tectual, the soul-image is quite cer-

1 Two Essays on Analytical Psychology. j>. 203.
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tainly sentimental.” 1 As the persona corresponds to

the habitual external attitude 01 an Individuairso do

the animus ancTthe anima correspond to his habitual

internal attitude. We can regard the persona as the

mediating function between the ego and the outer world

and the soul-image as the corresponding mediating"

function between the ego and the inner worlcu Diagram

XVI attempts to make clear what has been said. A
would be the persona, lying as mediator between the

ego and the external world; B. would be the animus

or anima, represented as mediating function between

the ego and the internal world of the unconscious; C
is at once ego and persona, representing our pheno-

typic, externally visible, manifest mental character;

D is the genotypic constituent, making up our

invisible, latent, unconscious character./ Persona and

soul-image stand in a compensatory relation to one

another, the soul-image being the more archaic, un-

differentiated and powerful the more firmly the mask,

the persona shuts off the individual from his natural

instinctive life. It is extraordinarily difficult to free

one’s self from the one or the other; but nevertheless

this becomes an urgent necessity as soon as the

individual is no longer able to distinguish himself

from them. 1 The more nearly one becomes identical
V *

with the persona, the more the anima remains in the

“dark”. “It thereupon becomes projected, and so

the hero comes under his wife's thumb.” 2 For “lack

of resistance in the outer world against the entice-

ments of the persona implies a like inner weakness in

1 Peyrhologiral Types, p. 5SM
1 Jwo Kssays on Analytical Psychology. p. 21]

.
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respect to the influence of the unconscious.” ] The

man obsessed by his nnima runs the danger of losing

his “well-fitting” persona and succumbing to effem-

inacy, as the animus-obsessed woman runs the danger

DlAl.llAM XVI

of sacrificing her habitual persona to the “opinions”

of her animus.

The animus appears seldom as a single figure.

Considering the compensatory quality of the contents

of the unconscious to conscious behaviour, one could

» Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 210.
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say: since the man in his outer life is more poly.-

gamously inclined, his anima, his soul-image^ will

usually appear in the singular and show the most

varied andl-ontradictory feminine types united in one

image. Hence comes the “iridescent character”, the

“‘elfin nature” of the genuine anima figures. In tfiT

woman, on the other hand, whose way of life is more

adjusted to monogamy, a polygamous tendency will

reveal itself in the soul-image and the complementary

masculine element will manifest itself in all its possible

variations, personified in a number of single images

of the most varied kinds. Therefore the animus is

mostly represented by a multiplicity of figures, by

“something like an assemblage of fathers and other

authorities who pronounce ex cathedra incontestable,

‘sensible’ judgments ”. 1 Often these are, in the first

place, uncritically accepted opinions, prejudices, prin-

ciples, which mislead the woman to wrangling and

argumentation. This applies primarily to women
whose principal function is feeling, and with whom
thinking is consequently the least differentiated func-

tion. This seems to be the psychic constitution of a

comparatively high percentage of women. Since the

soul-image coincides with the function that is still

the least clarified and lies in the unconscious, its

character will always be diametrically opposed to that

of the most differentiated function, and accordingly it

will be symbolized by a corresponding specific figure.

The anima of a scholar and theorist will be character-

ized logically, therefore, by a primitive emotional

romanticism, that of the intuitive and sensitive artist

1 hru A’a*iI fit on AnnlytuaI Jlythufogy, p.
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will be represented by an carthbound and realistic

type of woman; and it is not by mere chance that

effeminate men who are guided by their feelings carry

in their hearts the image of the amazon, disguised in

our day as feminist or blue-stocking. In the same
way the animus-figures of women will manifest them-

selves, according to which is the most differentiated

function in the individual, now as dangerous Don
Juans, now as bearded professors, now perhaps as

heroes of physical strength and prowess such as

soldiers, horsemen, football players, chauffeurs, or

aviators- to mention only a few examples, ltut just

as the aiiima is not merely symbol and expression of

THe
-
” snake”, of the dangers of the drives waiting

their chance for seduction in the dark of the un-

conscious, but at the same time signifies mail’s light

and inspiring guide', leading him onwards, not down-
wards, so is the animus not only the “devil of

opinions”, the renegade from all logic, hut “also a
productive, creative being, albeit not in the form of

masculine productiveness hut as fructifying word, as

''‘hgos spermat ileas ”. As the man gives birth to his

work out of his inner “femininity”, as a rounded
whole, and the anima thereby becomes his inspiring

muse, so the inner “masculine” of Ihe woman often

brings forth creative germs able to fertilize the

feminine in the man.' Thus the two sexes rom-
plement eaeli other here as w ell in a forlunatc inter-

- ''

play, not only on the physical'lcvel but also in that'

mystenous stream pregnant with~hnages that flows

through and unites the depths of their souls. If the
1 Tim Ebhays on Ann/ytual l’tyrholngy, j>. 230.
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woman has once become conscious of this, if she knows

how to deal with her unconscious and allows herself

to be guarded by her inner voice, then it will depend

largely on her whether she will be the “femme inspira-

trice ” or a rider of principles who always wants to have

the last word, whether she will become the Beatrice

or Xantippe of the man.

When men become womanish and women com-

bative as they become' older, their this 'is always^a

sign that a part of the psyche' that should function

only within the inner world it^ being turned toward

the outer, because these persons have neglected. to

accord at the proper time to this part of their psyche

the reality and recognition due it. For one succumbs

only so long to a woman (or man) and is taken un-

aware by the surprises that she can cause as one lias

not seen through her real nature. This, however, one

can see only in one's men self, for \\c generally choose

our partners so that they stand for the unknown,

unconscious part of our psyche. When this part has

been made conscious, one no longcifshovcfr off his own
faults onto the feminine or masculine partner, i.c. the

projection is resolved. Thus a quantity of psychic

energy, which up to then lay bound in the projection,

is taken back and can be placed at the disposal of one’s

own ego. This withdrawal of the projection naturally

must not be confused with what is generally designated

as ‘* narcissism ”. In this way too one comes “ to one’s

self” not in the way of self-complacency indeed, as

in narcissism, but in the way of self-recognition. If

one has seen through and made conscious the contra-

sexual in his own psyche, then one has himself and
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his emotions and affects in hand. Thai means above

all real independence, although at the same time—
isolation, that isolation of the “inwardly free” whom
no love relation or partnership can hold in chains,

for whom the other sex has lost its mystery because

they have learned to know its fundamental traits in

the depths of their own psyche. Such a man, too,

will scarcely be able to “fall in love” any more, for

he can no more lose himself in another; but he will

be capable of so much the deeper “love” in the sense

of consciously giving himself to the other. For his

isolation does not estrange him from the world; it

only gives him a proper distance from it. Anchoring

him more firmly in his own being, it makes possible

to him a devotion to his fellow-men still more un-

restricted because no longer dangerous to his indi-

viduality. True, it requires in most eases half a life-

time until this step is reached. Probably no one

attains it without a struggle. A full measure of experi-

ence- -indeed of disappointment --likewise belongs

thereto. The encounter with the soul-image is there-

fore not a task of youth but of maturity. Probably

on this account it becomes only in the course of later

life a necessity to dispose of this problem. The
meeting with the soul-image regularly signi fies that

"the first half uf life with its i
u

•eossary a<,ijusin 1e i rt to

'outer reality and t]i«l_thereby. conditioned direction

of consciousness outwards is ended, and nowthe most

important step in inward adjustments the confronta-

tion with one's owh~~eontrascxual component, must

begin. “The activation of the archetype of the soul-

image is therefore an e\ cut of fateful significance, for

if
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In German literature we have an excellent example

in Goethe’s Faust: in the first part Gretehcn is the

figure onto which Faust projects his anima, his soul-

image. The tragic end compels him to seek this part

of his psyche from now on only in himself. He finds

it in another world, in the underworld of the un-

conscious, where it is represented by Helena. The

second part of Faust gives an 'artistic conception of

an individuation process, and Helena is here tht

classic anima figure, the soul-image, in Faust's psyche,

lie encounters it in different transformations and upon

different plant's up to its most exalted manifestation,

the Mater Gioriosa. Only then is he redeemed and

can (Miter into that world of eternity in which all the

opposites are resolved.

' As the making conscious of the shadow makes
possible the knowledge of our other, dark aspect, so

'does the making conscious _of tTio soul-image enable

f

is~t7rgaiTi knowledge of the eontrasexual in our own
isyehe! When this image is recognized and revealed,

hi'ii it ceases to work from out of the unconscious

land allows us finally to differentiate this eontrasexual

component and to incorporate it into our conscious

orientation, through which an extraordinary enrich-

ment ofthe contents belonging to our consciousness and

therewith a broadening of our personality is attained.

A further portion of the way is now made free.

When all the difficulties of the confrontation with the

' I' \\ 1*1(1. I'mfithnniy in i/ir Uruntllagen drr Komplcirn J'tyclwhgie, ]>. 1 13.
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soul-image are overcome, then new archetypes arise

that compel the individual to a new reckoning and a

new definition of his position. The whole process "isT

as far as we can see, directed toward a goal. Although

'theTunconscious is purest nature without intention'

with merely a “potential directedness”. it has an

Invisible inner order of its o\vh," and “ when conscious-

ness activelyparticipatesT expericncmg_cvery step of

the process and surmising at least its meaning, then the

next image manifests itself"upon the~hTgj 1cr plane

alreadygaincd thereby, and so arises a goal-tendcncyT**1-

This tendency does hot show itself, to be sure, in a

simple sequence of symbols but sets in whenever a

definite problem is made conscious, overcome, and

integrated.

So it is no accident that alter the confrontation with'

the soul-imatrc the appearance of the archetype of the

"wise MA^-tlu- personification of the fspiritual

principled van be distinguished as the next milestone

of inner development. Its counterpart in the indi-

viduation process of the woman is the magna matkb ,

the great earth-mother, which represents the cold and
_

objective truth of nature . For now the time has come
to throw light into the most secret recesses of one’s

own being, into what is most specifically “masculine”

and “feminine” respectively, i.e. the “spiritual prin-

ciple” in man, the “material principle” in woman.
The moment has arrived for analysing and exploring

no longer the contrasexual partof the psyche, us in

the ease of the anima and the animus, but that part

1 / mi nn Analytical I'mjchalinjy, p. 2.’iU
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of it which constitutes, so to speak.ourj^erv essence

—

*Tor going back: to the prirnordiaFirnage after whieKTfr

_hnc formed.1 To venture a somewhat daring

formula one might say: the man is materialized spirit,

the woman matter impregnated with spirit; con-

sequently the man is essentially determined by th£

spirit, the woman by matter. It is necessary to make
conscious the whole range of possibilities one carries

within one’s self, from the crudest “primordial being”

up to the highest, most differentiated and most nearly

perfect symbol. To this end both figures, the “Old

Wise Man” as well as the “ Magna Mater ” may appear

,

in an infinite variety of shapes. They arc well-

known from the world of the primitives and from 1

mythology in their good and evil, light and dark

aspects, being represented as magician,
p
rophet , mage,

pilot of the dead, leader, or as goddess of fertility,

sibyl, priestess. Sophia, etc. From both figures

emanates a mighty fascination that inevitably seizes

'the individual who faces them with a kind of self-

exaltation and megalomania unless he understands

how, by making conscious and differentiating, to free

himself from the danger of identification with the

delusive image. An instance of this is Nietzsche, who
fully identified himself with the figure of Zarathustra.

Jung callsjhcsc archetypal figures of the unconscious

1 Tims it is evident that an hnpresj.ru* or fascinating dream figure, a
" Malta personal)!} ” (-00 Iwlon ) of a given soy will not have the same signific-

ance in the dream of the man and of the woman. If the figure he feminine,

it is likely in a man's dream to represent the anima, in a woman’s dream
the Magna Mater. The latter belongs to those figures that already stand

in closest relation to the Self. The same holds mutatis mutandis for the

OKI Wise Man or the finer eternus and for the animus, except that the

animus generally appears as a plurality.



”. 1 Only when the

"he, may he in the

true sense of the word “ become united with God

in. a spiritual childhood'’; and then only if he no

longer “blows up” bis thus broadened consciousness

in order “thereby paradoxically to lapse into a flood-

ing of his consciousness by the unconscious ”,2 i.e. an

inflation. Such presumption would indeed, in view

of the deep insights he had won, be not astounding;

everyone falls victim to it for a time in the course of

the individuation process. Yet the forces activated

in the individual by these insights only stand really

at his disposal when he has learned to distinguish

himself from them in humility.

Now we are no longer far from the goal. The dark

aspect has been made conscious, the contrascxual in

us has been differentiated, our relation to nature and

spirit has been clarified. The basically double nature

of the psyche is recognized, spiritual arrogance is

shaken off. We have penetrated deep into the layers

of the unconscious, have raised much therefrejm into
1

, Tim Essay* on AnaJytiraJ Psyrkulogy, j>, 262.

Integration of the Personality, p. 274.

of their own unique individuality

individual has come thus far can
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the light, and have learned to orient ourselves in that

primordial world. Our consciousness as bearer of our

individual uniqueness was contrasted with the un-

conscious in us as bearer of our psychological share

of collective generality. The way was not without

crises. For the streaming in of the unconscious intft

the conscious realm, simultaneously with the dissolu-

tion of the “persona” and the reduction of the

directive force of consciousness, is a state of disturbed

psychic equilibrium. It was produced artificially with

the intent ion of solving a difficulty that hindered

further development of the personality. This loss of

equilibrium serves a purpose, for it leads
.
with the

help of thc autpnpmous and instinctive activity of the

"unconscious to the establishment ofa'/ieie equilibrium,

assuming that consciousness is in a position to

assimilate and digest the contents produced by the

unconscious .
1 For only “out of the vanquishment of

the collective psyche comes the true value, the con-

quest of the treasure, of the invincible weapon, of the

magic safeguard, or of whatever the myth imagines

in the way of desirable goods ”.2

i '

The archetypal image that leads out of this polarity

to the union of both partial systems—consciousness and

the unconscious—through a common mid-point is

named: the ski.f. It marks the last station, on the

way of individuation, which Jung calls^e^^caUzatismr-

Only when this mid-point is found and integrated can

one speak of a “whole” man. Only then, namely,

has he solved the problem of his relation to the two

1 ftro Essays im Analytical I'sychuhnjy. pp. 1 60-71 •
' Ibid., p. 180.
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realities to which we are subject, the inner and the

outer, which constitutes an extraordinarily difficult,

both ethical and epistemological task.

The birth of the Self signifies for the conscious

personality not only a displacement of the previous

psychological centre, but also as consequence thereof

a completely altered view of and attitude toward life,
j

a
“
transformation ” in the fullest sense of the word.

“In order that this transformation may come to pass

exclusive concentration upon the centre, i.e. upon the

place of crcathe transformation, is indispensable.

During this one is ‘bitten’ by animals, i.e. one has to

expose one's self to the animal impulses of the un-

conscious. without identifying one’s self with them and

without ‘running away ’ Identification would mean

that one lived out his bestial impulses without re-

straint; running away, that one repressed them.

What is demanded here, however, is something quite

different: namely, to make them conscious and to

recognize their reality, whereupon they automatically

lose their (langerousness--“for flight from the un- 1

conscious would render the goal of the procedure

illusory. One must stay with it, and t he process begun

by self-observation must be lived through in all its

developments and joined onto consciousness with as

much understanding as possible. This naturally often

implies an almost unbearable tension because of the

unparalleled incommensurability between conscious

life and the process in the unconscious, which latter

can only be experienced in one’s inmost feelings and

may noAvhere touch the visible surface of life.” 1 For
1 Integration of the I'enonahty, p. 158.
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The only content of the Self that we know is the

ego. “The individuated ego feels itself as object of an

unknown and superordinatcd subject.” 12 We can

1>i»i n m \\ II

1 l’l «t< II shows hk< wist
, <li i\mi in i olijuml ]» in il, .i p.ctuie of the psjehn

totnlitl ns it manifisti il it'tlf is an inward \moii in thej-munc. of i woman
patient s an.iljtn.il treitiuent Hit blue bml mholi/t s the sphere ot

< onsi iotisiu ss, the in o with Ihe .ii ikis tin n ilm of tin unt on-cimis , the

httk t« linn <n<li m tin iniddli i~ the iintri, tin Self. It nip bftnecn the

feiiuiiim (oniponuit ot tin iinml. the blnk lit Id with the white egg, and the

in iMiilim < niiipmnnt. the white tit Id with tin blub igg sm rounded b> the

striam ol life tbit unite* and flows through all thi tiriles

- 1 no 1 wav* on inalyfual V*uth(dvgy, p -68
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say nothing more about its contents. With every

such attempt we come to the limit of our capacity for

knowledge. We can only experience the Self. If we

wished to characterize it we should have to say: “It

is a kind of compensation for the conflict between the

iifternal and the external; it is the aim of life, for it

is the fullest expression of that web of destiny called

the indixidual, and not only of a single person but

of a whole group, in which one supplements the

other to a complete picture’', 1 hv which again there

would bo given merely a suggestion of something

comprehensible only in experience but conceptually

uudefi liable.

This our Self, our actual “mid-point”, is stretched

between two worlds and their only darkly suspected

but all the more olearh felt powers. It “is strange to

us and yet so near, quite our own and yet unknowable,

a virtual mid-point of mysterious nature. . . . The
beginnings of our whole psychic life seem to be rooted

inextricably in this point, and all our loftiest, ultimate

aims tend thither. A paradox that is nevertheless

unuNoidablc if we wish to eharaelerize something

that lies beyond the capacity of our understand-

ing”. 2 "If we succeed, however, in making the'

Self into a new centre of gravity of the individual,

then a personality arises therefrom that, so to

speak, suffers only in the lower levels but in the

upper is peculiarly detacher! from every sorrowful

and joyful event alike.” 3

' t " a Xi.wii/s ore Annlytunl l^yrholngy, p. L'lill.

- iimi
, p. L’li").

1 I hr secret of thr OoMni l'lwtrr, p. J 2‘i.
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The idea of the Self, representing merely a borderline

honcept as, e.g., the Ding an sich of Kant,

1 is thus

already in itself a transcendental postulate, “which

can be psychologically justified but not scientifically

proved ”.2 This postulate serves only to formulate

and relate the empirically determined processes .
3 For

the Self is simply an indication of that in the psyche

which is primary and unfathomable. But as a set

goal it is also an ethical postulate, a goal for realiza-

tion- -and that is the characteristic point in Jung’s

system, that it challenges and leads one to ethical

decisions. The Self is, however, also a psychic cate-

gory, cxpcricnccablc as such; and if we abandon

psychological language wc might name it the “ central

fire”, our individual share in God. or the “little spark”

of Meister Eckhart. It is the early Christian ideal

of the Kingdom of God that “is within you”. It is

the ultimate experienceable in and of the psyche.

The INDIVIDUATION PROl’KSS. which could only be

sketched briefly, consists, as we saw, in a gradual

approach to the contents and functions of the psychic

totality and in a recognition of their effect upon the

ego. It brings one inevitably “to acknowledge one’s

self for what one by nature is, in contrast to that

which one would like to be", and probably nothing is

more difficult for man than just this. This process

“is not available to consciousness without specific

psychological knou'ledge and technic nor without a
1 Intrgratmn nj'thf' I’rrumahty, p. 1 TH

- 7 1rn K'xfiii* mi Ainilytun/ l’syi hotnyy, p. 268.

•* Th.il l- exactly tin- rule played bj po-tul.ite- m lu un-tic maxim-, that

are not ju-tifiable bj logic, in other science*.
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special psychological attitude. It is, therefore, to

be emphasized that we have to do in the collective

psychic with phenomena and experiences that Jung

was the first to recognize and describe scientific-

ally ,

1 and of which he himself says: “The term

individuation denominates merely the still very

obscure field, much in need of investigation, of the

centering processes in the unconscious that mould the

personality.” 2

That in his treatment he includes and correlates all

the possibilities lying in the psyche, starting from the

present psychological situation and aiming towards the

construction of a psychic totality in the individual,

justifies Jung in naming his method a prospective one,

in contrast to a retrospective one, which seeks the way
to a cure in the revelation of past causes. It is, there-

tore, as a way to self-knowledge and self-control, as an
activation of the ethical function, by no means limited

to sickness or neurosis.
(

Often, truly, a sickness pro-

vides the impulse to take this way, but quite as often

it is the longing to find a meaning in life, to restore

one’s faith in (Jod and in one's self; for, as Jung says,

“about a third of all cases suffer from no clinically

demonstrable neurosis whatever but from the mean-
inglessness and purposelessness of their life ”.3 Exactly
this, however, seems to be the form of the general

neurosis ol our time—a time in which all fundamental
\ allies dangerously totter ami a complete emotional
and spiritual disorientation has seized mankind. In

1. M olff, Emfiihrung trt die tjrundlagrn der Kmuyleven l‘xyrholoyte.

|>. 102 .

- Integration of the 1‘ereonahty, ]t. 276.
a Modem ui .search of a Soul, p. 71.
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logically solved in its own terms but pales before a

ntw arid stronger vital directive. It is not repressed

and made unconscious but simply appears in another

light and so becomes itself different. What on a

lower plane would give occasion to the wildest con-

flicts and to panicky storms of affect appears notf',

viewed from a higher level of the personality, as a

storm in the \ alley seen from the peak of a high

mountain. The reality of the storm is thereby not in

the least diminished, but one js no longer in it, but

above it
1

The archetypal representation of this process, this

resolution of the opposites the coincidentia opposi-

tonnn— in a higher synthesis is the so-called rxirviXG
sYMitou 2 representing the partial systems of the

psyche integrated into the Self upon a transcendent,

higher plant 1
. All the symbols and archet ypal figures

ot the proeoss_ arc bearers of the transcendental

function, i.e. of the unification of the 7Ilfferenr~piurs"
of opposites in the psycho in a higher synthesis.

T rider their mediation and guidance is reached the
stage distinguished by the appearance of that certain

symbol that carries t he name of the “unifying symbol ",

for the “unifying symbol" only appears when the

* ? fu f of i/u ittiliirn /Yowv/\ p. 8K.
i the tilth eh.iptei of I’Hi/chofaffira/ 'lyjw* a detailed dc*(*rip-

ti(»n ni tin* oi this s\ mhol in \arioiis eiilhuvs. \ Y/y i n iat mtr* Symbo^
has Uvn traiisl.it oil m all llio piovmas Knylisli editions of \\ orh.s as

reenttnliim sj mUd \ \ rmnt«jrn % ho\\i»\«*r, roilh moans ** unify and this
lendeuiitr •‘iiMrspniuU heitei to tin 1 -peoial soiim* in whieh llu* word is usod
horo, lor it siuiitirs the hrmtriiur totr»dli<»r or iiiufx im» of the opposites in a
Millie entit\. It k aoi’ordinplj s<» translated in the iolluwnijr, with l’rof.
1 oiuj - aj»pro\ i\

{ 1 lansl.itor’s noto.l
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wav of individuation approaches its end, i.e. when the

jntenial^psych io ‘'has bccn^gApericneed as just as

real, just as effective, and psychologically just as true

as the \vprId_of external reality
'V With the mani-

festation of this symbol, which can appear in the most

different forms, equilibrium between tin* ego and the

unconscious is established. This kind of symbol,

representing a primordial image of the psychic totalit y,

always exhibits a more or less abstract form of repre-

sentation precisely because it is a symmetric arrange-

ment of the parts and their relations to a mid-point,

which provides their basic law and constitutes their

essence. The East knows such sym bolic representa-

tions since the oldest times. They' are called man-

DALASn-which can best lie translated by “ magic circle*'.

The mandala-synibols belong to the most ancient

religion^ symbols of mankind and are c\ en to be found

in paleolithic times. We find them among all peoples

and in all cultures, even in sand-paintings, as among
the l’ueblo Indians. The Orient possesses the most

beautiful and artistically most finished mandalas,

especially Tibetan Buddhism . (Plate C is an excep-

tionally fine example of such.) In Tantrie yoga,

mandalas were chosen ns instruments or contempla-

tion. They ‘"are always of very great importance in

ritual use, their centre containing as a rule a figure of

the highest religious significance either Shiva him-

self nr flic lludilka^ 2 There are also numerous man-

dalas from the Middle Ages, where Christ is generally

pictured in the middle of the circle with the four

1 T. Wolff, Einfuhruiifi in du Orundltn/i n dir Knnijihien l'n/rhalngir, ]>. 1)4.

- Inhyruturn <f tin- l‘t ntmaltly, j> 1-il.

I
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evangelists or their symbols at the four cardina

points .

1 The high regard paid to the mandate

symbols in the different eultnres corresponds fully t

the central significance of the individual inandals

symbols, to which the same quality of, so to speak

“metaphysical" nature is peculiar .
2 Jung studiP*

these svmbols fourteen years before he ventured o

their intei pie tation. Today, however, they belonj

t(» a most important domain of psychological experi-

enee. which he discloses to those who entrust them-

selyes to his guidance.

Tin 1 unicpie symbolism of the mandalas exhibits

eyetywheve the same rules and regularity of arrange-

ment : namely . the reference ol the element s. arfanged

in a eiiele or square , to a centre, bv which “whole-

ness" is meant to be symbolized. Many of them have

the form of a Hoyyer. cross, op wheel, with a manifest

melination to the number four. “As the historical

parallels show, y\e have to do by no means yvith curi-

osities but- one may yyellsay regular occurrences." 3

I'ldti (' 1 shoyys such an arrangement: in the middle

the puneipal figure is piet un-el, surrounded by an

eigbt-li ay ed stylized lotus: the background on which

the- circle lies c-onsUts of triangles in four different

eolouis. which open into four gates, representing the

four points of the- compass, and fill out a large square

that is again surrounded by a eire-le. that of the “River

1 '1 1»- I -p,M I ili\ lif.iiihinl Iii.mil.il.i- ,,f the nijstic, Jaeoh Boehine (lo“.V
in his I’m, t tin ''•m!, niiuhi he mentioned here.

- hi'"i<-nlii‘ii I lin I'irwiMlily, Ji. l’JII. 3
j, g(>l,

' l’hite I i- i mu I, neli |i,iinte<I iu.iinl.ila, executed m sort colours on
pan hinrii!. In. in lai.tne Itiuliihisni, out of .111up '» jirivute collection. J‘

pnihihlj i mnis limn the hofrmnii'.p ol the eighteenth century.
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of Life”. Below this great eirele, which in addition

contains numerous symbolic figures, is represented the

underworld with all its demons, and above the circle

is a stately row of the gods of heaven.

Plate D is a mandala from the eighteenth century
,

1

With the Saviour as central figure in the midst of a

doubly eight-leaved flower, surrounded by a fiery

garland of rays and divided into four by an oblique

cross, whose lower limbs burn in the fires of the world

of instincts and whose upper limbs arc wet with tears

of heavenly dew. Plates E, F, G and H arc mandalas

made from ‘‘inward experiences” by patients of Jung.

They are spontaneous products, having come into

living independently of any model or external in-

fluence. Here, too, arc the same motives, worked
oat in the same arrangements. The circle*, the centre,

the mmiller four, the symmetric distribution of the

motives and colours express the same conformity to

psychological law. Of course these individual mall-

eialas of Jung's patients never reach that elegree eif

perfection. eif eletailcel execution anti “traditionally

established harmemy” peisse'sscel by the mandalas eif

the East, which indeed are no longer spontaneous

products of the psyche but exercises of artistic skill.

They have been intreieluced only as parallels, in order

to show that they rest upem the same* psychological

premises anel therefeire exhibit the same regularly re-

curring motives in remarkable agreement .
2 They are

all symbolic images of that “middle way” which the
1 Coloured mandala from the booh, Dir yehrmien Figvrrn i/rr Ftwrnh rruzer

(Lchhardt Verlag. Altoua), p. 1(1.

8 More on this, subject in the booh, Thr Serret of tlir (if,lUrn Flower, by
Richard Wilhelm and C. G, Jung. Loudon : Kegnn Paul, I '.fill

.
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Orient called “tao v and which for the Occidental

consists in the task of finding a unification of the

opposites of inner and outer reality, of consciously

shapin'.' his personality in knowledge of the forces of

his primal nature anti in the direction of structural

totality.

Although people in general can scarcely explain

anything of the meaning of the mandalas they have

drawn, they are nevertheless fascinated by them and

find them expressive and effective in regard to their

psychological condition. ‘‘There is ancient sorcery

in the maudala. for it comes originally from the ‘ring

of enchantment \ the ‘magic circle*, whose magic is

preserved in numberless folkways. The picture has

the definite aim of drawing a magic furrow around the

centre, the sacred territory of the inner personality,

in order to hinder a “streaming out ' or apotropaically

to lend off external distractions ." 1 Therefore the

Hast places in the centre of the nmndala the “golden

(lower" often employed by western patients in their

pictures with the same meaning—which is also called

the "heavenly mansion", the "realm of the highest

bliss", the “boundless land", the "altar on which

consciousness and life are brought forth"". The cir-

culation symbolized by the circular form of the

pictures "is not mcrch movement in a circle, but has

on the one hand the significance of a demarcation of

the sacred territory, on the other hand that of a fixa-

tion and concentration upon a centre; the wheel of

the sun begins to turn, i.e. the sun is brought to life

and commences its course. In other words: Too
1

l hi Secret uf the Holden Flav or, p. 1U0.
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begins to work and to take the lead”. 1 What Too

means is hard to express in one word. R. Wilhelm

translates it by “meaning” (Sinn), others by “'wav”,

others even by “ God ”. “ If we conceive of Too as the

method or the conscious way meant to unite what is

separated. we shall probably come close to the psycho-

logical content of the concept.” 2 “ Unfortunately our

western mind, as a consequenee of its lack of culture

in this respect, has not even vet found a concept, let

alone a name for the unification of the opposites in a

middle waif, this fundamental piece of inner experience,

that could decently be compared with the Chinese

7V>.” Psychologically, in the sense ofJung’s system,

t his circulation would best be characterized approxi-

mately as “ revolving in a circle about one’s self”, all

sides of the personality being equally involved. “The
circular mo\ement lias accordingly also the moral

significance of the activation of all the light and dark

forces of human nature and therewith of all the

psychological opposites, of whatever kind they be.

This means self-knowledge by' wav of self-incubation.

A similar basic idea of the perfect being is that of the

Platonic man, round on all sides, in whom all opposites,

including those of the sexes, are united.” 4 It is this

idea of the unifying of the sexes in a single individual

which we find generally' symbolized in the corre-

sponding pictures by the coniunctio between two
beings of opposite sex. e.g. Shiva and Shakti or Sol

and Iaina, or by an hermaphroditic figure. The eir-

* Iht tiftfn (nihil H M,n, / r, p J #l ]

l no 11*- sz/j/a on inrin/tirr/l p '22 I.

4
J hr Set ret of the Golden Hover

^ p. 101.

- Jhtd
, p. Ho.
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cular movement, which psychologically can be looked

upon as an analogy to the individuation process, is

never “produced” but experienced “passively in

the psyche”. That is, one lets it psychologically

“happen ”,

“Conscious will cannot reach such a symbolic unity,

for consciousness is in this case partisan. Its opponent

is the_ collective unconscious, which does^ not under-

stand the language of consciousness. Therefore the

magically working symbol is required, containing that

primitive* analogy which speaks to the unconscious

in its very own language . . . and whose goal is to

unite the singularity of contemporary consciousness

with life’s most anei< nt past .'" 1 The emergence of

‘these maiidalu-symhois out of the depths of the mind

is an always spontaneously occurring phenomenon;

it comes and goes of its own will. Its effect, however,

is astonishing, for it leads as a rule to the solution of

various psychic com [dications and a freeing of the

inner personality from its (‘motional and conceptual

confusions and disorders. Thereby a unity of being

is produced that can rightly be termed a “rebirth of

plan on a transeendi ntal plane”.

"What we can determine today concerning the

mandala-syinbol is that it represents an autonomous

psychic fact, characterized by a constantly repeated

and everywhere identical phenomenology. It seems

to he a kind of atom ic nucleus , of whose innermost

structure and ultimate significance we know nothing

as yet." 2

1 J hr Secret of the Golden FIover. p. 1 0,5.

s Integration of the I'emonanty, p. 178.
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Not only the maintains of different cultures exhibit

surprising similarities of phenomenology and content,

as the expression of a common psychic structure.

The whole individuation process constitutes an inner

flic history of mankind. The process of the trans-

formation of the psyche as Jung's analytical psy-

chology has revealed it to western man is basically

the “ natural analogy to the artificially conducted

initiations” 1 of all times. Only, the latter work with

traditionally set prescriptions and symbols, while the

former strives to reach its goal with a natural pro-

duction of symbols, i.e. by means of a spontaneous

mental phenomenon. The many religious ways of

initiation of the primitives are examples of this, as

are the Buddhistic and Tantrie forms of yoga or the

Exercises of Ignatius of Lovola. Jung has found in

his latest researches in this field a particularly illum-

inating parallel in tncdiacxal Hermetic philosophy or

AU’iiniv. Different as the ways are that alchemy

and the individuation process go in consequence of

the spiritual orientation and conditioning of their

times and environments, yet they art* both attempts

to lead man to self-realization. The very “trans-

cendental function”, as Jung names the process of

symbol formation, the psyche’s remarkable capacity

for transformation, "is the most outstanding object

of mediaeval philosophy loo, as represented in the

well-known alchcmislie symbolism".’- It would thus

1 hat I thrtniiiK'hr Inh'iibm It, p. 32. Mill'd In W V. I.vnii—Wrii!/.,

with ,i I’nimmiitai \ lij Jun^.
‘ lav Kthays on Analytuat J'xyclinlogy, p. 213,
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ho completely mistaken to attempt to reduce the

spiritual movement of alchemy to an affair of retorts

and furnaces. Jung has even described it as a

“halting step towards the most modern psychology”.

Of course this philosophy had not “won through the

unavoidable concreti/at ion of a still coarse and urf-

developed spi rit to a psychological formulation. But

its ‘secret" too was. no otherwise than in the process

of individuation, the fact of the transformation of

the personality through the mixing and joining of

noble and base constituents, of the differentiated and

inferior function, of the conscious and the uncon-

scious." 1 For probably alchemy was not at all a

matter of chemical experiments but. in all likelihood,

of something “like psychological processes expressed

in pseudo-psychological language. And t he* gold

sought was not the ordinary tntrum X'ulfli . but rather

the philosophic gold or even the ‘marvellous stone’,

the lapis invisihilifatis ".- the “ ahwipharmakon ", the

“red tincture", the “elixir of life". The variety of

designations lor this “gold" is endless. Often too it

was a mystical being, composed of body, soul, and

spirit and portrayed as winged and hermaphroditic,

a different image for the same symbol that the Orient

called the "diamond body" or the “golden flower”.

“In parallel with the colhctive spiritual life of these

centuries it is principally an image of the spirit caught

in darkness, i.e. not yet redeemed from a state of

relative unconsciousness, felt as oppressive, which

was seen reproduced again in the mirror of substance

' />*’#! I '.'Si 11/S Oh . i till! if! lV/j/ prftt’ht •/*«///, |). "J lo.

* / it> nfth*' p. L’l ]

.
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and was therefore also treated as in the substanee.” 1

So out of the ehaos of the unconscious state, repre-

sented by the disorder of the “ massa confusa ", which

as primal material formed the basis of the alchemic

process, was produced by dividing, distilling, etc..

tlTrough ever new combinations the “ corpus subfile",

the ‘'resurrection body*’, the “gold”. This gold

cannot, however- so the alchemists believed -be

made without the intervention of divine grace, for

God himself manifests himself therein. In the Gnosis

the “man of light ” is a spark of the eternal light that

has fallen into the darkness of matter and must be

redeemed from it. The significance of a “unifying

symbol" can be attributed to the result of this pro-

cess: and that almost always has numinous character.

One could say with .lung: “The Christian opus was

an o}trrari of the man in need of redemption in honour

of the redeeming God; the alchemic opus, however,

was the striving of man the redeemer toward the

divine world-soul sleeping in matter and there await-

ing redemption.** - Only thus can it be understood

how it was possible for the alchemists to experience

the process of transformation of their own psyche in

projection upon the chemical substanee. And only

when one has found this key does the often not only

mysterious but frequently incomprehensible, perhaps

even intentionally obscured deeper meaning of those

mystic texts and processes reveal it self. 1*

As alchemy, so do the different forms of yoga
1 (ntufrafiun uflht* Frr*nnafittt, p.

1 ffn<l
. p.

*' HitIhtI Sillimr ha** pnnit«*il. m hi- hook, Frublowr dvr Myifik

uwl i hrvp v/,»W/A (\ iujin.i . I(cll<‘i. 11>1 t). to Iht hot u con alchemy
ami mmloin ili*j»th p-^clinhipi , p.-penallj Jmifftan analytical jp-yrholufry.
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strive toward a “liberation of the soul”, toward that

state of “release from objects” which the Hindu calls

nirdvandvn, “free from opposites”. While, however,

the alchemist experienced and portrayed symbolically

the transformation of the psyche in a chemical process,

in the case of the yoga-practitioner a direct workftig

upon the psyche by means of suitable physical and

psychical exercises is said to produce the transforma-

tion. The various stc ps in the way of yoga arc exactly

prescribed and demand extraordinary mental power

and concentration. The ultimate aim is the “ symbolic

begetting and birth of a psychic, pneumatic or ‘subtle

body’, which assures the continuity of the detached

consciousness. 1
It is the birth ot the avrjp nvevparLKo^,

the “man of the pncuina of the lluddha. as symbol

of the everlasting existence of the spirit as compared

with the transitoriness of the body. Here too “vision”

into the “rcahtx ” of the process i.e. insight into the

world of opposites, is a prerequisite to the unity and

wholeness to be gained. E\cn the sequence of ideas

and stages is analogous to that of alchemy and of the

individuation process, which again testifies to the

eternal and e\ ervw here similar psychic laws. The
“ opus

"

that the alchemist brings forth and the

“
imaginutio" that is the spiritual tool of the Oriental

to “produce" the Buddha are based upon the same

“rictii't imagination" that leads Jung s patients like-

wise to the same symbolic experiences and through

these to the experience of their own “centre”, the

Self. This imagination has nothing to do with fantasy

in the ordinary meaning of the word. “The iniagina-

1 I he secret of the Holden Ftoner, p. 121.
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tion is here to be understood as a real and literally

meant einbildvngsks 4 /• r, as an active bringing-

fortli of inner images, a tnie act of ideation or thought,

which does not ‘dream along’ without foundation or

plan. i.e. does not play with its objects, but seeks to

gftisp and depict the inner facts of nature faithfully.” 1

It is an activation of the deepest foundations of the

psyche, in order to further the rising of the symbols

and to procure their creative and healing effeet.

Alchemy tried to experience it in chemical substances,

voga—and likewise too the Exercises of Loyola— by
means of strictly fixed and prescribed practices,

Jungian psychology by bringing the individual to

descend consciously into the depths of his own un-

conscious. to recognize the contents of those depths

and to integrate them with consciousness. But these

processes
“
are all so mysterious”, says Jung, “that

it remains questionable whether human understand-

ing is a suitable 1 instrument to grasp and express them.

Not Without reason does alchemy describe itself as

‘art’, feeling rightly that it has to do with formative

processes that can be grasped only in experience but

can merely be hinted at intellectually 2

The indications given here arc only meant to show
that great intuitions and intimations of the most

important psychological knowledge he within our

spiritual horizon, which as yet arc scarcely heeded

and by most people are connected somehow with

superstition, although they are simply basic psychic

facts that hardly alter in many centuries and in which

a two thousand year old truth is still the truth of

1 lnteyratton of the Personality, \>. 100. 2 Ibid., p. 270.
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today, still lives and works. It would lead far beyond

the limits of this book if one would attempt to trace

in detail the course of these different strivings towards

the same goal. Therefore let the reader be referred

here to the various exhaustive presentations of the

subject by Jung himself ' and at the same time Tet

him be lcminded of Jung’s well-founded warning that

it would be fatal to imitate alchemy, say, or to let an

Occidental perform yoga exercises. It would remain

an affair of his will and consciousness, and his neurosis

would thereby only be exacerbated. For the European

proceeds from wholly different premises and cannot

simply forget the enormous knowledge and the cul-

tural traditions of Europe in order to take on the life

and though l -forms of the East. “The broadening of

our consciousness ought not to proceed at the oxjjcnsc

of other kinds of consciousness, but must be effected

through the development of those elements of our

psyche which are analogous to those of a foreign

psyche, just as the Orient too is unable to dispense

with our technic, science, and industry ." 2 “The Orient

a.tt antedJo knowledge of inner things with C childlike

ignorance of the world." 3 The way of the European is

a different one. Precisely because we are “supported

by our enormously extensive historical and scientific

1 .l.mg’s writing's that primurih r»mn* into consideration lien* arc*: Intro-

duction to The Stent of the fiohien /Ynnrr. London: Kcgr.in I\tu), 1!KU.

Yoij.i and the \Wt " in the journal frahwldha Bharata* JL ltb’Mi. *• The
Idea of Redemption in Vlvheim *: (hap. V in Inkyration of tho Brnnmahiy.
I*oml<ui : Kcgr.m Rml, I tilth Junior Bi inerhuiujen in d< n Vhomvn dr*

Zuvtmos, ' Erttnw 1 **tv HonK, Zurich: Uhein-\ irlap. ( oimncntar) to

Suxuh i > Ihe ttrobbp /fc/mi/M/. Introduction to ZfMi-lluddhi-nn. Leipzig:
Curt Weller, liW.

• The xrh t of the Hidden /Voicrr, p. !M7. Jtnd., p. 1-0
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knowledge, we are ealled to explore the psyche. And

although for the moment too much external know-

ledge is the greatest hindrance to introspection, the

distress of the spirit will overcome every obstacle.” 1

Whoever, then, attributes reality to the psyche,

experiences it not with the means of understanding,

but with those that since time immemorial were ever

the same.- And so the waj s to the illumination of

the inner cosmos, continually sought and found anew,

join each other, even though it may often appear as

if mankind were weary of the toilsome journey and

would not hnd the path again in the darkness. If we

look more closely, though, we shall see that there is

no standing still and that everything up to now “was

only a significant chain of episodes in that drama

which began in the obscurity of prehistoric time

and si niches throughout all the centuries into a

rc mote juture. This drama is an "aurora cou.surgniu'

:

humanity's coming to consciousness" :J

And so .lung's psychology and the attempt to

n\eal tin- eternal processes of psychic transformation

to the western man are “only a step in the process of

dc\ clopmi lit of a deeper human consciousness, which

finds itself upon the way to unknown goals, and no

metaphysie in the usual sense. First of all and thus

far it is only psychology, but thus far also experience-

able. understandable, and . . . real; an intuitive and

therefore living reality”. Jung’s satisfaction with

the psychologically experience able and bis rejection

ot the metaphysical are intended “to imply no gesture

1 'Jin >nff/ iif tin fiiiltiiu J’lourr, \>. 120.

- InUyratwn "f tin Penonaltty, |>. 27.‘». 1 ibid., j>. 2(59.
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of scepticism pointed against belief or faith in higher

powers. . . . Every pronouncement about the tran-

scendent should be avoided, for it is always only a

ridiculous presumption of the human psyche unaware

of its limitations. When, therefore, God or Tao is

called an impulse or state of the mind, then something

is said only about the knorvable, not , however, about

the unknowable, eoneerning which nothing at all can

be ascertained.” 1*****
To go the ‘‘middle way" is the task of the mature,

for the individual's psychological situation is different

at every age. At the beginning of life he must struggle

out of infancy, which still is wholly imprisoned in the

collective unconscious, to the differentiation and de-

marcation of his ego. lie must get rooted in real life

and, first of all. master the tasks— sexuality, profession,

marriage, descendants, ties and connections of all

kinds that it imposes on him. Therefore it is of the

greatest importance that he acquire the tools for his

establishment and adjustment b\ means of the highest

possible differentiation of his constitutionally superior

function. Only when this task, which constitutes

that of the first half of life, is fully accomplished,

should the experience of ami ad justment to the internal

be added to the adjustment to the external. Once the

construction and reinforcement of the personality’s

attitude with respect to the outer world is completed,

energy can be turned to the as yet more or less un-

heeded inner psychic realities and can therewith bring

human life to true perfection.

1 Hit ,'vcret of the Golden Flower, p. 13o.
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The establishment of the wholeness of the personality

is a task of middle life. It seems to signify a prepara-

tion for death in the deepest sense of this word. For

death is no less important than birth and, as the

latter, belongs inseparably to life. Nature herself, if

we *only understand her aright, takes us here in her

protective arm s. The older we become, the more the

outer world veils itself, losing continually in colour,

tone, anil attraction; and the inner world calls us and

occupies us all the more. The ageing individual nears

ever more the state of dissolution in the collective

psyche, out of which as a child he once with great

effort emerged. And so the cycle of human life closes

meaningfully and harmoniously, as has been expressed

symbolically since the most ancient times in the

picture of the ouruboros, the snake that bites its own
tail .

1 If this task is rightly fulfilled, then death must
lose its terror and take its place meaningfully in the

wholeness of life. One must add the limitation,

though, that apparently many do not even succeed in

completing the task laid upon them by the first half

of life as the innumerable infantile adults prove

—

and that, therefore, life's rounding off through self-

realization is granted only to few. Just these few,

nevertheless, have ever been the creators of culture,

m contrast to those who have only produced and
furthered civilization. For civilization is always a

child of the ratio, the intellect; culture, on the other

land, arises out of the spirit, ami the spirit is never
bound to consciousness alone as is the intellect, but
includes, forms, and controls at the same time all the

1 Cf. Plate II. in which the ouroboros MirrouniK the “ face of etoinit) ”.
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depths of the unconscious, the primal nature. And it

is the particular and peculiar fate of western man-
because historical conditions, origins, and spirit o.

the times are always determining factors also in the

individual’s psychological situation— that his instinc-

tive side has withered through the over-differentiation

of the intellect in the course of centuries, and that h

has wholly lost the natural relation to his unconscious.

He has become so “unsure of his instincts” that he is

tossed hither and thither like a floating reed on the

swollen, turbulent sea of the unconscious, or— as we
have been able perturbedly to observe in the latest

events—is already overwhelmed and swallowed up
by the waves.

! Self-realization is thus no fashionable experiment

but the highest task that the individual can set hin

self. In regard to one's self it means the possibility <

anchoring one's self in that which is eternal and in-

destructible, in the primal nature of tlu objective-

psychic. Thereby the individual places himself again

in the eternal stream, in which birth and death arc

only stations along the way and the meaning of life

no longer lies in the ego. With regard to one's fellow-

men it summons up that tolerance and kindness in him
which onlv he can gi\e who has searched out and con-

sciously experienced lus ow n darkest depths. And with

regard to the collecth e its especial value consists in the

fact that it is able to present to it that individual fully

sensible of his responsibilities who from the personal

experience of his psychic totality is aware of how the

particular is obligated by its relation to the general.

* * * *
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j The Jmigian system claims, in spite of its intimate

reference to the fundamental problems of our being.

Ito be neither religion nor philosophy. It is the scien-

tific summary and representation of all that the ex-

perienecable totality of the psyche includes; and as

bidiogy is the science of the living physical organism,

>o is it the science of the living organism of the psyche.

Thus it comprises also the whole of the equipment

with which men have ever created and experienced

religions and philosophies.' It alone gives the possi-

bility of forming a Weltanschauung that is not merely

taken over traditionally and uncritically but that can

be worked out and personally shaped by the individual

with the help of these materials and tools. Xo wonder

that this system precisely today, when the collective

-nsvehe threatens to become all and the individual

•psyche nothing, is able to afford us reassurance and

comfort: and that the task imposed by it. although

it belongs to the most ilitlieult of all times, lavs it as

an obligation upon us to bridge over the opposition

between individual and collective through the full

personalit 1/ . standing in relation to both\

The predominance which our reason, our one-

sidedly differentiated intellect has gained in the West
over our instincli\e nature ami which expresses itself

in our highly developed civilization in a masterful

teelmie that seems to have lost every connection

with the eternal depth of the psyche, can only be

compensated by calling to aid the creative powers

lying there, restoring them to their rights, and ele-

vating them to the heights of this intellect. ‘‘This

transformation, however, can only begin with the

K
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individual”, says Jung, “for the masses are blind

beasts.” 1 And if this transformed individual has

recognized himself as “God’s likeness” in the deepest

ethical sense of obligation, then, as Jung says, he will

be “on the one hand excellent in knowledge, on the

other excellent in will, and no arrogant superman*' 2
!

—The responsibility and the task of the culture of

our future belongs more than ever to the individual!

1 Integration of the Personality, p. 274.

Tiro on Analytical Psychology, p. 2(5 i.
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CARL GUSTAV JUNG was born on the twenty-

sixth^ of July, 1875, in_ Kesswyl, Canton

Thurgau, as a citizen of Basel, Switzerland.

He attended school and finally graduated in medicine

in this city. In 1900 he became assistant in the state

mental hospital and in the psychiatric elinie of the

University of Zurich, later becoming senior staff

physician there until 1909. He first became interested

in depth psychology through the observation of a case

of* somnambulism in 1898-99. He discovered in this

case that the split-off unconscious personality was an

anticipation of the patient's future anti more matured

self. This discovery became one of the leading ideas

in all his further psychopathological researches. (The

case is published in his doctoral thesis: Zur Psy-

chologic und Pathologic sogenannter okkultcr Phdno-

mcnc , 1 902. English t ranslation in Collected Papers on

Analytical Psychology under the title. “On Psychology

and Pathology of so-called Occult Phenomena".) In

1902 he spent six months in Paris attending P. Janet’s

lectures. In psychiatry Jung was a pupil of E.

Bidder's. Through his experimental researches on the

manifestation of complexes in the association test and

through his book on The Psychology of Dementia

Praecox he became personally acquainted with Sig-

mund Freud in 1900. In the subsequent years he
147
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founded the International Psychoanalytical Society,

and together with Freud and Eugen Biculer he pub-

lished five volumes of the Jahrbuch fur Psychoanalyse

und psychopathologische Forschungen. Until 1913 he

was the first president of the International Psycho-

analytical Society. In his book. The Psychology* of

the Unconscious ( Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido),

published in 1912, he first publicly took the new wav
that soon separated him from Freud’s classical theory

of psychoanalysis. Jung has undertaken numerous

extensive journeys for the study of primithe psy-

chology and for research into the phenomena of the

psyche, which took him to India, to the Pueblo Indians

of Mexico, to British East Africa and the Sudan, lie

has given many lectures at the imitation of foreign

universities: in London at the Institute of Medical

Psychology and before the Royal Society of Medicine;

in the United States at Fordham University, ('lark

University, Vale and Harvard. In Zurich he has

regularly held an English seminar. Jung has honorary

degrees from Clark University. Worcester, Massa-

chusetts (1909), Fordham University, New York
(1912), Harvard University, Cambridge. Massachusetts

on the occasion of its Tercentenary in 1930, the Hindu
University, Benares, Allahabad and Calcutta (1937),

and Oxford University, England (1938). Until re-

cently he was President of the International General

Medical Society for Psychotherapy and editor of the

Zentralblatt fur Psycholherupie und ihre (ircnzgcbicte,

Leipzig. Ik* is Chairman of the Schweizerisehe (iesell-

sehaft fur praktischc Psychologic, honorary member
ol the Deutsche Akadcmic fur Naturforseher, and
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Fellow of the Royal Society. Besides maintaining a

private practice as specialist in psychotherapy, Jung

also holds as professor regular lectures and a seminar

at the Eidgenossische Tcchniselie Hoehschule in Zurich

and devotes himself to many scientific and teaching

activities.
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28. Kin Beitrng zur Psychologic des Gcruchtes. (Zentralbl. f.

Psyehoan., Jahrg. I, Heft 12. Bergmann,Wiesbaden, 1910.)
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24. Zur Kritik iiber Psychoanalyse. (Jahrbuoh f. Psych. For-

schung, Bd. II, 1910.)

25. Ueber Konflikte der kindlichen Socle. (Jahrb. f. P. u. P.

Forschungen, Bd. II, Deutickc, L. u. W., 1910. S. II.

Aufl„ 1916; III. Aufl., Raseher, Zurich. 1939.)

26. Besprcchung von Bidders “Zur Thcoric dcs schizophrencn

Negativismus”. (Jahrb. f. P. u. P. Forsch., Bd. Ill, 1971.)

27. Randbemcrkungon zu Wittcls “Die sexuelle Not”.
(Jahrb. f. P. u. P. Forsch., Bd. Ill, 1911.)

28. Fan Bcitrag zur Kcnntnis des Zahlentraumcs. (ZcntralbJ.

f. Psychoanalyse, Jahrg. I, Bcrgmann, Wiesbaden,

1911.)

29. Kritische Bcnurkungcn iiber Morton Princes “Mechan-
ism and Interpretation of Dreams'’. (Jahrb. f. P. u. P.

Forsch., Bd. II, 1911.)

80. Besprcchung von Ilitschmanns “Freuds Neurosenlehrc

(Jahrb. f. P. n. P. Forsch., 1912.)

31. Wandlungen und Svmbolc der Libido. Kin Bcitrag zur

En t wicklungsgesehieh te des Denkens. (Dcutickc. Leipzig

u. Wien, 1912; II. Aufl., 1925; III. Aufl., 1938.)

82. Neue Bahncn der Psychologic, (ttasehers Jahrbuch fur

Schweizcr Art und Kunst, Zurich, 1912.)

33. Zur Psychoanalyse. (Wissen und Lchon, Jahrg. V, 1912.)

34. Versuch finer Darstcllung der psychoanaiytisehen Thco-
ric. (Jahrb. f. P. u. P. Forsch., Bd. V, 1913. Audi als

sclbst andiges Bueh erschienen bci Deutickc, Leipzig und
Wien, 1913.)

85. Psyehot h( rapcutische Zeitfragen. Kin Briefweclisel von
Dr. Jung uiul Dr. Loy. (Dtuticke, Leipzig u. Wien,

1914.)

36. Die Psychologic der unhewn litcn Pro/csse. Sell riften zur
angewandten Seelenkiinde. (Zweite, veriindcrte und vor-

mchrte Auflage von “Neue Bahncn der Psychologic”,
Raseher, Zurich, 1917.)

87. Ueberdas UnbcwuBtc. (S(>iiderabdniek“Seh\veizerland”,

1918.)

38. Psvchologische Typcn. (Raseher & Co., Zurich, 1920.
II. Aufl., 1925; III. Aufl., 1930.)
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89. Psychologischc Typen. Vorl. in Territet. (Zeitschrift fur

Menschenkunde, 1925.)

40. Das UnbewuBte im norinalcn und kranken Seclcnleben.

(Dritte verm. u. verb. Aufl. d. “Psychol, d. ubw. Pro-

zessc”, Rascher, Zurich, 1920 und 1936.)

41. Analytischc Psychologic und Erziehimg. (Kampmann,
* Heidelberg, 1920, und Raseher, Zurich, 1936.)

42. Geisteskrankheit nnd Socle. (Berliner Tagblatt, 1927.)

43. Die Frau in Europa. (Europ. Revue, 1927, Buchausg.

Verl. d. Neucn Schweiz. Rundschau, 1929, und Rascher,

Zurich, 1932.)

44. Die Beziehungcn zwisehendein Ieh unddem UnbcwuBten.
(Rcichel, Darmstadt, 1928, und Raseher, Zurich, 1939.)

45. Die schwcizerische Linie ini SjHktrum Europas. (Neue

Sehwcizir Rundschau, 1928.)

40. Ucbcr die Encrgetik dcr Seclc. Psychol. Ablnindlungen,

Bd. II. (Raseher & Co., Zurich, 1928.)

(1) Uchcr die Encrgetik dcr Seclc.

(2) Allgemeine Gesiehtspunkte zur Psychologic des

Tranmes.

(3) Instinkt und Unbewufltes.

( 1) Die psyehologisehcn Grundlagcn des Gcistcrglaubens.

47. Psychoanalyse und Scclsorgc. (Altderhaldens Zeitschrift

“Ethik”, 1928.)

48. Das (ichcimnis dcr goldenen Blutc. Aus dem C'hincsi-

schcn iihcrsctzt von R. Wilhelm. Europaiseher Kommcn-
tar von G. Jung. (Dorn-Yering, Grete Ullniann. Miin-

chcn, 1929; II. Aufl., 1938.)

49. Wilhelm und Jung. Die Kuust. das mensehliche Lebcn
zu vcrlangcrn. (Europiiisehe Revue, 1929.)

50. Die Bedcutung von Vcrcrhung und Konst i tution fur die

Psychologic. (Die mcdi/.inischc Welt, 1929.)

51. Psychologic und Diehtung. (Philosophic dcr Literatur-

wissensehafl . Emiatinger, Okt. 1929.)

52. Einfuhrung zu l)r. Kranel'eldts Bueli “Die Psychoana-
lyse’’. (Goschen Sammlung, 1930.)

53. Dcr Aufgang einer neucn Welt. Besprechung von Keyser-
lings “America set free”. (Neue Ziircher Zeitung, 1980.)
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73. Zur Empirie des Individuationsprozesses. Eranos-Tagung,

1983. (Eranos-Jahrbuch, Rhein-Verlag, Miinchen, 1984.)

74. Besprechung \on Keyscrlings “ La Revolution Mondiale”.

(Basler Nachriehten, Mai 1934.)

75. Geleitwort zur Volksausgabc von Schleichs Schriften

“Die Wunder der Seele”. (Fischer Verlag, Berlin, 1934.)

76. Allgemeines zur Komplextheorie. Antrittsvorlcsung*an

der ETH. (Kultur- und staatswissenschaftl. Schriften

der ETH. Saucrlander & Cic., Aarau, 1931.)

77. Archetypen des Kollektiven UnbewuBten. (Eranos-Jah.’-

bueli, 1934, Rhein-Verlag, Miinchen, 1935.)

78. Vorwort zu R. Mehlichs: J. II. Fichtes Seelenlehre. (Ra-

scher & Co., Zurich, 1985.)

79. Vorwort zu O. v. Koenig-Fachscnfelds : Wandlungen des

Traumproblems von der Romantik bis zur Gcgcnwart.

(F. Enke, Verlag, Stuttgart, 1935.)

80. Geleitwort und Psyehologiseher Kommentnr zum Bardo
Thodol. (Das Tibetanische Totenbueh. Herausg. W. V.

Evans-Wentz, Ucbers. und Eiid. von L. Gcjpfert-March.

Rascher & Co., Zurich, 1935.)

81. Psychologisehe Typologic. (Suddcutsehe Monatshcfte,

Februar 1936.)

82. Wotan. (Neue Schweizcr Rundschau, licit 1 1, Miirz 1936.)

83. Besprechung von G. R. Heyers "Praklischo Seclonheil-

kundc’’. (Zentralbl. f. Psyehotherapic, Bd. 9. licit 3,

1936.)

84. Traumsymbolc des Individuationsprozesses. (Eranos-

Jahrbuch, 1935. Rhein-Verlag, Zurich. 193G.)

85. Ueber den Arohetypus, mit besondcrer Beriioksicht igung

des Animabegriffes. (Zentralbl. f. Psyehotherapic, Bd. 9,

Heft 5, 1936.)

86. Kindcrtraume. Vorl. im Seminar an der ETH. Zurich.

(Seminarbericht, 1986-37. Privatdruck.)

87. Die Erlosungsvorstellungen in der Alchemic. (Eranos-

Jahrbuch, 1936, Rhein-Verlag, Zurich, 1 037.)

88. Ueber dieArchetypen. Vortr. in Berlin, 1937. Privatdruck.

89. Einigc Bemerkungen zu den Visioncn des Zosimos. (Ern-

nos-Jahrbuch, 1937, Rhcm- Verlag, Zurich, 1938.)
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90. Geleitwort zu Suzuki’s : “Die groBe Befreiung”. Einfiih-

rung in den Zcn-Buddhismus. (C. Weller, Leipzig, 1989.)

91. Die psychologischcn Aspekte des Mutter-Archetypus.

(Eranos-Jahrbuch, 1938, Rhein- Verlag, Zurich, 1989.)

92. Bewufitsein, UnbewuBtcs und Individuation. (Zentralbl.

f. Psychotherapie, Bd. II, Heft 5, 1939.)

93.

* Kindertriiume. Vorlcsungcn am psychologischen Seminar

der KTH. (Berichte iiber die Seminarc, 1938-39, 1939-

194:0. Privatdruck.)

Sigmund Freud, Ein Nachruf. ( Busier Nachriehten, Okto-

ber 1939.)

95. Psychologic und Religion, (llaseher & Co., Zurich, 1939.)

90. Zur Psychologic dcr Trinitatsidco. ( Vortrag an der Eranos-

Tagimg, 1910. Privatdruck.)

97. Mit Prof. l)r. K. Kercnvi. Das gottliche Kind. (Albae

Vigilme. licit 0-7. Pantheon Akademische Verlagsanstalt,

Amstordam-Leipzig, 1910.)

98. Mit Prof. Dr. K. Kerenyi. Das gottliche Madchcn.
(Alhuo Vigiliue, Ilcft 8-9. Amsterdam-Leipzig, 1941.)

English Whitings and Translations

1. On Psychophysical Relations of the Associations Experi-

ment. (Jotirn. of Almorm. Psychology, \’ul. I, 190(1.)

2. Petersen and Jung, Psychophysical Investigations with

the Gal\ aiiomctcr and Pneumograph in Normal and In-

sane Individuals. (Brain. 30. 118, 1907.)

3. Ricksher and Jung, Further Investigations on the Gal-

vanic Phenomenon ami Ri s| brat ion in Normal and Insane

Individuals. (Jouru. of Abnorm. and Soc. Psychol.,

Vol. II, 11107.)

4. The Psychology of Dementia Praeeox. (Transl. w. intr.

by F. Petersen and A. A. Brill, New York, 1909.)

5. On Psychological Understanding. (Journ. of Abnorm.
Psychology, 1915.)

0. Collected Papers on Analytical Psychology. (Transl. by
Dr. Constance Long. Bailliere, Tindall & Cox, London.
I. Ed., 191(3; 11. Ed., 15)17 and 1!>20.)

(1) On Psychology and Pathology of Occult Phenomena.
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(2) The Association Method.

(3) The Significance of the Father in the Destiny of the

Individual.

(4) A Contribution to the Psychology of Rumour.

(5) On the Significance of Number Dreams.

(6) A Criticism of Bidder’s “Theory of Schizophrenic

Negativism”.

(7) Psychoanalysis.

(8) On Psychoanalysis.

(9) On some Crucial Points in Psychoanalysis.

(10) On the Importance of the Unconscious in Psycho-

pathology.

(11) A Contribution to the Study of Psychological Types.

(12) The Psychology of Dreams.

(18) The Content of the Psychoses.

(14) The Psychology of the Unconscious Processes.

(15) The Concept of the Unconscious.

7. Studies in Word Association. (Transl. by Dr. Eder. W.
Heinemann, London, 1918.)

(1) The Associations of Normal Subjects.

(2) Analysis of the Associations of an Epileptic.

(3) Reaction-Time in Association-Experiments.

(4) Psycho-Analysis and Association-Experiments.

(5) Association, Dream and Hysterical Symptoms.

(0) On Disturbances in Reproduction in Association-

Experiments.

8. On the Problem of Psychogenesis in Mental Diseases.

(Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, London,

Vol. XII, No. 9, 1919.)

9. Psychology of the Unconscious. (Transl. by IL M. Hinkle,

M.b. : Kegan Paul, London, 1921. II. Ed., 1927, Dodd,

Mead, New York.)

10. Psychological Types—or The Psychology of Individua-

tion. (Transl. by II. G. Haynes. Kegan Paul, London,

1928.)

11. Psychology of Dreams und Visions. Lectures at the Eng-
lish Seminar. (Seminar Reports, 1928-1980. Privately

printed.)
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12. Contributions to Analytical Psychology. (Translated by

II. G. and C. F. Baynes. Regan Paul, London, 1928.)

(1) On Psychical Energy.

(2) Spirit and Life.

(3) Mind and the Earth.

(4) Analytical Psychology and Weltanschauung.

(5) Woman in Europe.

(0) Marriage as a Psychological Relationship.

(7) The Love-Problem of the Student.

(8) On tin Relation of Analytical Psychology to Poetic

Art.

(9) The Psychological Foundations of Belief in Spirits.

(10) Instinct and the Unconscious.

(11) The Question of the Therapeutic Value of Abre-

action.

(12) Psychological Types.

(13) Analytical Psychology and Education.

(11) The Significance of the Unconscious in Individual

Education.

13. Two Essays on Analytical Psychology. (Translated by

II. G. and V. F. Baynes. Bailliere, London, 1928.)

(1) The Unconscious in the Normal and Pathological

Mind.

(2) The Relation of the Ego to the Unconscious.

1 1. The t'omplicat ions of American Psychology. (The Forum,
1929.)

13. Outlines of Modern Psychotherapeutics. Lecture given

at the Congress of the Soc. of Public Health, Zurich, 1929.

(Journ. of State Medicine, 1930.)

10. Your Negroid and Indian Behaviour. (Forum, Vol. 83,

No. 4, 1930.)

17. Psychology and Poetry. (Transl. by E. Jolas. Transition,

Paris, 1980.)

18. Wilhelm and Jung, The Secret of the Golden Flower.

With a memorial address by C. G. Jung. (Translated by
C. F. Baynes. Regan Paul, London, 1931.)

19. Psychology of Visions. Lectures at the English Seminar.
(Seminar-Reports, 1931-1933. Privately printed.)
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20. Modern Man in Search of a Soul. (Transl. by C. F
Baynes. Kogan Paul, London, 1033.)

(1) Dream Analysis in its Practical Application.

(2) Problems of Modern Psychotherapy.

(3) Aims of Modern Psychotherapy.

(4) A Psychological Theory of Types.

(5) The Stages of Life.

(6) Freud and Jung, Contrasts.

(7) Archaic Man.

(8) Psychology and Literature.

(9) The Basic Postulates of Analytical Psychology.

(10) The Spiritual Problem of Modern Man.

(11) Psychotherapists or the Clergy. A Dilemma.

21. Modern Psychology. Lectures at the ETU. Zurich. (Eng-

lish Reports 1933-35. Privately printed.)

22. Psychological Analysis of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra. Lec-

tures at the English Seminar. (Seminar-Reports, 1931-

1939. Privately printed.)

23. Fundamental Psychological Conceptions. Lectures at

the Institute of Medical Psychology, London, 1935.

(Report of the Seminar, 1935. Privately printed.)

24. Yoga and the West. (Prabuddha llharul a, India, Feb-

ruary 1930.)

25. Psychological Factors Determining Human Behaviour.

Lectures at the Harvard Tercentenary Conference,

1936. (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.,

1930.)

26. The Concept of the Collective Unconscious. Lecture at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, 1936. (St. Bar-

tholomew’s Hospital Journ., December 1930.)

27. Dream Symbols of the Individuation Process. Lecture.1

given at the Seminars at Bailey Island and New York.

1986 and 1937. (Reports on the Seminars, 1936 and 1987

Privately printed.)

28. Wotan (Abridged version). (The Saturday Review o'

Literature, New York, 1937.)

29. Psychology and Religion. The Terry Lectures. (Ncv -

haven, Yale University Press, 1938.)
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80. The Dreamlike World of India. (Asia, New York, Jan-

uary and February 1989.)

81. On the Psychogenesis of Schizophrenia. Lecture given at

the Section of Psychiatry of the Royal Society of

Medicine, London, 1939. (Journal of Mental Science,

1989.)

83» The Process of Individuation. Lectures at the Eidge-

nossische technische Hoehsehule. Zurich. (English Re-

ports, 1988-40. Privately printed.)

33. The Integration of the Personality. (Transl. by S. M. Dell.

London : Kogan Paul, 1040.)

(1) The Meaning of Individuation.

(2) A Study in the Process of Individuation.

(8) Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious.

(4) Dream Symbols of the Process of Individuation.

(5) The Idea of Redemption in Alchemy.

(6) The Development of the Personality.

French Writings and Translations

1. Associations d’idees familiales. (Archives de Psychologic,

Tome VII, 1907.)

2. L'analysc des roves. (Annee pxychologiquc. Tome XV,
1909.)

3. Contribution a IVtude ties t ypes psyehologiques, (Ar-

chives de Psychologic, Tome XIII. No. ,52. 1913.)

4. La structure de I’ineonseieut. (Archives de Psychologic.

Tome XVI, 1910.)

5. L ineonseient dans la vie psyduque normale <1 anormale.

(Trad, par le Dr. (Irandjoan-Bayard. Payot. Paris,

1928.)

6. Essais do psychologic analytique. (Trail, par Y. lc Lay.
Ed. Stock, Paris, 1931.)

(1) Les probleiuos psychiques des differents ages de

rhomine.

(2) Le prohlfune psychique de l'honinie modernc.

(8) La condition terrestre de l'ame.

i
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(4) La psychologie analytiquc dans ses rapports avec

1’oeuvre poetique.

(5) Le manage, relation psyehologique.

(6) La femme en Europe.

7. Metamorphoses et symboles de la Libido. (Trad, par L.

de Vos. Ed. Montaigne, Paris, 1981.)

8. La th^orie psyehanalytique. (Trad, par Mme. M. Schm.d-

Guisan. Montaigne, Paris, 1932.)

9. Sur la psychologie. (Revue d’Allemagne, VII, No. 70,

1933.)

10. I'onflits de lYime enfantiiie. Suivi de: La rumeur; et

:

L’influenee du pere. (Trad, par L. de Vos et O. Raevsky.

Montaigne, Paris, 1933.)

11. Le Moi et rineonscient. (Trad, par A. Adamov. Galli-

mard, Paris, 1938.)

12. Phenoinenes oecultes. Suivi de: AmeetMort; et : Croy-

anee mix esprits. (Trad. K. Godet et Y. Le Lay. Mon-

taigne, Paris, 1939.)

Spanish Translations

1. Tipos Psicologicos. (Trad. R. de la Serna, Buenos Aires,

1934.)

2. La psique y sus Problemas Actuales. (Trad. E. Imaz,

Madrid, 1935.)

3. El Yo y lo Ineonsciente. (Trad. Dr. S. Montserrat Estevc,

Barcelona, 1936.)

4 . Realidad del Alma. Aplicacion v Progreso de la Nueva

Psicologia. (Tradnccion dirceta por el Dr. Felipe Jimenez

de Astin. Editorial Losada, Buenos Aires, 1940.)

Italian Translations

1 . La nuove vedute delle p.sicologica criminale. (Rivista di

psicologia applicatn. Anne IV, 1908.)

2. Jung e Wilhelm: II mistero del fiore d’oro. (Ed. Bari,

1936.)
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Butch Translations

1. Over Psychoanalyse. (Ncderl. Tiidschr. voor Genees-

kunde, 1914.)

2. Analytische Psychologic on Opvocding. (Uebersetzt von
J. L. Gunning. Thicmo, Ztitphcn, 1928.)

3. Zielsprohlcmcn van de/e Tijd. (Uit het Dnits vertaald

voor Drs. Frank <le Vries. J. M. Mculenhoff, Amsterdam,
1940.)

Swr.msl! Til VXM.ATIOVS

1. I lot Omedvitna i Xorinalt ooh Sjukt Sjalshv. (Bokfor-

laget Nattir oeh Kulttir, Stockholm, 1931.)

2. Sjiilen oeh dess Problem i den Moderna Manniskaiis Liv.

(Uebers. Gunnar Xordstrand, Stockholm, 193G.)

IUssIYN Til VNsI.ATIONS

1. Der Inhalt der Psvehosi
.

(St. Petersburg, 1909.)

2. Psyehologisehe Tvpen. (Zurich, 1929.)

1.2
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